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SUMMAR

backgrou and sco e of e lar dr stud .. While there-', '

-are abundan s dies of the role of .the university as a
knowledge b and knowledge center, less is known about
the flow of nowl dge and expertise between theuniversity and
the world of pract cez, Often, such processes of.knowledge
transfer have been en to chance. In other cases, there

/have been loose, predominantly informal link§-between knowledge
producers and .users. Ngorerecently, as'collegesand universities'
extend their service a d outreach.fundtiOns,' more form'al

*"
.

interorganizational,arr ngements have emerged: The case
study reportedAlere is (:)a of three-such interorganizational'
arrangements (fbAs-j that ere analyzed, each within different ..
geg'on, of a different age and-having_a unique inseitatiol?al
con iguratioh, but all invo ving collaboration between a

. co lege of education, ;nterm diary,service agency and a
tcol ction of schools or scho districts.c

s%

The study as a whole drew do two. theoretical frameworks.
First, ifiterorganizational theory helped to map:the relation-
ships between partners to the interoxganizational ar7a4gement,
with a focus on linking mechanismsAand boundary-panning.

-roIes that'bridged the college of edueation and community
.

of schools. .Theoreticall.y; closer and multiple links should Vi
result in greater interorganizational-activity, inter-
dependency and reciprocal; impact. The use,of interorganizational
theory, aldo called for an analysis of knowledge flows between. '-
units as resource exchanges or transactions depending on the
.reUtive poweeof each party in the arrangement. SeRondly,
knowledge transfer theory helped to trace the'moNiement of

. -educatlOnal ideas,, practices andAproduCtCbetween pafticipating
units as componentsi.of a. communications process,. in which

.rdsource-,pr9viding institutions such as a college of education
diagriosed nepds and "provided solutions to problems ,diagnosed
withinfiesotirce-using- institutions Such as schools. %lite ,

that roe evcduld be xeliersed here, with the college of education
as a recipient ofpractice-derived %howledgdBoth theoret4al
frameworks were' intended to illuminate answersto the principal
re's*arch question,' narfiely: to what extent and in Whibh ways,
db interorgaifizational arrangements facilLiWte.changess',
in.instrqctipnal practice within local schools?

Methodology-.... Our design called 'for a multiplecase
study usin% a iommon set of researchquestions for each ,

of VidiI0Ag4 Data were collected during site-visits
means of retrospective interviewing, obseriiations a/pAthe
,collection of pertinent dOcuments.. Data collection f6llowed
a seguence.of.progressive fOcussing, leadipg to the, emergence .

of set 'of some 50 causal variables common to all thiee 4
ci.as. Preliminary findings froM all sites were fed back

.

to Site, informants foi verdfication, A
,

0
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An overview of the Eastern Private case: The Ea
Private IOA ieloy far the oldest of the three studied.
Structurally, there is an IOA secretariat consisting o
difector,, two deputies 'and a secretary, all working.at
half timeOF less. There are 29 school district member
most dbbcentrated in four very affluent counties within
45- miiute driving radius of the university. The secret
is itself embedded in an endowedresearchunit of the cO
of,education and does not have distinctly separate.sp.ace

. either the research unit or the faculty department withi
-the senior staff are also located. kn,advisory board
'composed of eight superintendents an two principals from
member.districts meets with. the I0A directorapproximatcl
three times .per year. Qpefational decisions tend to be, in
by the secretariat and are, routinely approved by the boar

The IOA was fOunded befbre World war. II as a collabor
enterprise to collect and lfeed back detailed information on
innovative practices in school districts. 'In its heyday it
had as many as 70 members, each contributing to the data
pool on innovatiob and most actively using the resulting
analyses as a basis for'internal evaluation and practice
improvement. Even 'after the retirement in 1962 of"its very
energetic and charismatic-creator, the IOA managed to contin
with considerable vivr.along the same lines, focussing its
effort on'attempts to develop measures of "quality" of school
environments which were increasingly elaborate and rigorous:-

With the retirement ten years later of the founder's
announted successor, the IOA clearly declined ip vigor and
membership and began to lose its sense of purpose. The
efforts to provide elaborate data-based and comparative
reports on .innovativeness and quality atrophied, 'income
from memberships dues dropped off precipitously and a rump
board of directors in early 1976 asked the university to con
sider ending its life. once and for all. The university
responded first by bringing the.I0A under the wing of an

. endowed research institute and soon after by appointing a
new part-time director who had a strong-commitment to supporting
practice improvement at the school and teacher level as well
as. a background in planned change experimentation and net-
working,

.The new leader breathed life into the IOA, recruiting
ehergeic and creative graduate students who.had had extensive
expe ience as school practitioners, primarily in teaching
and aff development roles. .Together with two such assistants,
in t spring Qf 1-977, she launchepl a successful drive to woo
back e erships, visiting many,,of the superintendents in
person and providing them with a display of new offerings,
including multi-:session seminars on a range of topics for
staff at various levels; conferences for Superintendents with

stern

f
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nationally-recognized speakers; and, as an option., the
serviees qf a "Fellow," air experienced graduate studwit who
could, come out to a district on a weekly basis as a general
purpose consultant and linker to expert knowledge resources.
In all these offerings, emphasis was,placed,on the service
function to school districts with no implication that distriCts
would be use&as research sites or field settings for student
assertationg. In return each district was to contribute
a modest fee of $750, actually halved(rom the previously
established_ dues scheddle. The fee .wn doubled if the Fellow
option was taken.

The rejuvenation effort appeared to be successful in
.man espects. Memberships increased substantially, from
5 dues payers to 29. , The secretariat delivered on busy
schedule of workshops and conferences, all of which were
wail- attended. There were 50 workshops and 1-0 conferlinces
over a three-year period. ,Many of these workshops sueteeded
in involving teachers for the first time, in contrast to
the historic administrative focus of the tOA. Much of the
physical and logistical effort of putting on conferences
and workshops was carried by the Fellows who met as a group,
about every two weeks, both to plan activities and to ;report
on their separate experiences as'change agents within their
assigned districts. Each Fellow's experience was different
depending (a) on the backgrtund and inclinatials of the
Eellowr and (b) the expectations. and placement opportunities
_provided by .the district.

One of the most visible outgrowths of, the revived
IOA during its sqcond year was the development of a sub-
network of teachers and curriculum and staff developers with
special. interest in writing. This "Writing Consortium"
was organized and coordinated by one of the Fellows.and
involved four districts actively and four others more
peripherally. They held approximately 10 half-day workshops
sessions over three school years, some involving- outside
experts, some involving sharing of craft knowledge among
teachers, and some consisting of working sessions at which
materials were developed and analyzed. The Writing Consortium
was the only focussed activity'clearly attributable to the
IOA which was able to sustain itself with clear products
and impacts over a multisehlol year' period.

During its lour.-year revival phase this 'IOA experienced
some turbulence resulting from the following. factors: lacly cf
aclear definition of roles;. lack of a distinct operational
base; frequent and extended leaveS-of7absence by its .

inspirational leader; a weak, uncertain and changing funding
base; heavy reliance on part-time and volunteer effort by

4pooth university and school -based people; and ambivalence by
tile. university regarding the proper use of rts fandowment; the
importance of service vs. research functions; and the focus
of a teacher-centered vs: an administrator-centered strategy.

°
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Outcomes. There isno quq,stion that the = ival led
to a renewal of many individual connections and the establish-
ment of many new ones at the Individual level. Whi the old
IOA had long been known as a kind of vold boy& netwo " for
superintendents, the revived network deliberately soug t
and succeeded in esti.hijishing linkages at the teacher nd
principal levels as well as among district staff in 'arious
roles. On the other hand, the rejuvenated IOA had oily'`
moderate success in efforts to expand the network .b yond
the original coke of four affluent suburban count s, either
to more remote suburban and rural areas to the Is.ch poorer
urban environments which abound in the imnIpdiate vicinity
of the university.

rl

For tiqg school districts which were most involved, the
IOA.provided a varied and continuing inppt of high quality
expertise available to all staff'levels through the many
Conferences and'Workshops that were held. The'high attendance
levels and enthusiastit testimonials provided for most of
these events suggests that they represented a significantly
increased knowledge acquisition capacity. Ater-collegial r _-
contacts across districts and personal contacts with universitY"
professors can greatly expand the potential resource network .

that districts and individuals can draw upon.

The Fellows program may represent the clearest effort
to improve district problem-solving capacity through providing
process expertise on-site. There is evidence that this was
the result at some sites. For the most part, however, Felrows4
were not able to gainacceptance as general capacity-builders;
often they had to subordinate or adapt their process goals to
the rather different agendas and expectations of...their clients.
Sometimes this worked beautifully-such that an examination
of a gifted prograt desired by a local principal turned into
a collaborative development and demonstration project for
the whole district. '

'Nevertheless, in spite of the outpouring of activity
generated in the revival, the impact of the network an member
districts was not great relative to other forces in the
environment. Most of the,Fesources it provided were. also
available from other netwd!.k-like arrangements and service
agencies which abounded in-the region. Thus it was generally
regarded. by superintendents as worthwhile and providing' 'Av

intellectual inputs of the highest quality but rather
inconsequential among the rich and varied assortment of in-
service and linking opportunities available to them. 'Mere
was no district'for which it could be said to have provided
a service which was either essential or one which was not

offered by another source.

iv



Likewise, few university informants other than the
IOA staff itself were likely to rate the IOA in its piesent
configuration as an es ential aspect of the university,
certainly not in a,sur ival senses No department relied'
to a large degree on I A member districts for recruitmAt,
pre-service train4g s tes, research sites, or graduate
Placement siOes, partl4 because the university (juttifiably)
saw itself as cqnnecte to a national rather than a local
constituency.

/

graduate students who were involved
was quite a different story. IOA
iverse opportunities togrow,in a
ctionsP to understand other educational
role'81iiiiker-to change agent through
compare experiendes-of.challenge,

For the individua
as Fellows, however, i
involvement gave them
number of different
'settings; to learn the
experiencing it;. and t
frustration, and growt
initial Fellow ,experie
included Creating spin
Consortium, taking on
establishing very soliu
and developing extender
levels as-well as to n
various workshops and-1

When comparing
we see a`, clear shift-
orientation and an at
the district to get m
-teacherS. The revive

with one another. Inmany .cases the
ce led to otherpportunities,,,which
Off netwprks such as the Writing
inking roles in other settings,
ties td one another as a peer network,
ties to educatOrs in the region at 411

tionally-known experts recruited/for
6hferences.

e revived IOA with its liastoric version,
n goals toward an abtive,service.
empt to move down into the ranks of
e involvement from principals and
IOA also represented a muting of,

the research role. F r the districts and their involved staffs,
however, this IOA wasjrarely'likely to have the kind of
impact that would res lt in goal shifts, nor do we see goal
changes reflected in the overall stance of the university.

Institutionalization as an outcome. Major credit must
be given to any interorganizational arrangement-
able to survive intact with continuing visible impact for
40 years. Mudh of the credit goes to-the tqunder and his
immediate stibcessor, through whose efforts "routinization"
took place. It began with the promotion of a concept of
educational practice imprsvement through collaborative
research, development, and'sharing, with the university
playing critical coordinative, control,,,know],edge input,
and synthesis roles. The IOA became reified through a standard
fee Structure-for membership,bi-annual conferences and numerous
task-forces and data collect.ionc write-up, and feed-back
exercises which involyed the coordinated efforts of school
district perkmnel, gradute students and faculty of the.
universitj* The historical growth, diffusion, and
stabilization of this IOA is important case study for the
students of educational practice improveMent. However, it

v I
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.was not the-focal.interpst of this project. We began
to study this arrangement after it had atrophied and then been

4:1 reviVed,in,a somewhat different form in response to
contemporary' educational needs and environments.

4'Intitutionalizaiom appeared to be somewhat tenuous
for, the IOA inTs present form.' Funding remained but was
continuously th eatened by intermittent disinterest and
competing priorities both within the districts and within
the university. For the current IOA, there appeared to be
.less Codification of procedures and less clarity regarding
the scope and limits of activity. Although within tho
university there was a commitmentsto continuation of field
services in something like the present form, the level and
:consistency of that commitment were not clear- On the
school district side, the commitment went on from year to
year with no assurance that any particular district was
seriously committed in the ldng term,

MO.
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I. -BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE LARGER STUDY

Studies of the role of,the,university as il"knowledge blinder"

and "knowledge center" abo'Und. These are,, to be sure, the traditional

roles inveed in institutionstituticons of higher education:''SomeWhat more
.4j

recently there has been interest in tracing the flow, of knowledge and

expertise produCed by the university'to itsoiltimate targets in the

world of practice.

This concern for the linkage between universities and local schools

has not abated. ID fact, pressure has grown on universities to enlarge

their service or "outreach" function, And to direct it more operationally

toward educational practice improvement. In many cases, the institu-

tional response of collees of education his been that of intensifying

the in-service teaching function and of providing a more formalized

process of,delivering consultant services to school systems requesting

them. The connecti1ns made; however, have been comparatively weak,

pOorly elaborated and not well' supported from within. There 'has

emerged a subtle and often implicit differentiation of roles, in which

the prestigious private and state institutions attend to post-graduate

training and non-mission oriented research, and the local'state and

cOmmunity colleges busy themselves with pre-service training of

practitioners and, with their remaining resources, remain on'call to

.local school districts requesting specific forms of expertise.

Correspondingly, when the federal government in, recent years has

attempid to support the improvement of educational practice in

schools, lit has largely ignored the potential role of universities,

rel,ying instead on state or local educational agencies, on, semi-public

agencies such as regional laboratories or on parallel mechanisms

such as the National Diffusion Network.

Study Objectives

A less, explored avenue of inquiry has been the instances in

which universities an&local school systems establish formal inter-
.

organizational arrangements to improve ed.dcational practicds. When

these relationships.are non-casual, continuous and directed at

instrumental outcomes, there should be a measurable .impact within

cooperating schools. We would also hope that such iriterorga4zational

arrangements ould affect participating universities, either in their

instr tionalprograms or in their capacity to provide sound and useful

.knowledge about educational settings.

t
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--,lis is an exploratory study of three such arrangemen s between %

a university or:college, an intermediate agncy (such as a eachert

center) and a group of local, schools. After a review,ofthe several

forms which such collaborative.arrangements,took throughout the country,

three cases were selected for intensive case study analysis. The cases

varied on several dimensions. The Eastern Private University case,0
.

which is the, object of this case study, involved a large number of school

districts and had a 40-year history of university-ichool collabOration.
,

The Midwestern State University case was in its third year
,

and represented a rapidly expanded, activist arrangement. The Eastern

State University case; of intermediate age, represented the efforts
.. .,-

of a large public university to reach out to urban and suburban schools,
...

of its state. The three cAs,=,s, also spanned a continuum between a
-

"corporate structure" of interorganizational arrangementS (predominance

of vertical ties from the university to local schools) and a "federate -

structure" (prevalence of horizontal ties among participating units ).

Conceptual Schema
.

Two broad fie ds of inquiry oriented the formulation of research

questions and the collection of data. 'First{ these arrangements-

,can be studied as an interorganizational network within the framework

of interorganizational theory. This involves the analysis of the

-historical evolution of the arrangement, its environment, its )

interactions - notably the linking functions and boundary-spanning roles

played by intermediaries between the university and local schools -

**and its structural determinants. The Sast category is especially im-

portant. are the ties linking the, units multipurpose or single

purpose? Do they occur at single or multiple- levels within each

unit? How tightly are the units coupled? Interorganizational theory
. .

would predict that closer ties would stabilize and strengthen the
\

.

\

interorganizational structure arie.thereby facilitate the flow of

1

knowledge among the participa ing units. The grater the number,, the

variety and levels of.communi ation, the more. interdependent the

individUal units would become and presumably the more consequential

would be the outcomes in each unit.

4:
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I
More analytically, interorganizational theory assumes that thehe

Low of knowledge and other resources depends on the relative power
-of each unit in terms of the value of its resou es to the other

parties. --Knowledge resource flows can thus be en as a.series of

transactions or exchanges, resulting in often implicit inter-

institutional bargaining and shifts in relativeinfluence. To give,
an'example from the Midwestern Case, sch6o1 district officials in one
of the Midwestern sites gave over control of the choice of in-

service workshops and trainers ih exchange for a wider assortment of
training events whi he local teacher center douldprovide through,

_the university.

A second conceptual framework was that of knowledge transfer
the eory which v*ews the transfer of knowledge resources between
institu ns as a communication process. Crucial to this procesa

is-the extent to which the system providing resources is responsive .

to and addresses the tore problems of the user system. Knowledge
transfer relationships can be descriptively m pped in four'elements

the generation of knowledge in the resource y tem, the transfer, th

utilization of the transferred knowledge inside the'user and

the communication of needs, concerns and reactions from to er systePS.
1

back tq the resource systeA, Knowledge can flow in both di ections;

not only can

teachirig and

empowered.

'A 'map of the
1interorgani

ational linkages involving knowledge'transfer

between schools anal universit4es might look like Figure I-1. The
f

figure shows that there are atleast six distinct knowledge transfer,

situations.that,need to be examined. The firit is between the

university-based participating unit (Al and the other members'of the

arrangement (surrounded by crosses in therligure). The second is between ;'

the'university unit andwhatever agency is actingas coordinator or

gatekeeper for school (A-B). A thdird is between the

university and schools directly (A-C)'. A fourth is between the inter-

mediary unit (as a p able type of khowledge linker or broker) and the

schools (B-C) and a ivth is among the various schools ,themselves. Yeti

local schools "consume" university-level expertise, bu

research at the university can Also be reoriented and

3
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a sixth type of linkage is that between the participating unit at the

umivergity end and other units, of the university such as facultie-sl,

departments, and central administratioh.

I:, s1/4.4
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LI. METHODOLOGY
0

A comparative case history approach was used in this

study. Each of the three cases (Eastern Private, Eastern

State and Midwestern State) followed a common analytic -

framework to seek out answers to the principal research

questions. Each site was treated as a "case" and the brunt

of the data collection effort went. into getting in-depth,

contextually grounded accounts of,how colleges of education
and local schoolscame to create interorganizational arrange-

ments and how those arrangements 'led to the transfer and the

putilization of knowledge between units that might otherwise

not have, occux4ed as rapidly or efficiently. The general

research strategy called for,non-participapt observation,

multiple interviewing and the collectiorlof archival data:,

in order tq get "a set of reliable, pAgusible and convergent

accounts and explanations.

Sampling

As in the other cases in this study, we made an attempt

to cover the Eastern Private interorganizationAt arrangement'
.

as a whole and to understand the roles of the varioys actors

through focussing on major collaborative projects withinit.

Accordingly, we started by charting the history and present

Configuration of the IOA.

Within this unit'of analysis there wasa furthersampling

of representative and salient events occurring in the life

cycle of the arrangement. We selected four such episodes,

which we called "serial -s." Two serials are reported, in final
)

form in thiscase study: one describes the operation of the

Fellows program, while a second traces the development of the

foA's Writing Consdrtium.

Data Collection A

t Data were collected over a 12-month period, chiefly
.

through a series of site,visits, totalling 18 days on site.

These visits were supplemented-with telephone interviews.

,-6 24



Fo oth the mo 1 data colleCtion device Vasretro-

spectie interviewing.o informants in each of the participating

organizations. Key informs s, such asthe IOA staff, were

interviewed several times. The breakdown by role was as follows:

A

Table II-1. Breakdown of Interviews by Role

ROLE
SI

-1
College

Intermediate Unit

Eastern Private IOA

;Local Schools

TOTAL

1.

*Nine with graduate students
Six with informants who were also college staff members

. . .

The interview sample wasf'ialposive and reflected an effort to

approach all, persons who were reported by others as playiAg
A

mportant roles either in the'arrang ent as a whole or in

ne of the wo serials analysed. Interview notes were then

dictated and transcribed. Field note transcriptions totalled
) %

.220 p e
it

0 -site observations were also darried'out. A.fieldl
,-,

researcher Observed conferences, lhorkshopp and routine opera-

tions. Site visits were often timedto coincide with importAnt
. ,

activity at the sitp. In all, seven observations were made.

A wide range of documentation was collectea*and analyzed.

FOr the historical period starting in the 1930's this was rich

and voluminous; the current arrangement was not as well recorded

-but there were still, available+ newsletters, minutes, reports ;

and notes. kept by participant lOther documents were initiated

by the f,ield researchers. These included activity logs over

a month filled out by key role incumbents; and reports of
. .

,c mmuni'cation relationships in which key actors registered at

t o periods in time the frequency, mode and,substance-of their

communications with other members of the arrangement.. In all,

72 documents were analyzed and coded.

7



Progressive focussing. The basic technique of data collection

was that of multiple interviewing with key informants, using

many of the techniques of social investigative'reporting. ,4

The interviews were driven by a core set of research questions,
- -

in relation to whigh'a setcof keir-issues bean to emerge.

These issues focussed much on the energy of informants and

illuminated the pattern of resource exchangdt, the relative
/ \-

"influence of key actors, the' institutional strength of the

,relationship and other mediating variables whi9h appeared to
. A

be systematically tied to'outcomes. Interviews then f9.5ussed

on these issues until the most detailed, plausibld and indepen7

dently confirmed account emerged.
, -

Adequacy of the pitaBase
.

The nature pf the Eastern Private network and.its_long

&story dictateda rether different interviewing strategy than

-obta-ined atihe -other two/sites. First of all,:thtre was no
-"-center" other than the 'offices in the'college itself.. There

,

was rather thorough coverage of the persons of the staff of the

rangement includipgkey graduate students offer asfour-year

period. However, because of the large number of districts

involved anlithe Ture of theiYinvolvernentj we did hot trace

effects in depth in particUlarndistricts. Instead we traced

effects and principalparticipants in the most prominent -and

concentraed sUbject-centered activity, the Writing/Consortium,

'and reCo ed in-ome detai.l*the'experiences of about five
.

Fellows who were actively engaged in field work in.the school

years 1977-/8 and 1978-79. .

Because of its great significance in the histor of educa-

tional networ ng in genera-1, we also traced the hi ric

arrangement rough the experience of about eight informants

who had key'roles frdin 1941 through 1975; we collected and

reviewed a large number of documentsant newsletters which

reflgcted the activity of those years. We had to go far afield ,-

to'find some of these people; three weiestill..on,the taculty,

one was visited in his retirement home In a remote part of
A

Connecticut and two. others responded to us in long telephone._

'.8
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interviews. The further back in time, the shakier was our

evidentiil base but this was partially corrected by the

excellentlguality of the early documents. Unfortunately

these, documents tended to focus more on the ,substadbe than

the process of network)puilding and management pet' se. For

almost all observations regard.ing events after 1965, we were

able-to obtain at least two distinct perspectives.

All names of persons, institutions and localities are

fictitious.

j
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III. CASE STUDY OF THE EASTERN PRIVATE INTERORGANIZATIONAL
' ARRANGEMENT (IOA)

1. HISTORY OF THE EASTERN PRIVATE INTERORGANIZATIONAL
ARRANGEMENT

1.1. INTRODUCTION

A forty-year-old arrangement obviously has a lot of

history to be told. In interviews at the university we

quickly encountered individuals who had been associated with

or well aware of IOA activities stretching back 15, 20, and

30 years. Two things soon became obvious. First, it became

increasingly apparent that the historical IOA wasone of the

most fascinating and significant developments in the educa-r'

tional history of the United States. In the late 1940s and

early 1950s it,evolved into a rather powerful mechanism

for the development and diffusion of innovations and systematic

improvethent across the full gamut ofSchool_district concerns;

indeed, the model itself became a popular innovation which

spread as a "movement" across the country and became a

dominant 'mode of university-school'interaction through the

1950s and into the'1960s.

Second,, it bebame clear to us that the story of the

historic arrangement was
.
a story about a rather different

phenomenon than the pre;ently existing arrangement. Almost

all the features,*of the historic arrangement which made it

unique and powerful /had disappeared some ,years before the

arrangement was re4ived; responsibility for the arrangement

had shifted to an entirely new set of actors at the univer-

sity end and resided in an entirely different unit within the

university,structure.. Thus it was more the birth of a new

,entity than the revival of an old one that we were witnessing

in the late 1970s.. The story of this new entity is also of ,

great interest as a model of interorganizational arrangethents

and it is this story that 'Eve set out to tell in the first place.

Thus the'historical analysis which follows it in two- .

parts. The first is a very brief summary of what we found
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about the original arrangement through five epochs: roots,

(
'founding and start-up, he day, second generation, and decline.

In the second part we tra e,the development,of the current

configuration, noting the extent to which residual aspects

of the original arrangement played a role. in the new on'.

a

'a
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1.2. HISTORY OF THE ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENT

1.2.1. Roots

We might reasonably start this storyin 1920 when the

original founder of the IOA wrote a Ph.D. thesis 'in which

he developed a formula for assessing the relative financial

needs-of school districts. Over the ensuing 20 years as a

professor of educational finance at the university's college

of ed4cation, the founder developed and tested a theory

that the quality of education delivered by a school district

was directly related to per-pupil expenditures. In the

1930s as a leading figure in what became known as -the "survey

movement" this professor conducted a number of studies of

educational finance and various measures of perfdimance in

a number of stftes and some large city school districts.

The founder's experience, particularly in studying-.

one large midwestern district in the middle 1930s, Persuaded

him that significant improvements in educational quality

could only come from those wealthy suburban districts which

valued education and hadthe tax base. to support their schools

at a certain relatively high level:. His notion of "quality"

centered on the idea of innovativeness or what he called

"adaptability." Only schools with,a high level of expendi-

ture per classroom unit -could be expected to engage in the

invention or development of new educational ideas whereas

a much larger number of_schools could be expected to.adapt

or adopt ideas from elsewhere at much more modest levels of

cost. Below a certain level, however, even the adoption

of ideas and p/actices invented_ elsewhere became impossible.

Elaborate measurement procedures Were developed to

evaluate the adaptability of a school district using on-site

observations.and interviews by specially trained research

assistants. The classification schema involved n major

categories of functioning covering such areas as the4tcri-

culuM,.instructional methods and materials, extracurricular

activities, special services, supervision, and school organi-

zation, school influence on the community, school plant, etc.

12



A total of 182 "adaptations" covering what for 1937 would

certainly have lobked like a comprehensive,set of system

elements was used to develop the basic index. The founder

publied Tile instrument witha co-author in 1937, perhaps

revealing his future intentions in the title: "A Guide for

the Self-Appraisal of School` Systems." The following year

the two published'a small monograph explaining the concept

and reporting in sumNery fashion on its u in studies

throughout the United States and in Sou/7Africa. In addi-

tion they reported on its specific usefin six districts

within one state with a clear implica ion that such knowledge

could be used as a-means-of both under tanding and-improving

on the adaptability of sc'hools.

It is clear that by 1940 the founder had already

achieved considerable stature not only as a-researcher who

emphasized quantitative approachesin large-scale studies

but as a major advisor to educational leaders at federal,

state, and local levels. We learned from interviews that he

was in addition a person with considerable social skills who

developed strong friendships with superintendents in his °.

area and elsewhere, friendships which operated on informal

(e.g. fishing trips) as well as formal and work-related

basep. He was also eagerly sought by graduate students as

a' ment6r with whom one could learn a great deal about research

and-school systems, with whom one would be likely to find a

clear road to dissertation's and to future job\E14aamrits.

From the reflecticins of a number of informants we got

a picturLof'the founder as a charisMatic figure, referred

to in one publication as "the renaissance man of educational

administration." He also appeared to some to be "an irascible

old bastard" with an image to outsiders of aloofness and

formality. However, he excelled in relating to superinten-

dents, frequently going out to rural, areas to sincerely con-

gratulate school administrators.for all thie good things

they were doing. He also had a reputation of being very

good to his own students and very kind to the people who

133
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worked Tor him. ,Beinginvited to work with. Min was described

by one informant as "kind of like getting a Nati;nal Merit,

Scholarship; once you had yOu were considered to .be made."

The informant could not recall any student or staff person

being dropped once they were hired. He also made sure that

hip students got to,the annual meetings of the American,

Association of School Administrators at Atlantic City, and he

saw to it that they got visibility and social introductions

to import school aaministrators at these meetings.

It Is.iiiiportant to note that the founder was a dedicated

researcher who thotthot that the .road to reform was through

reSearch. _Thus he jealously guarded the research funds-that.
_ r

were gathered d through various networking activities and he

Saw the research function as being central, supported
or

in various ways by program elements such as conferences. He was also

a person driven by what could be called an elitist theory-.
,

of reform, a theory largely of his own making (althbugh

parallel notions had been develbped in cultural anthropology

earlier and in rural sociology about the same time). Thus

he was delighted when comparative studies showed his local

network as a group to be far ahead of most- school districts

across the country'on all his dimensions.

The .historic institutional context. A key to th#42-41d4r-

standing of this case is_ the fact that it l./Wolves a set of

school districts and a college of education located in onel

of the most affluent "old money" areas of the United States.

The school districts which later became the pool from whiCp
.

members of the arrangement were drawn had a reputation for

being among the strongest in public education, in many cases

vying with and passing many private schools in college place-

ments. It was also fromAhese schools th the university

drew its original teachers to become pro essors At the college

of education (which was primarily A graduate school of.edu-

cation). Thus it was origins ly conceived' as a special
, . . .

institution at 'which teachers ould learn to im rove ,their

ti
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craft.thfough,the tutelage of other.teachers who had

demonstrat ed mastery. By the 1930s, however, 'the reputation

of the college as a centerof research and scholarship was

also firmly. established and-undoubtedly oversha owed the

"teacher's college" image. Therefore one migh surmiSe that

even in 1940 the idea of providing direct service to a local

area was no longer a distinct priority of the college.

1.2.2. Founding and Start-up

One immediate stimulus for the founding-of the arrange-

ment was a national conference for' school superintendents

convened in thp summer of 1941. As a result of the success
0.

of the conference a number of superintendents,mostly from the

immediate area of the college of education, got together

with the founder and decided that it must be kept up on,a

regular basis. There no formal structure' at that time,

no constitution or by-laws, but0a general agreement among .

the districts to share and learn from each other, particularly

concerning new practices. The college's capacity to conduct

practice-relevant research and to share the.results of that

research and the work ok other distinguished faculty members

were additional' important attractions. A third aspect was

the "lighthouse" concept; theCidea that these affluent schools

could develop innovations with their greativ capacity and

that they could then be disseminated to lefss affluent dis-

tricts,,,thereby accelerating educational progress.

The founder hired a former graduate ssistant who had

worked on the "adaptability" measures to supervise a procedure

for collecting material from each member istrict regarding

advanced practices. A number of graduate students teamed up

with schoOl district volunteers to collect, observe, and

record this material. It isnoteworthY that from the earliest

stages of.this process there was an informal rule that no

volunteers would conduct observations in their own districts,

a feature which not only increased objectivity but also led

to heighteneci,interchange of experience and information among

ember districts at all levels.
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Contributions of the districts totke consortium were

originally based'on a verc-small'per-pupil fee,whichNas

greatly supplemented ,,the contributed staff time of observers.bY
The fee structure also.allowed the founder to begin hiring

a core' staff which.coiild preparespecial publications'for
-

.

. .

-die Membership and for a larger national audiende of educators.

The first major collection effort resulted in a-book called

What Schools Can Do, andip*nce it was a compilation and

description of 101 innovative practices it soon became known
-as the "101 book." The book wa very popular and widely

distributed throughOutthe-coun r .

The activitlies related to t e development of the"lal

book" were also of somf importan e to member districts as the

, material gave them each some good "show-and-tell" for the

annual dinner of the Metropolitan area boards of. education,

a Major annual event in the area. The activities of the

consortium had an additional appeal. to member districts in

that they offered "survey" services, i..,documentation of

school district operations and finances, at a fraction of

the cost that would te involved if each district had to

contract separately: Apparently
7

such ",surveys" were routinely'

expected-by school boards on a periodic basis as a kind of

feedback or evidence to the community, that its funds were

being well spent.

1.2.3: Heyday

By the third year of collaboration and after considerable -

elPerience with the documentation of innovations, the founder

and his-team organized and formalized the innovation documen-

tation Process into an instrument which they called the

"Growing Edge,".meaning an'index of the extent tc: which a

district was ofi the cutting edge of innovation. This instrm-

ment was a clear descendant of the "adaptability" measure ,

of the late 1930s and represented the.continuing efforts of

the founder to develop a reliiable and comprehensive measure

of school district quality. By the third or fourth year the

Growing Edge became the basis fdr a survey of services of
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all'membei districts. A special featureof its administration
sl

was that each district was assigned a humeri al-score on
,

each

dimension and was given its own codd number; each superinten-

dent would knbw own ,number and would' thus be able

to compare his district's results, with those others as a

group. Thus a sharing and feedback mechanism was developed

which preserved anonymity while at the same time providing

each-with the critical comparative data they needed. These

sharing 'Session on the
4
Growing,Edge dtta.were_rest'ricted

exclusively to uperintendents and no substit4es were ever

allowed, A

However, the IOA operated on 'a muchlbroader front through'

*an-eldborate arrangement of committees and subRommitteeS which-

considered specific content areas. These'comittees as well

as the annual IOA conf&nces .allowed for representation Of

teachers, specialists/ and administratbrs at aA levels. a

In addition the IOA published a monthlrnewsletter continuous11',

from the fall of 1942 through the spring of 197 ':''Both for

tilt newsletter and for co erences arid cofimittee work the

10A was able-to.call upon the very distinguished sTior

fAculty of 'the college.

Memberdhip.rose_rather quickly to 3_liftle,over_60_4s=

triets and remained more or less stable at that level for '

about 20 years. In addition, there were very-eagnificant spin-

offoff ir*titd-tional'forms of which at least four d&serve mention.

The Airsespin-off involved the'establishment_of many college-

school collaborative networks to collect and share research

findings and innovations as the founder's concept spread rapidly
.o.

P *,across the country in the
1

slate 1940s. In some of most

successful, adoptions of his idea, personj*who_had worked oxi)
.-

and'the fbdnder's staff were:hired specifically to,set up and

manage the arrangements. %.

? . -,

, o
,. The second new Organizational form also-followed from

the success of the original netciOrk. Because of its rapidly
v

.

growing reputation, the IOA received many requests for



4 ,
membership from far outside its service area. In these

cases "associate" memberships werefititially granted at a

reduced fee, but later the issociates were drawn together

into their own network which grew in size*,to nearly 250

members inVthe 1950s.- In the founder's conceptualilation
_ .

of the change process as first involving inventioj and then

diffusion, thesp_asseciates played a very important role .as

a national aiffusion neeMtk. for the "101. book' and many

subsequent analyses and write -ups of reforM practiceg They

also represented a much broaden sample thrbugewhiq the
.4

4 Growing Edgp methoaology tqulabe valiaatgd and extended.-
. s

--AI:third activity which resulted partly from the success--

of the original IOA and partly from the founder's continuing

'efforts to.assist'states in formulas for fill.oncial assistance
.

to'schdols Was the school centralization program whi

volved a,large number (about 275 and later 350),newly.con-2;,..

.solldated districts from the more rural:parts of the large:

state in whith the university resides. A spe ial arrangemen't:

was developed for the university to provide atistical

survey services to these districts along with the dissemina-

tion 'of information on innovations: In addition tb-providing `

a state dissemination vehicle ,(alongside the.local and lib

national networks), this network had special significance

' because
//it

supplied arathor large and reliable income to

the university which cbuld be used by the founder to greatly

expand his staff and increase his research capacity.

another'development of the expansionary period

t)'ofthe late 19'40s and early'1950s was the creation of\a

Research Institute as a new institutional framework under

the leadership of, the founder within the administration depa

.ment of the college. The ReSearch Institute became the pri-

mary seat of a consolidated program of research with the

e local, state, and national network activities as the

service-outreach comPbnents organizationally subordinate to it.
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The groiaing clout of the founder within the univerity

allowed him.first to borrow, funds from the college l provide
4:4

for the Start-up of the inStituite and later to rirovid.\-his

key lieutenants with professorships, at least one of which

was tenured,

It is rather difficult to assess the impac.t of this

heyday.period in *Z.ItanfitatiVe and fully.credible terms so.
11,0

long after the fact, but there were certain obvious outcomes

which aimpressive. First of all, the number of school.

districts that were directly influenced
.

seems to.ave been
eL,

large and the areas of practice.where some impact could have

_been 1fe1t werewery broad. With each-administra ion'oT 'the

Growing Edge, IOA meters scored higher and high r until

the is no onger discriminated among them--even

though diStricts n other parts of the countxxwere still'far

.behipd. Thus it seems probable that he continued feedback

of the triennial survey caused superintendents of lagging

districts to take specific steps to,catch up in.whateVer

areas seemed to be deficient. Perhaps more importantly, the

networking activity provided an institutionalizeil mechnism

.for continuo reform of school practice across a very wide

front, increasing the capacity of di.ytricts'to survey their own

functions, find out _what other,districts were doing, and
. - .-

obtain access t1/49' resaurCs.df-eyeiy kind- (includin the
. .

talented and wk117trained'graduates of4he:fogriaer's:program).
.; *-

On the university side tNrewere also some'clea;gaing..

The programs which were'collectively an outgrowth of'the

moreoriginal IOA were able to.support'a dozen or more graduate.

students continuously over a 20-year period jip addition to

three full-time staff menbers at faculty rank. By 1961 the-

founder reported that approximately 200 research studies had

been carriedomt within the Research Institute. Many of these ,

were "so Ph.D. dissertations and all were related aisieces

of what was probably the largest sustained and cumulative

programmatic research effort ever undertaken in the field

of eduggEl'on. In spite of these achievements, however, the

influence of the IOA upon the college of education as a whole
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V was ohly moderate. As new programs (such as a-rather large

"citizen education project" sponsored by the Carnegie

Foundationliwere taken up by the college, the IOA turned out

to be a fertile ground for aceess to schools but these con-

-nections were ad:hoc in nature and did not involve the

extension of influence of the IOA and its processes into

other college departments nor even to all other members of

thk administration department itself. In fact another endowed

research institute existed in parallel to the founder's

institute under its own charismatic leader wlioadvocated

"actIOnieiearCh7"afOrthOfcoilabbratiVe-kOhlem-solving

in schools involving joint efforts of university-based

researchers and practitioners., From what we have been able

to discover there was-virtually no interchange between these '

two institutes.

...On the other hand, in the development and administration

of the Growing Edge, the founder was able 'to enlist the
;

sipport of faculty frot several departments. In the "observer's

guide",used for scoring the instrument there were twelve.sub-

ject area sections callqd "windows" and for each window a

senior professbr was enlisted as expert consultant. The

-involvement of professors was not always very successful

bedause traditionally h suiting" meant ledturing:to an

audierhae rather than wo cing through winitrument to define

categories. In a few ases, however, professors were in-
.

spired by this process as a 4ew approach:to both research and

graduate teaching.

For the arrangement itself, an obvious. and impressive

outcome was survival and prosperity over a lo
------

eriod of
.

. (.
.4.

'time. *Memberships gained, steady and activity levels-remained

. high four 41. least 20,y2 ars-:, An elAorated institutional
_

structure developed at'the college end with an impressive

measurement capability
- and senior staAt were given faculty

.

appointments.

r
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1.2-4. Second Generation .

,

.- . .

In the spring.of 1960 the founder retired but

actively involved as a writer and consultant until his death

two years later. As a tribute to his continuing clo t

able to name his successor, an sso,

t within

,
the university he -was

ciate who had.lorked fox him and with him since the early

1§40s. Victor Warren already'had professorial rank Sand was
,

,able to maintain forceful leadership over the Eesearch
.

Institute and its three networks fot several years 'before

retiring himself in 1972. This decade represents a clear
. ,

--and- distinct phase in-th-6-0-Volttion-of tic .- arrangement,

reflecting partly the character.and concerns of Warren and

partly the social, currents of American 'society during this

period.

°Although at one time he had been a school principal him-

self, Warren's primary interests had turned more and more to

the research side of the education enterprise and hfs tenure

as of the institute strongly reflects this emphasis.,

In the first year of his succession he established a research

bulletin which continued. to be published three time's per year

until after his retirement'. Through the igsttes'of this

bulletin we can olearly trace the evolution of research can-

cerns over the decade. Oarrdn's primary concern was.the

development of a new instrument package to replace the

Geowing.Edge, and in particular, to'breate new laeasures of

the quality of schooling. Intellectually, this concern

stemmed ,from two issues. The first was a recognition that

the Growing Edge_-and-its predece5por, the adaptability

instrument, were really lest measures of quality than of

innovativeness.T The other issue was the fact that the

Growing Edge was no longer discriminatinsaamong districts

in the IOA, presurfiaby because of the ceiling effect noted

earlier but perhaps also because of the increasing obsolescence.

of many of the 'items.
.., ,. . .

3:9
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*Developing the new measure was-clearly the' capstone

project of Warren's career and So set about it soon after

the founder's death in a very thorough-gq4ngfashion,

beginning with an extended series of meetings with a staff J..

of four graduate students 'and representatives of member

districts to lay' out the conceptualization. The task also

involved the development of an entirely new observer's

manual'and strenuous attempts to control for variability of

observers. Taking advantage of the vastly *creased compu-

tation capacity of data processing equipment, the new measure'

was far more ambitious and complexlithan its predecessor.in

its'number of dimensions and extent of quantification

When interviewed, Warren was asked if there was also a

trend away from involvement of school people as the technical

aspect became more complex. He insisted that, onthe*con-

trary, there had been even more involvement of school people

since the manelivver requirements of the data collection process

were so grdat. It would appear, however, that such involve-

ment was highly circumscribed.

The d"evel"opment effort for, what became known- as the

"Indicators'of buality" was strenuous and appeared to dominate

, the activitier51 the Research Institute and its three metworks

throughout the'decade, peaking in the later 196.0s when the

instrument package was being normed and validates. Typically,

six graduate student "FellowS" would be directly involved in

development work on the Indicators of Quality While six others

would be involved in other activities. The IOA; aS the most

loCal and accessible of the three networks, was used heavily

in pilot testing and early development while the more extended'

state and national networks were used for field testing and

development oftest,norms.
$

The heart of the Indicators of Quality was the procedure

for classr-(56M observations. In the early pilot work .such.r..

observations were conducted in two-hour segments but as the

instrumentation was streamlined it was found that a carefully

structured 15-minQte observation cbuld*achieve,eqiiivalent

2 2
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results with 95 percent reliability. Because it was also

found that no observer could easily handle metre than two

hours of observation a day, the manpower requirements of a

complete survey were rather large. A team of ten was sent

into each school, mostly composed of-contributing staff of

member districts. At the peak of the development process

there was a pool of 160 observers.

One informant who was directing the pilot testing Work

in the later 1960s described the observer training process

as both rigorous and highly relf-ading to the trainees, the

bulk of whom were recruited from IOA districts and syrved

without pay other than their school-district salaries. It

was a three-day process. The first day they typically felt

swamped by the overwhelming complexity, detail, and demands

of the observation procedures. The second day, trainees

were sent-out to the field to try out some of what they

had learned'in the first day, and in so doing "they began

to recognize that it probably works." On'the third'day,

returning to the training site and sharing their trial

observation results with each other, they could pee that there

washa great deal of agreement, among observers of the same

setting and by the end of this day-. "they were converted."

Several of our informants reported that the Indicators

of Quality observation process was a gteat. in-service training

process for the observers themselves, whe her they were in

teachng or supervisory positidns. It was clearly an inter-

active learning device which ij...trated to the observers

what,quality educational processes were all about in a wax

which was both comprehensive and behaviorally specific: The

realization of this potential led in the late sixties and

early seventies to at least one very serious conflict. Some

former graduate students and their colleagues in some,I0A

districts began experimenting with use of the instrument

15rima*ily as an in- service device without imposing the s

restrictive rules of data collection and reporting which were

required bythe manual. To Warren himself, this clearly
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constituted misuse and unauthorized tampering which threatened

to diminish the value of the instrument as a school evaluation
device.

Servin an observer and being recognized by the

institute as a ...d observer had very significant extrinsic
rewards for scho district personnel as well. It meant

that a letter ^ould go to their superintendent from Warren

applauding their contribution. It also meant that they would

later be invited,to do field obser/ations in other parts of

the state and across the rest of the country; in those days,

superintendents were glad to release teachers and administra-
tive staff for such ch&es; our informant who managed much

of the field work recalled never'.being turned down for such
a request.

The pattern ofs_special district codes and high-le4e1

feedback seminars instituted by the founder was continued

..with the emerging data from the Indicators of QualityThere

' would be annual retreat-type meetings of two to three days

in isolated settings which were much enjoyed by the superin-

tendents. On the other hand/ many were somewhat dissatisfied.

with the directionthat the Indicators of Quality measure

was taking the IOA, considering it to be ,too abstract and

research-oriented and not adequately service or need-oriented.

In spite ofome dissatisfactions, membership in the IOA

and in.the other two networks remained constant at a rather,

high level'throdghout the.decad and through Warren's retire-

ment in-1972. Membership 4,, the IOA held at around 70 districts

while the statewide network (with a much smaller fee structure

and fewer services in return) held at about 350 and the

n ational network of "associates" remainec t about 250

covering between'40 and 45 states.

Structurally, it is most appropriate -.Co think of the three

networks duringithis period as paxta of an integTated unit.

Associates,of-theinstitute worked in all three, the.Indica-

tors of Quality development process engaged all three' wi h

the IOA being the lead network for pilot testing and

.

rt
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hot-housing. h network had its executive secretary, one

of whom had professorial rank, a legacy of the founder's

clout,.but when that individual went on to another position

in 1964, Warren remained as the only person at the institute

with faculty status.

From 1960 through,1970 there were continuously between

ten and twelve Fellows working for the institute and carrying

out the research and service agendas of the institute. While

the Indicators of Quality,development was the major theme

there were other agendas as well. The institute was a rela-

tively cohesive .arid responsive unit compared to the typical

university department. As a result when funds became avail-

able from the federal government for a variety of programs
.4;s7

after passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of 19-65, the inbtitute was able to garner substantial addi-

tional funds, often quite unrelated to the Indicators of

quality effort. One was for a-social science center for the

non-western world, a Title III project involving the institute

and a consortium of five districts drawn from the IOA. This

project, awarded in 1965, brought in $125,000'the first

year and $250,000 the second.

During this period the institute was also deluged with

requests from various professors for the use of IOA Schools

for research purposes including, for example, the.norming

of a major readin5 test in 1965. The institute was also the

recipient of a psoE training grant which supported from four

to fiVe FellowS from 1966 through 1970. Another such grant

continued to support between two and three FekloWs'through

1972.

One respondent mho had been a Fellow in 1967-68 described

the experience as "one of the best thingS I've ever done in

He thought it was a superb program which offered

him a variety of ekperiences not only with research but with
.

traveling tolman different school districts and sharing

25



research results, ..an activity which he estimates he engaged
in about 20 times in that one year.

A continuing though typically rather muted theme Ofithe
second generation W'a.sthe concern of, superintendents to get
more in the way of service from the institute. Respondents

who were well-informed on the petiad reject'the notion that
-

there was any resistance to research, as such; in fact it'is
40- clear from the level of cooperation in the Indicators of

Quality development effort that research wasa valued activity.
Ndvertheless, in addit!on to the research; members of the IOA

wanted' more service; including more adequate sharing of the

Indicators of Quality data. This concern was already present

-at the time of Warren's succession to leadership. A serious

proposal to raise fees, to $5,000--explicitly to strengthen

the service function--was put forward by one superintendent

for consideration at the two-day retreat meeting of May 1962,

but as fate would have it, the founder died unexpectedly the

night before and the session became a kind of memorial ser-

vice.-1Thus the issue was neVer resolved,but remained as a

kind of tension. The person who served under Warren as

.executive secretary of the IOA during most of the 1960s

recalls superintendents at IOA board meetings' saying things .

like: - "Can't we make more use of the resources of the uni-

v ersity asa whoie?" or "Don't focus o n the determinants of

school'quality, just,tell us what makes a good school work."

He also recalls that these complaints dissipated when the

Indicators of.Quality measure was finally developed and used.

Then, he said, "there were two great years, 1967 and 1968."
, .

.

On many counts the second generation was as successful

as the.first and sfignificant,credit for this success must go

to the character and perseverence of Warren himself. It is

important to note that he, was a long-time associate and

devoted follower of the founder and had had operational

responsibility for managing IOA activities almost since the
4
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founding. He had also had varied experience as a school

principal and as founder of a second successful school-

university collaborative, arrangement in a neighboring 4tate.

He was also the principal author of the "101 Book" and an

iNkortantcontrfbutox to the development of the Growing Edge.

Thus Warren was a skilled administrator, researcher, and s,

communicator, muchradmired by his former students, garticu-
.

larly for what one called "emagic-falent for identifying

the strengths ofopeople." He was also a shrewd tactician

of educational politiCs at the local and state levels, a

fact which alldwed him to maintain reasonably high funding
V

levels for hi'S research program over a period of three or

four years (1963,0) wheractically no useful results were

coming back to'the districts.

Warren's dedication to his primary research objective

did lead toikome strain with some,superintendents and to a,

legal wrangle with,a former student, but these problems were

by no means debilitating, though they were 4Arbin4ersof

things to come in the decline period after his ret cement.

Onecformer student desctibed him as "an autocrat but he got

the job done." Probably his most notable f ing was in

dealings with colleagues in his own department and with the

administration of the college. Toward2oxitsiders he maintained

a rather aloof postdre and became increasingly isolated.

He was also unsuccessful in persuading colleagues,of the

merits of the research programand the Indicators of Quality

in particular:
4

As a result, as powerful as it was, theinstitute wzs a

kind of island in the college both socially and intellectually.

Articles in the institute's research bulletin tended to cite,,

heavily other bulletin articles or wort of the founder and

his associates, and aside from the bulletin itself, disser-

tations, and the documents describing the indicators of

Quality, there, were no publication landmarks.
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1.2.5. Decline

k hanging times: Contextual factors related to the decline.

When interviewed in the spring of 1980 at his retirement home,

Warren noted that "what we were doing was pretty well worn

out" by'the time his.retcrement was approaching. New problems

were coming up thaehe didn't feel he could get into seriously

with the time he had left., Among these he noted the issues

of desegregation, teacher militancy, and the decline of

quality even among the elite corps of IOA schools.

'A second contextual issue of importanceat the very end

of ,the 1960s was a change -in student interests and attitudes,.

Warren described many graduate students of that era as more
4 militant and anti* -establishment, and much less oriented

toward quantitative research or disciplined scholarly activity

in general:, It may also be revealing that the institute had

almost no luck in recruiting*either minorities or women.

There also seems to haye been a declining interest in

research on all sides--studehts, faculty, and the, schools--

as the conception of" change through direct and immediate
+4

action became dominant,. Warren strongly resisted _against -

pthe tide( but his r. ogram was vulnerable because it had not

taken into account many of the new fashions and could not'-

adapt easily and qpickly to them. Adding to his problems .

wasp the fact that many of the outcome measures 'against which

"qualitlewas measured failed to pan out, most particularly

student achiev'ement scores. Correlations were generally

low with criterion measures, leaving the program,open to

criticism and skepticism4of colleagues-

A fourth important factor was a charige in the-role and
,

situation of the 'school superintendent during the late 1 J.60s

and early-1970s. It was-a period of great-turbulence in which

the first priority of a superintendent.seemed to be tomain-
40

tain cOntrol*and the second= to sooth parental concerns:. The

IOA as it V.Ta> then constituted was not perceived as an ,entity

which would-be us- efully esponsive to these new trends (al-
,

though it could perhaps- have been mobilized 'to meet them
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10A.the right kind of leadership, resource investment, and

linkage to the M st appropriate expertise). Even with a

responsive IOA the e 'would have been pirgblems since the

generation of superiritendents which had grown up with the

4 founder's leadership) waI now coming to retirement. Their

replacements had shakier sta , a flood- of new - issues
,

cope with, and typically a sho t tenure in office. One\
superAntendent, When asked why his district had dropped out

during the-period, said, 'Like many. other districts, we were
.

going through superintendents like water." Thus there tended

to be /little follow-up and no continuity from. one superinten-
dent another. With the resulting` failure of institutional

memo ,admini'strators could easily lose track of tihy they:

were contributing to a particular networking activity and

strike the item from the budget as an easy cost-saving measure.

Yet a fifth and related contextual issue was the begin -,

ning of enrollment decline and a reduced public concern for

educatig which resulted in reduced financial support. Ironi-

cally, a function of the IOA which had continued from the

1940s through the 1960s was the annual school finance survey.

With Warren's retirement the capacity to conduct this survey

atrophied; thus function of generally perceived and, even .

increasing utility to the schools Was, lost. b.

A .sixth contextual factor was the growth of competing

resource systems. and services in the region, many of them

spawned by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
.

1965, particularly the Title III program to support locally -

generated supplementary ceriters and services. These repre- lk
.

sented alternative points of access to resources of all kinds

including help from university experts. As later became

evident, there was-still a clear niche for a somewhat recon-

figured IOA, one which capitalized on the excellence of the

college faculty as a group, but this was not a direction

pursued in the late 1960s. .

294 00
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Obviously, "contextual _factors in this period loomed

large and seemed to foreordain either the end or.a major
change in the IOA configuration. Nevertheless, it took some

specific events to precipitate the decline and lead to

the virtual disappearance of the IOA. Chief among these

precipitanes.was the leadership transition which was accom-

panied by a fading or increasing confusion of purpose on

all sides, which in turn were followed'by sharp membership

drops and income loss, creating a crisis of attrition,

inevitably leading to either institutional death or meta-
morphosis.

Leadership transition. With hissretirement approaching,

Warren began tolturn his attention to the issue of a successor.

By his own report he went several times to the president of ,

the college and to others, in the administration to urge

that they think seriously about the question of naming a

successor, but in spite of his efforts no search was Made,

and the presideht, nearing retirement himself, referred the

matter back down the line as a matter to be 4ealt with by

d.

the administration departmeq. Some perceived these efforts

as an attempt byWarren to rime his own successor as the

founder had done. In any case it was clear tliat there.was

no tenured professor available who had (a) the clout with

the university and the member districts, -(13). the energy to

launch the needed revival effAT and (o) the dedication to

the basic aims and modus operandi of the Research Institute.

When Warren's, retirement finally came rid 1972, Fred Sands, a

tenuredprofessor,was named to the leadership position as an add-on
.

to his normal teaching duties. Sands was someone who had
0

not. been on friendly terms with Warren for some years

although both shared,a dedication to school improvement

through networking processes. Actually, from a logical'stand-
.

point the new leader was a very reasonable choice. He had

strong school connections, and was at,
A

titzie-tiireserving on the school* bo ,d of one of the member
/
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.di't.ricts. He was also. dedicated to, the notion of sharing

practice concerns and? strong service-oriented, u ersity-flier

schoOl linkage. On the other hand, he lacked specific exper-

tise in the school finance area where the IOA had been tradi-

tionally strong and highly valued by the members. Adding

to his woes was the fact that the one professor who was

strong in the 'finance are took a sabbatical, at about

the time of the leadership transition. The new leader also

had nopr-iorInvolvement and probably not much interest in

the research agenda that had1peen carried on With great

consistency over a thirty-year period.

Some informants doubted whether Sands had either the

clout or the energy.to launch a revival but it-is clear that

he did not want to see it diel. One of his first acts was to

send several professors out on Status-needs assessment missions

to the member districts fork one -on -one consultations with the

superintpndents. This is still remembered as-a very popular.

act giving the sense that something new and significant was

going to happen to the.IOA. He also initiated_a series of c

one-day workshops (seven to ten per year) on avariety of

topics such as conflict resolution' accountability, state
.

regulations and finance, .the clearly popular\toPics, of the. 4

day. Mo'St of these workshops were well attended. College

faculty Were recruited for these workshops and paid an

honorarium, but Sands reported to us that, in general, he

had-difficulty getting factifty back into IOA activities

because in the'last.daysof the previous regiMe it had not

been seen as a iiehicle through which they could pursue their

own research ihterests.

,Another activity'l.nitea'ted by, the new 'difector was an

"educati-on fair," a-special meeting to whichhe invited teams

from different Title III - projects in the area-_tocome and .

. -.7.

demonstrate to a larger group whatthey had been doing.

was an interesting .and partly successfuLatteltipt to capitalize

on^some of the.burgeoriing resources in the area and was a

kind of small-scale harbinger of the subsequent nationwide

31
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effort to demonstrate tle,III projects known as the

National Diffusion Net ork (NDN).' Sands reported that al-

few new memberships wer- tea in this way,'bilt apparently

there was no real fol p, an no epeat performance.
4

The fading of purpose. Wit disappearance of the

finance survey a significant asp the IOA reward

value to school districts was lo t. ithermore, with the

tsappearance of the Indicators of Qua- ty there was no

longer a major research program which could attract students

and generate the kind of ongoing inv vement that would

make thi arrangement truly v The new leader had no

clearly forded ideology o reform and no research age'nda

and the residual, profesbional staff of theResearch Institute

were soon lOoking elsewhere for employment.

moreover.7at a last act, Warren copyrighted the Indicators of

Quality instruments, orientation itanual, observers guide, and \
norming data and established a SmVi. consulting firm consisting'

primaiilyof himself and his last most trusted deputy (the man who

many believed was his favorite candidate to'stioceed to leader-
.

1 ship of the institute). Through this means he intended to insure

further:diasemipation and use finder appropiiately moni-

2 tored,conditiOns. The Package .is clearli well-designed,

attractively
a =et

Iri,syst is
1r9itea, end exhibits the extended, careful, and

search. and development Tmithat had been invested

,L;1?00#om l963 to -1972.
a

°-
, ..

, e!r , c, - a , 0 a % .':, ;

4
e ,, yext4-less,.1.4m could find little evidence of further use,

* , iriatMeiektent',further use musthave been discouraged by the

stri INntlir,wotded.warnings on the inside coAer of the observer

ineS

use b

ially. train

ent: This instrument isylot available fOr distribution ot.'f
ritral,hed- pdions. It.is to be administered on1ly by spec--

dipservert." But without the institute a

of gradpatk vde

.bpd. their contr

and no training
u 30*

I

its cadre

s, and without tthe IOA member distri ts

uteastaff time there,could be no observers

There: was no longer a facilitating mechanism
.60

.

tv.
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and
s 'there was no longer a bargain that qould le struck which

would give all parties a fair measure of benefits.

The crisis of at=trition. It will .be recalled that the

institute was sustained bY'income from three arrangements:

one local network (the IOA which is the fipcUs Wour study

and also the original arrangemeit established by the founder):,

'one national network of "associates" which was linked largely

through mailings and major.conferences; and one verylarge_

state network which was, in turn, broken down by regions
within the state. This third'element with 350 memberssmada'

the large t financial Contribution to the institute over'a.
, )

number of ears through a-continuing contractual arrangement

with the State School Boaids Association through which school
Linds

14
derived from various sources were conduited as "dues."

,...1.

This state network, even more than the others, was created

and sustained through the politiqal.clout of'the founder as

an expert on school finance and it4...RgrpoS6 was partly to

delivdr statistical services related to school finance to

mem er dipricra.

Throughout the 1960s, howe/er, diitricts becamkmore
and ore dubiCils about their investment inthe state network

hey developed resources of their ownandas the state

developed school service.centers. Warren, in his last years

was able to stave off stich-attackslut within a year of his

retirement the Association decided to terminate its agreement

with the college, thus eliminating the netwbrk and its

-4/ ''substantial revenue in one administrative act.' Although

there is some disagreement on the matter, many observers

retrospectively view this as the death blow for the institute

as it prod the major part of the, financial income by',"

which a fullti prOfeSsignal staff and a cadre of parttime

'Fellows could be sustained. Meanwhile there was also a

decline in IOA memberships, from 70 in the Mid-1960a to, about

30,,at the time of lera dership transition. In spi te of the

new leader's efforts'thsesaide continued,throughout,his four

year tenure so that by the'spring of 1976 there were no more
40Pthan seven full dues paying members.
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With membership slide there was financial slide. Adding4

to the financial woes caused by reduced membership dues and
the loss of the state network was the conclusion of the USOE
training grant and the apparently considerablecos't of

printing the Indicators of Quality package, a cost which was
passed on to'the new directOr.

Institutional metamorphosis. The new 'president, taking
oificein 1974, was a scholar with a deterMTNtion to shore

-fr

up the service image of the college. Tlius, while making the
financial "save" of the IOA alludedlb abdVe, he decided that out-

/

reach activities Should now be consolid ted by bringing the re -,

ilkmaining two networks under-the endowed tion Research Institute,'

Simultaneously abolishing the Resea;ch Institute and trans-.

ferring departmental responsibility out of the administration

department and into the curriculum and instructipn department.

The nmeW ptesideht of the executive 'board_ of the IOA' in

19'75, a very bright and rather young superintendent of one of
the 'area's most, affluent and prestigious districts, met with

his colleagues to discuss openly and frankly whether or-not
the IOA at this point had outlived its Usefulness and should

//-- be"Eaminated. He was particularly concerned with the fact
*pat Fred Sands was going on sabbatical the following years,

that there was no paid executive secretary and no commitment
to hire or appoint one It was time, he felt, for the -

college to put up or shut down.- There was no ran;QEin.this;

nor did0-1e feel he was bringing iiressre,to bear on Fred or
on the new president: He simply.had the feeling that the

university cared very little about the schools,:preferred

to 5o its own way with its own scholarly interests; but the

board president likened himself,(to the good pro ball player

who keeps on doing his bit for a losing teem. "At a very

troubledtime I hun in there," he says. Thus, he feels

that he kept a t in institutional thread from breaking, while

gently nudging an ambivalent university,to take some positive
new action. It was the beginning of a new beginning, but

it was also 'an end, the,.end of the complex and far-reaching

14;
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networking- research enterprise that was eMbodied in the

ResearchInstitute, in6the reaarch program, in the research-
.

feedback program, and,the many other school- college joint

.efforts and bargains'thaf had been struck by the founder

hand maintained so faithfully by his successor,

In the foregoing pages, we will have to admit, the story

is not fully told. It is an interesting story and a great'

story whlch,we kept stumbling upon as we were trying to

trace another muchlore contemporary story. What isprovided

. here is but taste of the whole. We were not,able to lay

out the very well pounded logic of the founder's grand

strategy'of educatid61 reformPEhe substantive nature and

merits of the research.programs, first of "adaptability".,

and the Growing 'Edge, later of the -IridicatOis of Quality.

The successor concluded our interview somewhat wistfully

with the C7ient: -"Well, an institution is .the shadow of'S

man," clearly referring with admiration to the thunder, his

own chiefimentor; but in so sayinge probably gives less

than dve credit to himself as they sustainer and retuilder

of a great research program which might have led to another

great wave of school reform but for a few missed cues and a

university unable to comprehend andto apitalize upon its

own special resource.`
4 ,

t 1.3. HISTORICAle BACKGROUND OF THE CURRENT ARRANGEMENT

1.3.1. Historical-Institutional Context 0

The.period,from,1972 to 1976 might generally be charac

terized asz'cooling-off period in educqtion, There,was less

-innovative activity and somewhat less turbulence accompanied

.bY'Continuing enrollment attrition as the -"baby bUst" rolled

upward through. the scho21 grades. It was a time of fiacal

constraint and school closings and also a time of increasing.

concern, in the suburbs for academic standards, school; quality,

and 'college entrance opportunities: It was also a time when
t

-many of the resources available through the Elementary and

Secondary EducatioA'Act.of 1965 were transferred to state
s
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authority undet "special revenue sharing" thIci were in various
ways, stabilized abor institutionalized. Large urban districts
now typically had their own resource centers and teacher

.4
centers and development offices largely paid for out of re-

. . .

channelled federal, monies, and the suburbs and towns received

similar'help through regional centers and services.. Public'.
edubation as a result of ESEA and'its aftermath had develdped
a somewhat more complex infrastructurerdI staff development;

_curriculum development, special skills instruction, and
doun411ing. This new infrastructure was also reflected in

o
the establighment of new interorganizational arrangements,
often with state par'ticipation or sponsorship and often with
the involvement-of sma4er colleges and community colleges
which provided various forms of in-service support and crea.kt:

For the college of educition at Eastern Private Unrver-
gity it, was a time of leveling of and then reduced supp6rt
from federal grants and of reduced enrollMents4generally

although some departments, e.g., educational,administration, 1

actually increased enrollments between 1.974 and 1979. For -

-the college it was also a period of transition with many of,
Ae'senior professors retiring and new faculty'being recruited'

representing the'titnds of the late sixties and,earlyeseventies,
e.g., a greater concerri,for urban education and social problems
generally, a toncern 'for greater "relevance" interpreted

rather divergently,, and a much greater sophistication.and

awareness of tlabi changes caught by the 1960s, e.g.; student
and teacher militancy, minority issues, accountabili

As noted in the previous section there '/ere changes
leadership several,levAs in the college during this period,
each affec (ing the' future of the IOA and' each leaving ,a

residue of isappointment, concern, and uncertainty. *Com-
paring, the ackgrounds of the new president and his chief -

qval for the position, the choice of esident itself ,

appeared to represent a kind of victory or scholarship over
action, but the new prIpident, Leonard Carlson; immediately

) -
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took a practitioner-oriented initiative by insisting that the

college must make a contribution, to the field'and that pro-

fessors henceforth would be judged on such contributioris in

addition to scholarship and teaching. In a number of all

meetings.he organized his faculty into taskforces on

various issues facing the college including field ties.

Carlson appointed as head of the endowed Action Research

Institute, Frank Innes, the chairman of the administratibn

department and Crlson's rival for 'the presidency--a move

perhaps to repair relations with a defeated colleague.
I

Soon thereafter he nassed to this institute responsibility
.

for the IOA, transferring it from the now defunct Research

Institute in the administration department.

(Within the administration department itself there was
,

anothe4a,succession battle which pitted Fred Sands against

a newly appointed young professor, Dirk Morga organ, who

won the appointment as departMen't chai wa a tough- ,

minded researcher who had worked on major national evaluation

,studids for A 'prestigious consulting firm. He was dedicated

to.reforming the department -to make it at the sometime,

'more rigOrously research-oriented and more dedicated to the

hot issues of the day which he saw much more as residing in ,r
,

the cities than in the "green grass suburbs " which repre sented.:

the IOA. As Morgan himself 'DLit it, he was "forced down the

throats' / of the administration faculty by the new president,,
.

but\he.in turn made a point of visiting privately with each
0

faculty member to assess their concerns .and solicit their

coope ration in reform efforts.

Within-the department of curriculum and instruction

theie was also a reform spiltit but of a somewhat different

variety. In'-this case the young turkSTdere two newly'
A

appointed associate professors dedicated-to' much greater-

university involvement with practitioners in the planning ,and

execution of use-oriented and concerns-based research and
.

.developmdnt. One of these, Alice Loveland, was oon tebe

appOi.nted the new head of the IOA.
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Through a thicket of interpersonal and institutional

alliances, and feuds one could detect a number
of consistent themes which are expressable as polarities.
First there was the new versus .the old with the younger

generation s owly bait invitably gaining doniinance and in,
the process o ten ignoringordiscounting the hard-war)
achievements f their redecessors (such as the Indicators

of'Quality). There was the tension of research versus ser-
* viee with the former orientation generally dominant in the

'.university but' with the continuing need to demonstrate that

resear6h is relevant to the needsof educators.-,There was
. ,

also
athe related tension between hard data-based research

which follows accepted experimental designs and measurement

rules and soft research which explores, which allows colla-

boration and, which is directed toward immediate practice

'change.. Another tension related to the level of the system
which should be the target of-concern. For many of the

young professors who had worked with,the federal government

and its contractors'du4pg the late sixties and earlY, seven7

ties the logical focus was the 'policy level,.the top'
, -

where the,ey decisions are made concerning districtS

across the country. For, the old IOA.and the prOfessors

and superintendents who grew up'with it, the key level was

the district7-especially the superintendendy. For anopher

segMent-of ethe younger generation--including Fred Salmis--

it was the principal. For yet anothkr'group, yodnq turks"

such a Alice Loveland, it was the teacher.. Finally, another

undercbrrent here-was probably tied to feminism: teacher
Militants and teacher advocates were women by a heavy

majority and they were also-likely to be feminists; admini-

stration and policy-oriented types were, likely to be males.

These themes clearly affected the course Of the IOA as
it moved'in the 1960s from an exclusively male -run resea4rch-

\
'generating entity oriented td an all-male constituency of,

0
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schdol administrators to being an almost exclusively female-run

service-oriented entity serving a multitude of levels and

concerns.in these same districts by the late 1970s.

1.3.2. Institutional Precursors

The current arrangement clearly has two institutional

precursors: the administration department's Research

Institute which was the home of the IOA for nearly 30

years and the,Action Research nstitute which became, its --home

by administrative fiat of the n w president in 1976. It

. should be recalled that the Research Institute-b 1976 was

nearly'bankrupt, having lost much of its resource base, and
1

it was viewed skeptically by the new chairman, Morgan, as

both a financial liabie.,lity and a haven for dated research,

concepts. What the new IOA owed to the old was a still-
,

respected name among many of the older superintendents in
. ,

.the area and a standing as the only arm of the college which

had_ persistently forged a link with certain districts and

maintained that link over two generations. The question is:
,

does'tradition, per se, make a difference in inStitlitional-
.

survival?
Y At a number of meetings in 1975 and 1976 as membership-

dwindled to a handful, ,perhaps as few, as five dues-paying

districts (nO one is quite sure how. many were left _at lowest

ebb),0variousTersaffiincluding the IOA's executive board

of superintendents were asking themselves out loud: should

there continue to be an I6A? No one was willing-or eager

to kill it and.to the new president it was a possibleinstru

mentality: for some new effort at providing field'

maintaining or strengthening the image ,of the col

local area.2*ThuS when the Research. Institute, Cea

the IOA was able to live on even, though this new

only:teribously connected to the old.

services and

lege in the

sed t2/exist,,

"life'was

The Action Research Institute (ARI) was quite a different.

kettle of fish. A.s old as the IOA, it had survived and thrived

over the years on an endowment of something like $4,0'00,000

39
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from,,whi h the annual interest of over $200,000 was spent on

research and staff salaries. Like the Research-Institute,

the ARI had its founding.guru who was known as the father

and for many years chief promoter of "action research"--

collaborative problem-focussed research in which the practi-

tioner and the scholar had equafr. l investment. Surprisingly,

however, although the ARI was very productive in terms of

publications up through#1965 it established no network of

its own, occasionally relying on the IOA to provide arccess

and generally performing its research in the same affluent

suburban settings'represented in the IOA.- In,the late41960s

the emphasis at ARI was on action more than on research

productivity. Furthermore the ARI took under its wing a 0

number of federal project) including an urba Audiespehter.
'There was definitely a concern for the cutt g-edge issues

of the day related to minorities, women, and urban problems.

Placing the IOA in the ,ARI cleatly meant a reorientation

in substance and process'as well as the chance of a stronger

and more secure financial base. For ARI it meant, on the

other hand, another financial drain on its jealously guarded

"hard" monies but, on the other hand, possibly stronger and

more lasting field relations for its various purposes.

1.3.3. :Philosophical and ideological Roots

In some ways the revival effort was more pragmatic and-

seat-of-the-pants action than ideological, but there was a

philosophical root in the training and previous'r work of

Alice Loveland. Her course on the management of change was

one of the most popular in the coliege, having an enrollment

of 100 at the. time she was interviewed. The course covered

a substantial amount of material in the "planned change"

tradition, organization developtnent,in schools, the culture

of the sehool, the process of linking and consultation on

problem-solving with practitioners, and networking. Some

of the featured authors were Matthew Miles, Seymour Sarason,

.1111101.11fti.,'
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John Goodlead, and Ronald Havelock. Loveland herself had a

national reputation as a change process expert, particularly

with regard to,teachers and school settings, It was a dyna-
mic; rather loose, practice-centered view of helping which
had begun to be articulated irip-id-1960s, and staff of
the ,ARI had at one time or another been prominently identi-
fied with the movement.

1.3.4. Transitional Support Persons

Prior to the dirrt involvement pf Alice Loveland herself

there were a handful' of persona on the faculty and twb or

three superintendents who played a key, role insetting up
the new regime. First mention should be given to the new
president, Leonard Carlson, a scholar and an effective spokes -

maii who retained a sense that the college Must have a_strong
field service component' and.who also sensed that the IOA
could be it. He absorbed the debt of the Research Institute

. and he also was a key actor iv effecting the transfer of the
IOA to ART, without which survival was probably impossible.

He also put the faculty oxi notice that they, must attend- to

field concerns and in so doing, by intention or not, he raised
4

Alice Loveland's stock throughout the college. On the other

hand, to most. of the.actors in this story he Was'a rather

remote figure who paid lip- service, to practice issues and the

IOA but never really attended to what was treally going Jon.

Actually, it was probably not his appropriate role°4c/do so.

Frank Innes, director of the ARI and formerly chairmin

of the administration department, was a very dynamic figpre,

heavily invblved in action projects and for that reason

popular with graduate students: "He always had interesting

projects; he was into 100 things; he gave his graduate

assistants a lot of autonomy." Like the president 4 Baas

also often inaccessible becat3'se of his many activities and

he tended to leave a trail of loose ends. With Fred Sands

going on sabbatical, Innes took over the IOA but he is reported
7



to have assented to this "only if I can-get Alice Loveland.'
Thus, in fact,, his running-of-the IOA lasted through one or two
executive board meetings where he impressed on the superin-
tendents that something fredth and good was going to happen
and in October of 1976 announced that Loveland would soon take
over as executive secretary under him. Subsequently Innes
was supportive, decided on budget matters, but was mostly
uninvolved.

.Fred ,ands also played a very positive role in the
transition, a role which has gone largely unrecognized and
unappreciated by many of thther actors. First of all
he.kept the IOA going; secondly, he already-had changed the
orientation toward greater involvement of levels of admini-
strationoother,than superintendents and he was careful to

p

select a staff of Fellows in which both women and minori-
ties were represented. Roughly speaking he had the same
ideological orientation as Alice Loveland, and inteed they

saw each other as ,allies on most issues. Sand's chief
failing seems to have been that he oculd not breath newlife-
into a dead horse,: but'he tried with various types of meetings,
with no budget and no encouragement from skeptical depart-

.

..mental colleagues.-

On the district side perhaps the key transitional
figure was Sam Taylor:, the ION board chairman in1975-76
who liked what Sands was doing and appreciated his efforts
but, when he heard there was going to be no paid staff and
that Sands was going on sa4batical, thought the question

should be put to the.-col ege A forcibly as possible:

"po you really. want' to beep this thing going?."

Ic
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1.3.5. Analysis of Events Leading to the IOA Revival

Table 1-1 Event Sequence Leading to the IOA Reviyal'
ot

Date Event

Mid-1974 Leonard Carlson becomes president of the education
college within the university.

1974775 New president organizes faculty into task forces/
stresses importance of field ties.

1975 New president selects Dirk Morgan to be new admini-
'stiation.department head over Fred Sands; Sands
remains head'of.I0A Research Inbtitute in
administration department (RIAD).

1975 Frank Innes becomes ARI heath-

1975 New president Carlson pays RIAD deficit out of
reserve fund.

1976 Fred Sands plans sabbatical.

1976 (February) Superintendent Sam Taylor discusses
with colleagues the desirability of IOA termi-
nation.

4
1976 Taylor communicates "put up or shut down" message

to Sands.

1976 Carlson abolishes RIAD and transfers IOA to ARI
with' Morgan's blessing.

1976 'Innes becomes ?tominal head of IOA; Leeks Alice
Loveland as'executive secretary.

1976 (SepteTber) Innes meets with the board, explains
that a new start will be made;board encouraged:

1976 (September) Alice Loveland accepts leadership
of IOA.

As summarized in Table 1-1 and illustrated ion Figure 1-1,

there was a fairly clear series of circumstances leading up

to the'transfer of the 'IOA to ARI and the appointment of

Loveland, the two key events which signaled the beginning of

the new era. Loss, of interest and motivation by b th the

university and the districts led a precipito rop in

membership, activities, and resources. Carlson s bail-out of

the RIAD fiebt, together with Morgan's lack of 'nterest, left

IOA as in institutional orphan ,badly needing a new home and

some means of support in addition to-the very meager revenues

from the six to ten loyalist districts.
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The loyalist districts muttered among themselves about

termination through the 1975-76 school year; delivering

a,guarded ultimatum to Sands, and through him to Carlson

and the university. Catlson was probably reluctant to

close down an operation which had the potential of contributing

to and everi being thq centerpiece of hi? new initiative to

develop a College-wide field services unit. ARI director

Innes was willingto take on the old thing, but only if he

could use its shell to create something entirely new, some-

thing he himself could probably not definl clearly, IdUt

something that was alive, dynamic, arid stimulating to school

people and graduate students.

'44 0,-1
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,Figure r=1 Causal Factor Configuration Leading to Revival of the Eastern Private IOA
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2. THE FIRST TWO RENEWAL YEARS: 1976-78

2.1. INSTITUTIONAL.STRUCTURE

As Alice Lovelastook over, the IOA had an institutional

structure more or less as indicated'in Figure 2-1. /The

"director" was Frank Innes but Innes was also director- of

,
the, gmbrella,unit, the Action ResearcliInstitute. In this

role\he reported directly to the preSITent. 'Reporting to
Innes Was the "associate direr" or "executive secretary"

Alice Loveland but in fact she ran the IOA with almost com

plete autonomy except on fiscal matters which were handled
by a graduate student workiltg as an assistant to Th#es.

Initially Alice had no staff cept for a parlitime secretary

and another professor, ,Iim Anderson, -.who was identified as

.an "ARI,associate." ice quickly recruited -two graduate

students to work with her through the 1976-77 school year

to develop the program. By the end of the year aboutrten

additional graduate students 'h'a been,recruited to serve as

Fellows. These.twelve students, all but two being women,
serve' as the de facto operatiorlal staff of. the' IOA.

The school districts were represented an executive board
initially composed of seven,supAirintendent to which two

principqls were latertadded. The board had a pre'tidentmilo

served for one year on a rotating basis. Board members were

selected to represent roughly the sub-regiOns within the'

area but selection appeared to beta very informal process,

mostly steered b1 Alice Loveland. At the time of the leader-

ship transfer the "board" an4 the "memberdhip" must have been

about the same thing. 'After the successful recruitment drive

there were as many as 29 dittricts listed as meMberd', and

the board had About ten member's including the two principals.

The old IOA had been very much a creature of _the depart-
.,

ment of administration but the new IOA was much more identi-

fied with the department of curriculum and instruction where

Alice Loveland had her teaching appointment and where most

65
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of the graduate students were enrolled, On:the other hand,_

Innes, Anderson, and Sands were all members of the admini-
.,

,,stration department.,, Physically, the IOA did not really

have its own offices although there was a "Fellows room"

the lirst two years,IOcated in a different building than

Loveland's office and the part-time secretary. Again,

.informally, Loveland's offiOe in the department of curriculum

ad instruction was the IOA,2gfice

Figure 2-1 Institutional Structure...of the IOA
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The, IOA seemed to function very informally; having no

by-laws even in the founder's day. This alloWed Loveland and

her graduate student stOf to invent new procedural forms and

mechanisms of networking and service as they went along.

also meant that when there 'was nor)! to be done, such as ,organizing

a conference or getting out a .brochure, it was quite `a scramble

to get things done. Other faculty of the coLleee were under

no formal obligation to provide service to the IOA, but

Loveland had extensive informal,obonneltions and when she.asked
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s meone to --.=

,,
. l

a presentation or'run a work group session

theyralmost in ariablY agreed if they(wer _available.
. Conference-presen s got a $100 honorarium but the many

,,, faculty who contributed to th- ork groups served g*atis.

Nominally the executive boar passed on all decisigns
including the many ChangeAthat were made during the first

year, but in reality Loveland ran the -board meetings very ,E30,

smoothly, soliciting advice and approval and always getting
the latter. Leadership',initiative almost'never came-from

the board membership or the member 'districts. On the-other
*band, Loveland, was very sensitive to board member concerns'

and could generally anticipate them. Their 'approval was also
important to her,as a legitimizing-force with the college.

Underneath the formal institutional structure theie
was an informal but solid structure in which. Loveland-dele-

gated most of the opet#ionar details and much of the dee.i.sion

making tg two very energetic senior graduate students. The
i

management of the IOA really consisted of the three-of them.'

working together. When other Fellows were brought on board,
.

,

they form,ed a kind of outer circle, f rmally led by Loveland

fbut &f ten taking orders or activity ZiggestiTs from the two

enior graduate students. Ai.we will see, this structure
\--- as very effective but led to some tensions and subsequently

ome open conflict.

2.2. OBJECTIVES /

AltholIgh we could not find a clear statement of objectives

representing the first two years of the revival, certain'im*
,,, -'plicit objectives were-,fairly obvious. The first was to

--,

revive or revitalize the IOA as a network through increasing,

memberships, increasing numbers and varieties of joint

activities, and increising;a11 manner of contacts. Loveland's,
. ideal was sharing rather thah transfer of knowledge that was

.ohe-aided, and there were three types of.sharing that she was
r

especially concerned about.. The first was hiring between,.
7-4.

university and sci3ool people,. which might
.

lve the .1,

Psexharige of ideas concer ng nee'Al practic 'sdom, research,
:

c
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or expertise generally; high on her list would-be process

knowledge, knowledge about how to bring about-changes

and introduce innovations in ways ,t1 would, be beneficial

for.all concerned. A second type of sharing would be among

districts including all levels from superintendent on down;

rin large partshe saw the college andits IOA activity as

a catalyst to allow this district-to-district interchange

to take place: -A third type of sharing involved direct '0'

'teacher-to-.Eeacher sharing and collaborative action to

improve their classroom practice. In, some ways both Loveland

and her"personally selected Fellows were most emotionally

committed to-thiA. last type; most Npre'el,ther practicing

teachers or former teachers as well as being women; their

orientation Was practical, not'academic or thedretical, and

they generally had limited experience
.
witt the upper leVels

of school administration.

knowledge transfer fi-om the academic world to .

practice was not a higfily touted or,emoLdrial4I'velued atitect

of the IOA as far at the new leadership was concerned, it'

was by far the most visible aspect ,and appar,eptly`the most

,vatlued by the Superintendehts.'Thus there was some discre-
a

pancy:bqtWeen "objectives':, as aspirationt of the IOA staff

and "objectives," as represented in their most visible behas7
.viors.' Titdiscrepancy cbhtinues to this day but has never

it

produced much tension'because there is an overriding ethic

that any activity involving contacts among schbol and college

Nciple is good for netwo'rking andeserves

. unaccountable ways.

The objectives of the-revival period co .into sharper
,

relief when they are contraste! to .the objectives and

, operations of the original IDA as conceived and developed

by the founder and Carrie on by his successor. By the time

of the revival, the notion of collecting data systematically

from member districts, was gone and even distinctly devalued.-

-t
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There was a perceptionthat (a) such activity'is a priori

suspect as potentially exploitative (b) it serves no real
school - improvement - purpose and (c) in any case,- the mere

mention of research obj.ctives is poison to the typical

,'school person ,,,the current climate. But of course some 4

babies go out with thaelath water: 'lost are the possibi-

lities of getting some sort of
, systema tic needs assessments'

-C from member 'districts, of giving districts comparative
(And hetide Very grabbing) data on performanceon various

dimensions,. ,of providing significant numbers of graduate

students with thesis opportunities,nd offmaking substan-

tial contributions to, the written knowledge base regarding

-schools and school innoVation.efforts. The revived IOA

for the most parpgave 4p thesefeaturet.,

An unheralded but importint objective of the revival

was a1so,tO provide meaningfuland partially supervised

'field experiences for graduate students,'experiences in

trying to manage the complexities of a network and in trying
,

. ,to Assist schools at different level's in various types of

improvement etforts. "
:

-, ;:-2.3. 'KEY PERSONS ,

!
1

2.3.1. Alice Loveland
/

Just'as the original IOA may have been ,"the shadow'of

a man,".thereviv4d IOA.could well be described ag ".the .::.

,shadoW of a woman." By all acCountsklice Loveland was the-..,_

'key -persoil in the revival.' It simply could not have happened

'without her, and what happened is very largely reflective

of (a).her ideology and Orientation, (b) her energy, and
her.capacity to influence others at all levels.

Background, ideology and orientation.' Alice Loveland
r,

,had received a doctorate'from the collage a few years earlier
and had Worked subsequently an the "west coast with a professor,

well known for his writings and action research in the change

process, particularly With oether large foundation-sponsored
.
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projects to d

teveldp

networking arrangements among

When she returned to the astern Private University to 1

tenure line'in tie department-of curriculum and instruction,

she already had..a national reputation partly based on her

work with this professor. She was known as something of a

teacher, advocate and an advocate for client-centered

problem-solving as an approach to educational practice im-

,*
provement. the'approach was somewhat simplistically charac-

,terized by a colleague in another department as "very school-
.

specific: teachers would,do wonderful things if administra-

tors, .would only get 2iut of their way." Another- suggested

that she was "a teacher advocate primarily." To those who

knew her better, however,she'was a lot more than that.

One observer noted that she was °excellent at "combining prac-

tice and theory.'t Her course on the change process, already

noted as one-of the most popular in the coll11§.7e, was loaded

with intellectual content and research-based studies of the

change process With an emphasis onnetworking and on the

culture of the school. Her own intellectual approach was

actually rather. eclectic and- she noted in an interview) that

she nn longer used a lot of the niaterialshe had been icThn-

tified' with in her work on the west coast. She was anavid),

reader and user of nel,material on the change procesS, and

in fact had'good personal relations withimany if not most of

the lead fig researchers in this field.

Personal' charact,eris.tics., LoVeland.had.a very friendly
,

Sparkling,manner and a disarming outgoingness which most

pepple'found very attractive.. She hhd fhe,-1,511.14a1 capacity

to be astrong activist Without ever being abrasive. Added

to this she was,a very good groupacilitator, making sure

people got a chance to be heard and making people feel that

they were engaged.in something worthwhile which was'leading
o

tce something else evem more worthwhile. Her faCilitating-0,

ability wavery well complemented by an indepth Aowledge

.
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of educational environments, their norms, roles and role

expectations, and needs. Thus,' for example, while the.ION

under her leadership did not engage in any extensive needs

assessment process the had an excellent sense of what people

wanted and what would turn them,on. This sensitivity most

unusually extended from teachers to staff developers to

prjncipals to superintendents and even to college faculty

and administrators: One senior superintendent described her

as "a breath of fresh air" and "the sort of person no one

will say 'no' to." Another said.,she had "real energy and a.

knowledge of both worlds." ,She-was Universally liked and

accepted, but to hef students and the.Fellows"whom she

selected she clearly was more. She provided them-with a

great deal of encouragement and supporand she trusted

them wholly. In return they gave her tremendous loyalty

andpany long.hours of hard work to the point that they'

really became extensions of her own great capacity.

Capacity to influence others (clout). Although she

was only a junior associate professor, Loveland probably

had more informal influence than anyone else in her, department,

partly because of the above characteristics of friendliness,
./

energy, and openness; but'this influence also probably

Stemmed from her reputation as the most,practice-dedicated

and field-connected member of the faculty. The fadt that'

the new president, Carlson, placed thQjpphasis he did on

field contacts undoubtedly added to her clout. She was

al.so.known as a doer as reflected in the remark attributed

to ARI director'Innes--"If i can get Alice Loveland, I'll

do reference to taking the IOA into the ARI.

An indication of her influence with graduate students

is well summed up in the comment of one who became a Fellow

and later a key Fellow: "When Alice. Loveland said she was

?going to be involved in this thing (the IOA)) I said to myself,

'It's got to be good.'"
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,LoVeland alSo used her extensive national network of

contacts fo bring .'1.1'sperakers/or..relatively modest fees

andshe was able to c211 _on practi"cally anyone within the

collegefor service as work group presenters and conference

speakers. It was -also reported that President Carlson

"bragged" about her,":;:and that the chairman 'of the

'Stration department, despite ideological differences, was

eager to have her come over and join his faculty.

,Problenkatic aspects. There, were also a few issues

related to fovela?d that were somewhat probleMatic and may

have worked ,,to reaucethe impact of the IOC,. First of all

she was more a catalyst, astarter, than an implementer, and
-

/ relied on others to follow through and do the detail work.

With her dynamism and her'many ideas and ma4j contacts she

had a tendency to start up more projects than could reason-

ably be followed" through by her gaff; thus she ran' them

ragged and there were always many 'loose ends. As one of

o her stkongest supporters put it, "-She was a reat concep-

tualizer but management and organization wer not.her thing"

Another possible weaknegs was in the are of negotiating

and bargaining with the powers that be. If s mething seemed

like a good idea she was likely to take it_on without con-

.sidering the full costs involVed and without n gotiating

the best deal or quid pro quo from those who w told benefit. .

As an 'informant put it, "she was not political --especially

in' dealing with the college. The ret was chronic overload

and chronic shbe-stringing, but the same qualities may'also

have led so,many ppople to trust. her as someone who was not

going to manipulate them.

A third area of possible weakne s 'was in research -based

scholarship. Loveland was well-credentialed and had some

widely respected writings, but her eart was more in the action

vc than the research side. This was prOably-a major factor

in the lack of research or documentation stemming fronitthe

revived IOA. There was much discussion of the need to docu-

ment-the experience but when the chips were down the priori-

ties were else4here. Actually Loveland reports thataere

44
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was some pressure on her to write and publish more coming
from her department; sha indicated that she was more or

. ,

less forced to take a long leave in order to write.a book
which was seen as prerequisite tp promotion to full pro-
fessor. Such leaves put a terribleNtrain'on the val
efIrt.

As an open and insightful person, Loveland was reason,.
ably 'aware of her own shortcomings, and like her 1960s 4

predecessor, Victpr,Warr. n, she had the ability .to surround"

herself with other peo e of great talent, many of whom

complemented her own efforts, filling gaps where she was
weak.

2.3.2. Penny Ryder, Senior Fellow

This was especially the case with Penny Ryder, director

of staff development in one of the larger districts in the

area, rqurning for her doctorate in mid-career in the
spring of 1976. By all accounts she was a forthright,

outspoken, self-assured person, perhaps not suffering

fools too gladly--"a perfectionist" by one report. She was

well-organized and lOgicd1 as well as tremendously energetic.

Her association with Loveland had, begun in 1974 when

Loveland and a fellow young turk in the department of

curriculum and-instruction had been involved as consultants

to a middle school project in Ryder's district, a project

which had not come to a successful end. Nevertheless,

Loveland had placed graduate students as trainees in Ryder's.

staff development'office over the intervening two years.'

When Ryder returned to scho'l she immediately enrolled in

Loveland's qange coursepand became a staunch

'supporter. When the call' came to Loveland in the early fall.
Ars .

of 1976, she turned immediately to Ryder and another' graduate

student in the class, Emma Curran,_for_help in launching the
new venture.

9
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Figure 2-2_ Map of Region Served by the IOA with Placement
of Five of ,the Mote Active School Districts
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Ryder was a key person in several ways. First of all,

she contributed a great deal".to.the planning and execution

f the membership recruitment drive that occupied the spring

f 1977. This startalaita meeting she arranged between

Loveland and her superintendent, Patrick Rayburn (see below).

That.Meeting resulted not only in his active involvement

and endorsement but also in his granting her full salary ,

for the year to pursue the IOA revival effort. Ryder also

arranged many other face-to-face meetings with superintendents

in the affluent suburbs which had been the backbone of the

old IOA.

2.3.3. Emma Curran, Senior Fellow

Another member of the change class, Emma Curran was

an enthusiastic booster of change process concepts, and when

invited to collaborate with Ryder,and Loveland, threw herself

into the task with boundless energy and dedication. Of those

involved in the early stages she may have had the most psy-

chic ownership of the effort, a fact that would later cause

some trouble for herself and others. She was also strategi-

cally important since she came from the western portion of

the area served by the IOTo(see Figure 2-2, p. 55) whereas'

Ryder came from the northeastern portion. Curran was des-

cribed as the person who "managed things" over the two years
4.7

of start-up. She also handled most of the clerical Shores-
.

by herself, volunteerin4 a great deal of time in addition, to

the rather modest Stipend she received from the ARI.

2.3.4. Frank InklesARI Director
I.

Previously discussed as an instigator of the revival,.
.

he played a very quiet, background role once Loveland began

to work. He was described by one colleague as Aing "very

loose, political." A graduate student who did not work for

him directly described him as "chaotic,,hit-or-miss, hard to

see and hard to pin down.";,kkey superintendent describes
0

how"he-appeared at IOA board meetings: "It always seemed

like he wa-s dealing with us as some group he didn't have

time for:" To .Loveland, however, he wasalways suppbrtive

and when she came to him with a reqUest for $21,000 from

56
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the endowment funds, which he controlled, he gaVe it. One

of his' graduate students served the IOA as a kind of fiscal

monitor and technically Innes had-control of the IOA through

his control of the purse but he seems to have played no

substantive or guidance role otherwise. Two of Innes' students

were p1laced as Fellows in the 1977-78 school year. They were
,

the Only males in the Fellows group-and appeared to be rather

isolated from the others. They also apparently fela

primary loyalty or identification to Innes rather'than

Loveland.

2.3.5% Leonard Carlson, The President of the College:
(within the Univertity) .

Carlson played a very Important role through his verbal

support of the IOA concept and Loveland although he was

rather remote from What was really going on. He rarely

consulted with.and was rarely sought out for consultation by

Loveland but when.she asked him to appear and 4.eak at a

important relamnching conference, he did. Hisaperforman

on that occasion was, by all acpounts, impressive and h ped

to carry the day for the revival. In spite of their ri alry 0

forthe preside y, Carlson and Innes were described as

..._beirgg "closer: likeInnes,Carlson was always "doing 100

things." 'Some faculty felt that he .had a tendency to make

J decisions first and consult afterwards and one superintendent

thought that he seemed to undervalue -school administrators.

2.1.6. Patrick Rayburn, Superintendent,'Middle Crest School
District .

1 .

At the time of the revival Rayburn was one of the more

respected younger superintendents in the area. Unlike many

of the others he was not a graduate of the college and had

no personal past associations withthe IOA. On the other,

-hand, he had a strong interest in networking as a strategy

for educational- improvement. He also headed the largest

district in the northeastern area and thus commanded more

resources than Most other superintendents. He had a strong
,
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staff which included Penny Ryder among others. After a

private meeting with Loveland and Ryder arranged by Ryder

he.broUght his district into the IOA and, became a strong

advocate with other superintendents in the -northeast. He

later served as IOA board president. ,

2.403. Abe towsky, Superintendent, Green Cove School
Dis ict 1

at'owsky was a very longtime suppofter pf the IOA .

- .

throug several stages of its evolution- He also knew Alice

Loveland through a perlonal connection'and,clearly had a
,.

great,y of admiration for her. He was strategically
.

important n at least two ways: first,as the old hand and.

the dean of s erintendents in his area, -he served as a kind

of bridge between the old and the new; secondly he represented

one of.the wealthiest school districts in the state, one '

51,

known fors'a icing history of innovativeness from the earliest,

days of the 'OA-and a district situkted in the" southeast je

sectio of the region served by theI0Pj (see Figure '2-2).

', Thus he organized meetings in his sub-region-and tried to

get ,other* involved, bu with only marginal success. From

'Observations of board mee ings in 1979 and 1g80 he appeared

_)111p be the informal leader of the group.

2.4.' RESOURCES DURING START-SUP AND FIRST'OPEWTIONAL YEAR

At the very beg ing of the revival in-thefall of '1976

there must have been ve

resources to run the networt. With only -seven dues-paying

members at 1500 each,
.

thate would have been an annual income

little in the way of financial -,

of $10,500,just 6arely enough to put. on a conference anA

get out a quarterly newsletter-. There was no paid assistant

to Sands, one of the factor; wliiclipusbed Superintendent

Sam_Taylor to suggest a closedown, especially with Sands

.>`

\4-
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.going on sabbatical. Thus, one of the good faith actiQns

t

the college, had to-take was to put up, some new resources.

Innes initially put-up Loveland, meaning he would get her

eleased from teaching duties part .time. He also put up

tuition waivers,
.6.
each worth $1250, for the Fdllows who worked .

with Loveland the first year. As noted above, Middle Crest

chool,DiStridt donated the time of Penny Ryder.
J . N

LoOking toward the, second year, Ryder and Curranressed

Loveland to ask Innes for a much larger amount to support

her, salary plus tuition:waivers for several Fellows. They

asked Innesfor X21,000 for the 1977-78 scAtol year. At

the same time Loveland and her tWo,assistants set akout a

igorQus membership drive, one goal of which was to put the

IOA on a much better'financial footing. As one means to

make membership more attractive, Loveland decided fiat she
.4.04. .

would cut the regular membership fee in'half, making it $750,

w ,,; with the added wrinkle that member districts could buy the

time of one ow for two half-days per month for an addi-

tiOnal $750. ith membership soaring to over 25 by the

'beginning,of- the next school year and with 11 districts f

o

taking on the Fellow option thecas-h`contribution from the

districts was more than $27,000.more

noteworthy resources both then and later were

human. Loveland's capacity identify talented and enerr- '

getic people and then to-turn them on to the new venture

created a tremendous energy resourc6 which multiflied as

Fellows reached out.to'the districts. Fellows did all the

basic work in setting up conferences, putting out.'flyers,

putting togeth couraging attendance. Even

. clerical wprk was mostly done by Fellows; the college sup-

posedly

accordin

the coll

who mowed

ontributed part of the time of a secretary, but,

to one, Fellow who did a lot of'this work,..the peop

g,Ave them were either "the dregs" or were'people

thus could not

..)

mary loyalty to someone els
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be counted on to provide support.at crucial moments. Thus,.

theFe was a great reliance( on student labor which Loveland

later thought might have been a mistake-because such reliance

tended to hide the real costs of operation...---.../''-'

It also turned out that the university owned_a mansion

in a lovely location a bit outside the city but quite con-

venient to many of the,districts. This' became the standard

IOA meetiyng place.(see Figure=2-2) it was sold by the

university three years later. The university charged a.

fairly stiff fee foi the use of the mansion by the IOA,but.

access, to/774scfacilitY was definitely,rated a plus by the

conference and work group attendees, particularly in contrast

to the college site itself, which was a bit harder to get to

and Where no parking was provided, a serious dVerent for
some.

It should also be noted that the college faculty as a

whole was perceived by most superintendents as the major

.esource Which the college coup provide, and Loveland saw

to it that the faculty was' used well and. often. Moreover

there,'were three faculty members who could be relied on.

regularly for support, advice, and encouragement. One of

these was Sands, the former head. Another was Herb Peters,

a very senior colleague of Ldveland'a insthe'deEiartment;of

curriculum and instruction, a maTrof some clout and long-time

familiarity with the college,the IOA, the ARI, and-the
. -

various actors on the college side. He:sometimes played the

role of elder statesman to Loveland. A third Supporter was

lopg-time agiplaiseration department Member and former Fellow

Tim Anderson.
O

Perhaps something also shoUld be said about the percep-
_

tion by the superintendents of the resource unity se at their

disposal. As noted earlier networking and,miscell neous

school support:dnd improvement resources had expa ded Ind

grown considerably-more ?omplex over the preceding decade,

due in to an influx of federal dollars, in part to,
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growing intra-district 'Capacity,,and in part,te the growing
strength and sophistication of intermediate.serv.±te 'penters

,

and other local colleges and universities. Thus,'While the
visibility and'ciout of the college had remained high, it
now had plenty of competition. Part of Loveland's task, .

therefore,. was to, find, a-market niche for the rtvived enter-
-6

prise. That niche was not. networking; there was an abun-

dance of local, regional, ancL.naional networks--especially

'for superintendents--and Many.of these had ong since eclipsed
the*-I0A in salience and value as a:means Of inter-district

sharing. Nor-,was it providing .1n-service portunities in
. .

.

fact, there were many such in the area for teachers and

Othrs a d most, unlike the.C'eg, offered some sort of

'credit 'Or certification as an added' incentive.
,

2.5. EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES OF. THE FIRST REVIVAL YE S

The first two revival years can be divided more or less
into two sub- phases:, planning and organizing, and start -up.

.During the planning-organiiing year, Loveland worked pri-
marily with her two initial graduate student Fellows to

recruit new members, recruit Fellows fol. the following year,

acquire resources, and conduct two major launching Confer-

,ences in the spring of 1977. In the start -up year, the

eleven ne* Fellows worked out their individual service agendas;
- shared their experiences with one another and supported

Lbiieland in arranging and conducting a considerable number

of work groups and conferences at which college faculty were

featured. Table gives a listing of some of the 'key
40events in approximate chronological sequence;

2.5.1. Key Events Analysis

From the introduction of Loveland onward' for the next'

ten months the pace of activity seems to have grown markedly,
,

reaching a-kind of crescendo with the,spring conference at

the College. It began in the fa4 with what seems have

been a very productive thinking

Z
t rough of needs and possi-

bilities among Loveland and her wo Fellows with so e input
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*Table ?-1 A' Sampling ofKey3yenesoof Revival Planning and
-Start-Up

Date

1976 Sept.

1976.06t.

1936 Nov.

1976 Dec:

1976 Dec.-Jan.

1977 Feb.

1977 Early
Spring

1977 Spring

Event
,

Alice Loveland accepts IOA leadership,

Loveland recruits Penny 417der and Emma
Curran'as first Fellows.

.
Loveland asks Innes for 121MO from endowed
ARI funds and gets it.

Loveland meets with Ryder and Middle Crest
Superintendent Rayburn. Rayburn endorses
effort, signs on, and contributes Ryder's
time.

Loveland formulates "option" package and
cuts dues in half.

Loveland and Ryder tour nor tor
of IOA territory, explain). new package
and signing on key districts.

- .

Superintendent Abe Matowsky sets up south-
east sector meeting of superintendents to
recruit for revived IOA; less successful.

Loveland and Curran attend superintendents'
meeting in key western county, successfully,
recruit from that area.

1977 May Conference at college, led off by Carlson, a
skilled presenter; good attendance;
judged veky successfill by all.

1977 June Last.issueopf IOA newsletter (until resumed
in 1981).( .4

1977 June Superintendents' conference at conference
-site with networking expert-featured.
Some problems with speaker but momentum
continues.

1977 May-June Eleven new Fellows recruited.

1977 June First meeting of new Fellows.

1977 Sept. Board reconstituted.

1977 Sept. Secorid'Fellows.' meeting;, beginning of
regular weekly meetings of Fellows. ,

-1977 Sept.-Oct. Fdllows receive firetoplacements.

1977 Oct. First of 25 work group sessions for
teachers and other staff held throughout
1977-78 school year.

1977 Nov.p Superintendents' donfererice featuring world-
reknowned educational scholaxreform advocate
(rated very -slaccessfud and memorable by
superintendents ).

197.8 Spring Writing consortium org#nized by Fellow
Rhonda Robards.

.

197& Late ,Loveland forcedto give up duties temporarily
on account of illness. Leave extends through
1978-79 school year. lb
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.from two key board members.', This led to deaformulation

of the'optiohs," the `new fee'structuie, and a coherent

recruitment The_spting of 1977waS dominatga by

two interrelate erials, the recruitment drive and the

organization of the two kick-off onfererces in May, and June..

Both these serials had notably -successful outcomes; they'

convey'A'the message to one and 'all: "ThWis truly a'new'

beginning. "4

The late Spring Was also the time of recr,uitment of a

'fiew:genbration of Fellows,'a process that seems to have been

a b,it helter-skelter, inv.oiving diverse inputs ki-dm Innes, 4-

recruits from. Loveland's change course; other Loveland
. .----,

, contacts, advice Ryder Curran. Each Fellow lad
_./

a slightly different story of hOw he or 'she was' recruited, and

none was very. clear about what the.term :Fellow" meant,

even afterqaccept4ng the designation: Nevertheless Most

were very enthusiastic an4 some `felt a, little bit puzzled

and let down when there was no Fellpws' meeting between June.

qand September, -evidently a period of activity shut-down.
.

Parfl as a result of'the summer shut -down the early

Fall period seems to have been quite frantic with thefFellows

iminediately,immersed.in strange new s hool district.assign-

ments which, for the most part, lacked definitidh, while at

the'same time helping to organize a series of seminars and

conferences which occurted with more than once-a=week'fre=.

queney during the months of October, November, and.December.

After December 15th there was another long hiatus until a

pew series of work .groups began on March 21, l978.,'

By the spring of 1978-the new order had established itself
..- 1

in many respects: several of the Fellows had made meaningful

contributions in certeTn districts while dthersAad learned
t

greatly through the fits and startl-of the entry process;

several of the college faculty had been involved irk work

groups and conferences;-apd several. districts bad,responded

to the new activities. by filling thy,.attendance rolls with ' .

$

'Is.

0,

.=
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teachers and other school personnel. One Fellow .had shaped

her role and activities to form a content-centered sub-network

of distrittS which became known as the Writing Consortium,"
. .

. . a modus operandi which,prd,Ited to be one of the most success-
.

fu); in the revived 10A.

The end of,the.start-up phase ,was clearly marked, by the

'leave of.absence.t4en.byjAovelandin the spring ,O.f.1978..

ThiS;-leal'e forced 4 temporary leadership- changd- and also

;-serVed as a king ofest'Ofthe viability of the new arrange-
,

4The story, of that transition 'is told in Section 3.

:The.activi-Les of the early revival period subsequent

to,the membership drive break down into five categories as.

-foIlOws: conferences, work groUps, the Fellows program, and-
.

sub:=-seU of activities, writing tasks, and. management activity

Of, whiC'h:the most Viiible.eleMent was meetings oetne.executive
.

board.

2.:5.;2., The Conferences

,Traditionally;-61 16A had put on'two Major conferences

per year, one in the'fa 1, one in the spring. Anyone who
,

has,organized ,osconferdnce can attest to the .fact. that they

-.,,.,.are*)41exy,,arduous affairs dnvOlvip.many sub-tasks, much
-

4 tribution, acquiring -Ehe 4pQropriate conference site, al-rang-,*

ing fOr meals, -coffee, and other amenities,° and organiiihg

an.arfnbilncement'brochUre--maiP-out and othtr dis-

-plahningi.and skillful management, These include recruitment

oT%spVakerS -program planning,, preparation; of print materials --

a

,

and-executing4gwe sort of evaluation effort. The conferences
,,,

qf,the revived I involved e.,.1cAllective coordinated 'efforts
.i.) 4,,

7 of Loveland and the:.Fellows-p.j, hg con ibuted time 'of

"), ,74",

, ,
, ..e. presenters. .Typicallyca.:conterente woUld.have'a startperson

,,zHs.e.e.-sm,:_lbesp114gXaSI:ar;Yintrod4per-o.0ead-otf a-nd some
--.):1

--T

1 04r:ie h t ,(:4 n d:p ii d ) 6dtsdder. . , , .

,- I.

. t e

.:The conflyucT werpalso the most visible :of the 10A
. . e ,'

.,'.._' qt*ities and came to represent whgt-the.JOA:was'in'the '

xx,

,'Jmi*ds of many.%For the VellowslWlso, they were s'exi as
.. . , ,,,p .,

. .,'
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events'g n rating greats excitementbile telling us, "I.would
.have stop d the world tb be.there!"--and being,opportunitips.

,'to get on stage, to meet And mix, 'With well-known and power-
ful,ful, people from the.distriats, from the college, and from
the world outside.

. -r.

1 ..
.

Intheinitialrevivalyears.theconferenCes.assumed
extraordinary importance as 4Dportunities to create for the,

.

College a .new image of activism'and commitment,: Thus the, .
, .,-

.

presence .of President Carlson at the first' conterence_in May
A / --of 1977' was most,importint as was the overall suc es,S 'of that

meeting. The following' meeting in June was intended to

focus on the process of networking and a very well known

expert on the subject was recruited for the etent. As it

turned out the speaker of the day had a terrible cold, and was

described by one observer.as 'cantankerous and boring.," He

was apparently take //to task by a number,of superintendents, t

but, LOVeland recalls tat'the speaker was "very abraSive
. ,

.ias4nd Very good." ,In,other words, the meeting dynamic,

stimulating in'a yariety of ways fot.the superintendens.and

everyone else. The third revival cOnfg,.bnCe irAvovember of
...

1977 was another smash hit, featuring a wery well nown. .

.

educational researcher and reform advocates hose
:

stimu-
1 ,

ilated at, east. one superintendent to set: up a new school

based on the pr).nciPles espoused by the speaker.
,

-

Conferences were open to all staff 16'Vel4 of member

districts and toseleipd outsiders whom-Loveland "anted to 4*

get involved. The typical: structuf6 was aelorning session

.....major speakers, followed by discussions, then an afternoon

of three or four paralYel seminars !on different topics,

about half chaired by college faculty,ith the rest.organized

and run by Fellows and theirv rAout district contacts.

Although,exact statistics are not alefilable, attendance at'
A
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,

conferences,seems to have averaged about 100 persons with
$tternoon seminhaving from 15 to 30 attArdeb's each.

'2:5.3.''The Work Groups

. The notionpf a "work group," as e'onceived by Loveland,

was a serial activity typically involving teachers through,'
, -

three successive half-day sessioAS on kgiven topic. The
lead-off session would involve a Speaker recruited from the

college, but an acknowledged expert in the field in question.

The object' would be to stimulate discussion, then the sh,iring
' of current practiCe, leadirigto considerations of practice

improvement and' action b'ack home. The first series of the$e
Work- groups was reported to be generaik very successful
and Well-attended,-although some topics and some speakers

were clearly more popular than others.

Work group topics were quite varied and.attempted to

ach -ieve a balance of the int'erests and, concerns o'f teachers

on the one Sand anp principi s and other administrators on
. the other. In the all of 977 the topics were "values amid -

ethIGS in edupation" and "psychology and School problems,'."

addressed to a genera l'audieFfce and attended,heavily by

teaches, and "staff'develOkment," "program evaluatiOn'," .

.

and ",current problems in the secondary school,"'aimed mare-

at aaministrators. In the spring of 1978 the values topic

was reptated andirwork groups were,add'ed on "optioirS for the

gifted",and "the evaluation of achievement and performahce."

Attendance depended,heavily on active encouragement
f rom the'di'strict administration, and attendance varied con-.

siderably by district. Thuethere was a distinction among'

members: those superintendents who were.mve involved

tliurselves, Lenled to bring along more of their staffs and

got considerably 'more opt of .he IOA.as, a, result. :The,
..-.

Presence'of a: Fellowin a district was.talso likely to make
.1

some difference depending o'n hbw we'll the Fellow waSintegrated

and accepted ,in' the, district and whether .,the Fellow sawIlis/

her rdle as includiqg recrultMent'lo wOrk groups. 'Work' .

4group activities ,Could aleck haves tpiri-off ,effe'cts t wark
/

4
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of a Fellow in a district. This was the ease for the

"options for the gifted" work group which helpgd one Fellow

to dwielop-a gifted program iil her assigned district, a

program which was later implemented district-wide and even-
,

tuill Served as a model for statewide innovation: Fellows
ati ing work groups would often collect their' notes -and

use them.in their own field work as a kind of kit bag of
.

. . _

potentially useful items.
A

Although most of the work group sessions were in.dkvidually
c

successful as appreciated events which in some cases had

*far-srgaching programmatic impacts (e.g. the gifted program),
f

they did not represent any clearly worked out strategy for

change. They were primarily stimulators for%ndividual

participants to stockpile inIthelmemory fer possible-use.

at some indeterminate futuredate ..711en'thev might be appli-

cable'. Furthertore they were not tied to any course credit

structure; hence the weight of impact had to be carried bic_
4

the merits of the material content.

2:5.4. The Fellows Program
.

;

The Fellows program represented several things simul- 4
taneously to the revived I0A2'. First of. all, as noted pre-

a .
..,..

viciusly, the Felldws were the p rSonpower'backbone of the .

effort, doing -the great majority of the detkail work 'needed
, 11,

to run confsiiences, workshops, and everything else. Secondly,
. .

(
they were increasinglya network which reached out'to ,various

resources and to sditool tliStricts, not 5ust member districts

but districtg from which the' llows'came or where tbeyhad.,,F

friends and-dolleagues_who -might help but on this or that
.

topic. Thirdly, the Fellows program was a training program

for graduate students;the training.provided wa varied,
f

, '' Ainteresting,. and for most; exciting and reward ng: it v

them exposure to (a), the networking process as whole, .

(b).educational procegses(and,concerns at different- levels

of t e school system froin,fhe classroom upwards, ()c) many
c.

con ant and concern areas different from their-training and

background, and (d)' the process of being a vhange.agent or

knowledge 'linker including the difficultieS of efitry,role

-.-.
.
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4
definition, and coping with marginality and overload,
For some it was also an opportunitycip form nel4 professional

liaisons and gain advancement and placement opportunities.

FA* a few it also represented'an opportunity to complete

degree- work through research condgicted in school settings,

although this'was distinctly not a valued. activity for the

majority.

Fellows were always assigned to work in districts other.

than their'own, if they were employed in school districts

as many were. .Beyona this, the ass gnments appeared to most

Fellows to be rather arbitrary. There was little if'any

negotiation of site or type of role. Typieally, a superin-

tendent wou4id assign a Fellow to work with a principal. s.
tr.

Often wherfe,Fellow got -to the school he or she would find either

misconcept±ons.Qr confusions regarding what tile, role,' would *

1;4 or,,'a predefinitiOn by the pfincipal to fit some private

agenda. Each FellmAhad to find his or her way into a stilt-

'able, workable role in the district to make good ,use of the

two half-days per month that °were stitposed to be 'spent on site.

Once a month or more often they ,would meet at the colrege

with.toveland presiding and share :their experiences of

Working into a rale.

Most Fellows did not have a clear idea of what they'were

supposed to be as Fellows going int

was much discussion of what the "mb

their sites,but there

'1" was suppoSecig2 to be

and Fellow Emma Curran became a kind,. f champion Of "the

m6del." Roughly,- it was based on the notion of-process

helping with teachers in which a group of teacheri would

come'togeth articul9te their feeds with the help of the

consultant - Fellow, and gradually work toward solution ideas'

and actions through their ow4 initiative. Something like

three or fOur Fellows tried to proceed along this track but

-only 4 really succeeded, d'ue' to the, varying district and

school agendas and thednexperience of most of thg Fellows

1 ,
,

6 8 8 8'4
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in:dealing with the entry process. Thus, in the'end; there

was no one model and there were'no two Fellows who developed

a modus operandi very much alike. .Nevertheless, most wer#

successful in their different ways and some managed to develop

activities that had lasting impact which the Fellows had not

* initially planned and c6b3d not have foreseen. The gifted

progrm wasoheeg-se in point, the Writing Consortium was

another.'

There were eleven Fellows in the 1977-78 school year with

some wolling,with one district, some with two (and hence
-r

receiving double the standard stipend of $1250). The (two
0

original Fellows, Ryder and Curran, stayed on as Fellows but

without ,specific district assignments-. Rather, they:e1Ssen-
.

,tiallyran the secretariat foj the IOA, continuing their

,special status with Loyeland as the.policytriumv,irate.

This inside status caused some resentment- among Some,c7f-the

other Fell; whO often felt that ings had been prearranged
-4by the three prior to-their invo ept. Neverthel ess, the

others Willingly pitchep on e 'twotasks and two laho
. 0

were most heavily involyed began_to move into the roles that

Ryder and Curran had occupied.

For the districts and for the superintendents the Fellows

Program Was welcomed as asign of caring and commitment on.

the part of the college but it' was also probably rather con-

fusi . Few were ab )le to articulate what it really was; few

. su intendents really knew what do with "_their" Fellows

o er than to pass the responsibility doyn the line to-someome

else who knew even-less. If the role had been more clearly

atticulated'by,Loveland as that of linking agent or change' .

ir- agent it is quite possible that it"woUld have reduced ambi-
.

guity ' but it might also have made-the notion more threatening

and Ultimately less acceptable to meal-1y. Furthermore, the 0-

Fellows, for the most part., coulcould. not9be offered as experts

in anythingeven'in the change process itself, tince this.

was for many their first venture inthiS direction.
.
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'2.5.5. Research and Written Production

At least for the start-up period.the priorities of

Loveland and her staff were very clearly on action in face-

to-face situations rather than on researc or documentation.
The D slette! which had run continuous) on a monthly
basis f 35 years ceased publicatiOn w th the June 1977
issue. The format of-the last issues wa§vpublication of One

paperper issue either-by a, professor or by a recent graduate
summasizinc thesis research. The back pages of the erk-a-tch

k

issue announced the May conference of the IOA Which would

be so important apart of the revival and also oddly announce l.*.

another conference scheduled for the same day% Loveland was,

billed as associate director of the ARI without indication
of her key role as IOA rejuvenator. The June issue gives
no report pn the proceedings or an_y hint of future plans

for the IOA. Inseead there is an advertisement for the fol-

lowing year's suipscription,to.the ARI Research,Bulletin.

The 1977-78 school year which was .s0 dynamic .in terms
f

of the,revival effort Teft hardly a trace of written'or

printed dbcuientation,. 'Support for documentation was given
by I..kne i,n.theform of a graduate student' specializing in

40ethnigraphic 'studies who served thr8ugho t'theyear as

eibserver,and-recorder of Fellows' meetin and other events
of the revival. -Although this person took extensive note

on the process of the 1977-78 year, no report of any, kind

on hci efforts was ever issued. Shp was iAterview0 for-

this study butt her notes were not available.

One Fe,llow the 44irst year insisted on developing her

thesis research as part of her Fellow.activity, conducted
,an evaluationof anjearly childhood program in a particular

district; nevertheless,.TrOm the poinct of view oLf the rest

of th6 Fellows such activity wa6 inappiopriate and did not

really constitute ,servioe as-a Fellow., A;

I

ci. ation'for stud4es of school

n pae winter and spri of 1978-the National Institute

of Education issued a soli

lir 4 networks of all types-. several Fellc3ws were eaOler:to get,

A

I
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invoLved.in a proposal under this grants program and'here

was tonaiderable'discussion.of it in FelloWs' meetings in

the spring of 1976. However, when Loeland was fdrced to

go into the yhospital, beginning her year-long absence', Innes-

was unwilling to proceed further with it, despite the fact

that one of the Fellows was ready and willing to proceed with
p.

the writing task.
s

the incident would sugc4est that, as far
-.1p.

as Inns was concerned, research outcomes were not a big

priority nor were resources a major isue for the IOA at .-

:

/that title.' The potential role, of"NIE as a. facilitator of

documentation.of such efforts is also illus ted by the

traincident. the, quest for external support or research or

,quasi- research activities to attach to the IOA was a continuing

serial'over the next three years ipd.involved three

separate proPosal efforts, the third of which inel980 prt-ATed

finally successful.,

.2.5.6. Management Activities

-Serious managemeht and planning discussion took

place moStly
y
among Loveland and hen two senior Fellows,

Ryder and Curran: Loveland consulted-much more rarely with ,

. ,

Innes,, her boss and nomin0l director of the 'OAT and then

it,was typically to seek his approval,for what she had already.
.9.

developed as a concept: She also consulted at keV:momenta

privately with key superintendents: Rayburn in the northeaSt.

to start, recruitment there; Matowaky to increase involvement

in thisoutheast; and a third superintendent-to help recruit

in the west. Formal meetings with- the seven-men/bet executive

board were held'at the beginning of each school term in

September and:March, Vie board also met it conjunction with
the fall and spring confeZences which occurred toward the end

?f.each,acadegj.c term. Innes and LoVeland were both genera14-

in attendance andthe sessions werelorchestrated very srlOothly by

Lovelaod, She was always prepared with a clear agenda, reports
. .. - . . O

r .

oh what had Leen whidli were generally rosy, and,
.

.

(
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proposals of what should be done i he forthcoming period.`
She invite suggestions for is and speakers and always

appeared to be open andflexible,Aut nevertheless she ran

the show; approval was always forthcoming anthere was

rarely even the hint of dissent or conflict.
:4,0(

;2.6. /INTERPERSONAL AND INTERORGANIZATIONAL -D YNAMICS OF
19,76;78

-

There is little question that the, dominating force of

this timeiwas Alice Loveland. er energy and enthusiasm

infected a dozen graduate students who became'her helpers

and her field st4ff., It al infe ted a.hand ful df. key

superintendents in the area-- ome old-timerg in the IOA, some

n- -an-lthey happily supper Le her etforts. Only in the .

so theast area was there esistance to the feVival despite

e.recruitment effpts Of superintenden Abe Matowsky.:,

the college, leadership was either sup ortive or benignly

eglectful and Loveland had no trouble-using-4er.persona.1
. _

contacts among the faculty to line up work group and con-
,

ference presenters (4-the highest quality.

Within the Fellows' group the dynamics were a bit more

complicated.. With two exceptions the Fellows were vomep

and were doctoral students withinthe department of'curri-.

culum 4nd instruction. They were all selected'by Loveland

from various sources but mostly her class in the management

of change. The few malei were from administration came

into the Fellows program thropgh-Innes. They appea' not to

have been too well integrated with the women. ATher was

also a strong sentiment for helping teachers and working at
.

the teacher-clasiroom level.pther than at other levels of

tthe administration but this thrust'seems to have been en-

dorsed by the superintendents: tffel'IOA was no,l'oncief con-

ceived. to be an, old boys',club as it hagbeen in the founders
. .

a

r.

heyday. .
., .

.

.
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Allong the women there was yet arinthelidistinction,

between the two senior Fellows whq'particpated more actively
'

in manaqemNat and appeared to'haVe better access to Loveland
. ,

and the outer ring of students who engaged most 'fully in 4

field work. 'Most of the junior Fellows privately noted

the. -distinctions and resented it somewhat but it .did not

flare into Open conflict.

Several.of the FelloWs described the atmosphere of theme

gtoup as one of great Acitement, .anticipation of gre t

possibilities' which .were only va4ely, defined, ancNa on-
.

.

.*4. tinuing bustle of activities'. There was-a great deal of
, .

ambigqity about procedures, about roles and duties, and about.

objectives, but this ambiguity' was of little--concern'tbithose
4.

' I .

, who signed on and it probably was not perceivellas Slid) by.
A 1

'' either the board or the districts. . .

-4

Tdthough there was much tai about-i;Itter-diStrict net-

working most district contacts eemed to come through atten-

dance at I0A-,sponsored events a which IPA a4dcollege staff .

.
-.

were front-and-center.

,2.7. E1ARRIEd i -,

;

. . ,

It may not be 'very meanin ful. t9 discuss "barriers" for
a period which in-so many re ecti was-successtuland barriet,

C

S

0

free.
%
However, there were

b
some defects in theIrevival effort

.

tnat caused. discomfort for some, led to-' problem at-a latex:
,.4

time, and perhaps'made the renewal' somethin4 1d4s than what

it might have been. Thosethat stand out dre:14 three cats ="

gories; more or lesS in order of importance: (1) resoue
',.,7deficfencies,,(2) inadequate structuring; and 'oj'dissimi:-

-iarity of key groups (lack. of homophilY-..

2.7.1.. Reedurce inadequacy
h

"At the timeof the Loveland taketWer the IpAwa-s 1#ad-
.

tically bankrupt and it required the combined success of the

-membership drive and the infusion of,.$21,000 fraili the ARI40. rfor the revival' to,h4ppen: Nevertheless, these funds were

inadequate: By cutting membership' dues in half as an added

\

.
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inducement to new memberships, while at the same ti e greatly,

'expanding the range of offerings, Loveland was greatly under-

pricing,her: product. With only 60 pet.cent of .her own salary

covered and no salary, funds for anyone else except a scant,

amouitfor a quarter of a.secretary, she was counting, heavily'

on her, own energy reserves and the goodwill And enthusiasm of the

Th'e%contribution of Illyoler''s time from her. district was

a big.help the first year but after that theiFellows relied on

a $l'250 tuition rem ion, sometimes doubled for double duty,

and many admittedly'relied on working husbands:
\-

As'a labor of love the 10A could manage through

'the exciting initialphases\of)renewal.under dynamic leader-

ship,,bUt the shoestring and\potentially exploitive nature

Of this base could prove,prob\lematic in the longer run. As

it..,was, some activities were sacrificed at least in part

because of the resource crunch,e. Among these were the news-
- \

letter-,:and more serious efforts at documentatiOn. Passidg

on the costs of any research effort'to school districts was-
strictly taboo and exploitatiVe'fro the point. of view-of

Loveland and the

T.-7.2- Inadequate Structuring

. The; "option" foormula; the plan f the work groups', the

continuation of the conferencing proces , and the recreation
.

J-: of a FellOWs prograin all repre.Oent eleme is of structure for .

;.
.. . .

the revival effort but there was'no overa 1 plan, no specified
.

.

..y,:41set, of objectives, clearly .indicated'ru es and procedures/ .

. .,

, and clear" role d finItdons for anyone-invdlved, This Vg.ck
40 .

of "structuring definitely-had its plus side: it allowed,new
,

p.

.41

.

' thi.tIgs to be ,dried out and dropped if they didn't
,

work and it
.

.. ' I

all ',70d Loveland to geneiate a tremendOus activity, thrust'v.lithout Wavi:ng to be fully answerable for the f011 Tenge,of.
r

,; Con quenoes4A . ,

sv

lie douch Sidtof this lack of structuringi'whigh1, ,/

like he ,resdUrce.inadequacy would come to rooSt later, ,

was. th .lack Of'definit3A of .1fmi,,t--knowing where to' stop,
/

deCidilll-g Whaesh'odld or shOulld not-be.done,sameart5.Culatin6
4.

. . ,.,

what the prioritie.tl.were4 #,Pliuq. there was overcommitment.in.4,!. 7

.. . ,,,; e , ,.,,.

0..
C_J t.) ; 4 ' ' '' * ' 1 .

.. , ,
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some areas (e.g. the promise of Substantial se'vice to districts)

while other things lapsed (e.g. the newsletter) Wdthout
P

due consideration of what should come first, how much was

needed to pull Off a certain thing,,,and what, in the long

run, would be the most beneficial to all concerned. The.

notidn of bargains and trade-offs and negotiated deals with

clients seeme :rather alien both to Loveland and most of the

Fellows. Tpe e was also little perspective on the longer .

term or disciplined and documented reflection on what was

happening so that the experience could be evaluated either,
J .

fommatively-oL.w summatively. . .
;

The lack 8T structuring was particularly evident, in the field
. _

activities ofthe Fellows. They had little adyance'traihing for

or clarification of what theit roles would be", -of what bboby-
. _

traps were likely to be placed in the path of an 'outside change

agent Kith no credentials and limited credibility. The result

was learning through trial-and-error withLConsiderable confusion,

some-pain-7---a-n-d--much wasted effbrt- for;FelioWe-and picir'clients.

Discussions among the Fellows Of their 'experiences as they

went along were enlightening and helpful as a training exper-

ience but some observers 1-tthat more, advanced plannipg

and role clarifiCation would hale saved a lot of needless,
A

additional strain.

, 2.7.3. Inter-group Diffesences'lLack. of Homophilyr

The fact that all the persons:active in the revived IOA

were women was also probably both a strength and a weakness.

It was'a strength in that it gave them a great sense of

oamraderie, but if also distanced them from certain reSob±ces
, 0L ,

and certain issues. The 'revived IOA was never able to attain,'
.

,

a high leve?. of involvement frdm thp adminiStratiye le is : ,..

. 0 .
A ,

b of the districtSe the college, or the.admini- . .

, .
,

.

stratiOn department within the college,in part bedalisb'tlle
..

IOA 'leader and. most Fel ows were women and aTMost'all these' :.

A others were men. ,In addition to,being women they "were'per- e .1
. t 4.- .

ceiyed by many t6 be eminists and'toloe strongly identified ..

, , .
. . '... A.

'. with teachers and teacher -level concerns., It was an ironic .:"
..,a oe. . N l

'", turnabout consideririg the-fact thq the ori, nal IOAfrom

1941 .through 1970 was almost exclutively mal ; althbugh..
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the +earch and data feedback programs attempted to d eal
with all aspects of schooling, particularly classroom prac-.

tice. One male observer felt that the Fellows sometimes 1-1Aci

a tendency to be anti - principal, not adequately appreciative
of the problems of schooling as seen frod that level. It
is also true that the one activity that had persisterIfdlf fi-

.

culty was the principals' 'group..
-

Loveland herself was an excellent 'bridger between different

grs, presenting herself as understanding. and appreciative

of superintendent, and principal concerns while- retaining the
image of a committed advocate of .the classroom teacher.

-

One respondent suggested that- she was appreciated by sulper-

,intendents as someone, who could get the teacher militdhts
.

of f 'their backs. In any case as long as she was .around the
.

homgphily problem stayed underground.

2.8. FACILITATING FACT°12S

. 2.8,1% Energy

'in so me ways the' facilitating factbrs mirror the barriers
but' they standout more clearly because the first' two revival
yearS were so clearly successful: The chief factor. was
Loveland herself, py-ticularly her energy ideology, and
influence as discussed, earlier. Yet it was really a collec-,
tive energy Inspired both by her and by the OppOrtunity that

Of

- - ,.- made the, difference. 'The Fellows wee.deAcated to the .
-. , .

.

- '-'4;cause of eduCationWl,improvement through a networking and'
.04 .

.. ,

,sharing pr'odes*particularly,amcng: eachere. 'I'hey were 'also
,... .4 C.° dedicated to one-adothei and to Alice Loveland as individuals.. individuals ,, ,

..as, welll'as to the possibility of making a differenceand. 1'. ',:,* .. ,..,

.
. 4 °.bding,involved in 'Something,. real* big . ,:i- ''' , . -. 4 ..4.. , ..

IZ2' J ' % 0 ..r ,2 .4i, 2'. 'Opehnest . ; 40,_
,.. . . . . . .1

. - ..,
. A . N .

. , .
% 1 .. . ! Several -people veke open to tty something, new and did. s- '.,.
! r . ., .'.. not recidire any 'wdvance guarantees- of suddess, on.4lien a 111

,
. .

.

.. AO

4.0. sPe,:ci.fic blueprint: 'In paisiii.icui!arAhe. board. was 'open,, hOpinig, .

.
. ,

someone
..

,i _
'q . that. - would come .a.langad. d6 soffiethling, energetic that

:,.. .# .... ,
#v '

4 IN . .. .,41,
-4P .

***

:. , I" .;k(auloit:setv- some- di thetn,me.c14,!irr..soma, po'itiVe' Way'. Key.
, .: . it'r9-1 as f ,0

.f,
.

-pOr.sons,qt.the collew:wf.T Vsei,,,b0.11proto givin4Loveland a
... o free,.hdhfi Ahose whdvhad- teeny been.Iligkly invested in the

.. .4..

2. .

.9

.. 4, - . . '-'.". .:-

0 4 s.... ..
...
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.

old modq,1 of -the IOA had gone from the scene. Of the other

primary. figurv, Sands had tried his luck ,and was off on

sabbatical; Innes
1
was into too many

,

other things to ,be_"
4nevily invested;an4

,

the president was too remote. to concern.

himself with the-details ofihow the thigshaped up.
0 ' -,

Loveland herself was open to ideas from'various guarteq and
,

0

.

ra...40.n the operation'in a rather,lbose, open'wayyhicil allowed ,
0

, .others to temporize She was instinctively eclectic.; letting
.

;. .

UA

many'flowe(rs bld4m, providing sonething for everyone. ..', *I
'44 a, 4

02.8:3. Empathy '

0

An important theme of, the revival wap concern fbi schools
04,

and school districts,.attentipn to theirr-needs rather than
, .

the needs of the college. Loveland wa8 good at conveying

this .cOncern-where previous IOA directors.'had sometimes

appeared to be aloof, disinterestect,*or too hedviay'concerned-
,

with research objectives Which only margin411y sercrecLs400l

district interests.

2v.8.4 Linkage

SA major facilitafing'factor,for thereViVal 4theland
, 0 A ,,,
ezXehsive personal network,;.which reached PA -int6tihe disf'

, 4

A

s

.

...

, the area, reached across the!dolIgeA an reached,j

out .'across thecountry:,i4t.heFellOWt cape-Ori 1?O'grd'they-
t..

, I

.

1 'brought with hem.aiddit'i:onal contact networks .1.70.Apener , !

trated differen l'teels'ooe 1111-117ei dis-tr,iCts knO:OtAr',dgtric1(8,"' ''
,

-

'1'i'n the area. 01- .gs_import-a ..e.INagre the:IiAigeb,,among i.h,g,
Ailt* -":. . ° *

di4":16bysirietwic ,of the' 1D1 TOA. There wat 4pme sense ,

.

. -c

., ,.

keep
,.. .o. ..

of*ried. to k a tradition g
, ,.

ffam.work;ng with.otber distr
ilk * -

lout severlfgupehli4tenqtnts.

/1' networikswere now more' salie

hil , 4

ingarld of the
r
.aomfort derived .. 4 '

:
..lar_ . Ai

ttsiin:Simifar circ talinyets Ar,, .
.

Oterzl in int
.,. . .

ews'thq:Uoth'elp. ie ,

. -

tfOr ctherri /

2

.
, ) .4 -.

Simi rities of corner across'diiricts' was-Aefinitely
, .

..,

a factorAn.facili*ing\th revival. Certain isStres47guch.
N.

-was 'writing skills' andgif -talented programs tend tO have ' .

special salience to these still affluent college-preparatbry

districts,dnd needs in th' e are
.

aS are relatively poorly .4
. 4 ' . ',

served by.Stete and ederal programs and teir seryice network

outcroppings.
a

'A
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Among the Fellows, as,mehtioned,abOve, similar interests,
experiepces and same sex led to a.strong sense of solidarity

which was:ai-ealenergizer in the first two years.
2.8,6. proximity

Finally,,wemight mention proximity'as a factor of
facilitation: P;11 the districts were-within 45 minutes
driving distance 'of one another .vd the Conference site repre-
sented a central And conveniently aFcessitde rendezvous point.
More `importantly,' the placement bf Fellows ,in. districts and

their routine of two fialf-day visits per-month added to thee

fact that most were'already school -oor"ditrict-based oocu-.

pationally meant that there were 'multiple contact points.

This-strehgthened both the, formal and informal linkages and

increased the likelihood of gaining not only valid,inptit'on

needg'but alsb valid and rapid'feedback on the Performance-,

of the IOA in its Various activities.

00
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3. CONTINUATION, 1978-1981

i 3.1. CHRONOLOGY OF MAIN EVENTS-

Perhaps the most impressive fact of the, period from

Loveland's- initial departure to the spring of 1981 was that the

revived IOA survived in more of less the condition in

which she first left .it. Neverth ess, .it experienced

coniderable turbulence and has not achieved the kinds Of

institutional acceptance -- either on the dis-

trict side or on the 6)ollege side--which would assure its

long-term continuande. Table 3-1 provids a fisting of some

of the more salient events through the spring of 1981 when

our last data collection efforts were terminated. It was

expected that Loveland would assume control onde more in the

fall of 1981. ,

The table does not show the fact that,a full schedulp

,of activities continued through these years although not. 7-

\-quite at the high level of 1977-78. -Memberships dropped

only slightly from a high of"29 to 26. There continued to'be

two major conferences a year'. The number of wo*k group

sessions dropped from .a -high of 15 in the fall of 1977 to

ten in the spring of 1978, five in the fall ,of 1978 witfl

Loveland gone; eight-again in the spring of 1979, six',in the

fall, seven in the siring of 1980. In addition there were a

number.of meetings o the Writing Consortium each year arid ,

two or more meetings 'per year of a principals' group which

had trouble finding focus and continuity. The Fellows

generally Met once a month in addition to attendance at °

various work group 'meetings and conferences; they continued

to carry most of the operational burden of running theIOR.

> A persistent theme illustrated by the table is the con-

tinued epartures and returs of Loveland whose presence was

felt ether slip was home or away. Even when away she was

in-phone contact frequently and made return trips where her

advice was eagerly sought and ilhere,she was called upon to

settle disputes and resolve crises. 4

1.79211'
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,Table 3-1 A. Sampling of Key Events: Spring 1978.
td Spring 1981

Date

1978 April'

-1978 April -Mayes

1978 September

108 Septefter.

.1978S'eptember 7

1978 S.eptember 14

'1978 S ptember 19

1978 November

1978 December 11

1979 May 2

1979 Mayr4

01,9 April-May

1979'September

1980. April

1980 My

1980 ilay

1980 May

198T May

1980 June

Event

Lov.efcAnd's illness followed by xgai's
leave.

Meetings of Writing' Consortium organized
by Rhonda Robards.

TWo principals addea,to board.

Don Archer, adjunct assistant professbr,
'added to the IOA "staff.

Loveland farewelLmeeting with Fellows;
Archee and Anderson'present.

First Fellowst meeting with Anderson as
acting IOA director; ten Fellows\attend.

First meeting of Professor Herb Peters'.
Internship Seminar; some Fellows parti-
cipate. r

Meeting of old Fellows at Curran's home.

Fellows meet with Loveland on return vdsit.

Spring conference; Loveland in attendance.,

Fellows'.ipeeting: 'attempts eo define
Fellow role; Loveland itplackboard.

Collaborati.iie R&D proposal written and
'Ti}itted to NIE.

Loveland returns; resumes leadership
with. Archer, Newell as deputies; seven
Fellows, five-with' field'placements.

Proposal for ayritilig project
the IOA fails to be -funded. 1

Inneresigns leadership .of A
by George Bern.

involving

replaced

Univer.sity'sells mansion which' had' served
as prime IOA meeting site.

Lovelanci, annoUnces plans for second year-
long absence.

Spring conference on teacher bi.n-out.
.

Loveland departs; Archer assumes acting
leadership of IOA;.elevated to assistant
professor from adjunct.

80 9,1



Table 3-1 continued'

Date

1980 Summer

'

1980 September

12'80 September

1981 January

° . 1981 March

1981 March

1981 March -May

1981 April

1981 April,

40

1981 May

11,

k

Ent
Collaborative R &D Project funded by NIET,

I'OA renaming and reconfiguration proposal
by tiern. and Carlson' blocked.by Loveland.

10A Fellow Mupport arrangement made with
urba4 teacher' union teachef center;
Fellow option for members droppet;' no*
'field placements; three sehior Fellows

0 _plus four new.

ResUmption of newsletter with Robards
organizing, editing.

Second issue of newsletter with Robardl
organizing, editing.

Writing confence, very successful.

Organization of Computer Consortium to
be launched ih fall 1981.

Last minute aapcellation of 'spring con-
feren

College decides, to drop non-tenure-tracked
it junior faculty including Archer as

economy move.

$eassessment meeting with,special-ifffitees
substituted for spring conference; Loveland
present.

ff.
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3.2. INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURES

Tliere were no structural changes during this period and

the pattsrn of prodedural informality remained. The execUA

tive board was expandgd to ten !Irefillairs inclUding.two princi-

pals', a man and a woman (the first on the board). Presi-

dency of the board rotated annidally and was balanced regicin-_.)
RM .

ally so that a president froml,the northeast would be replaced

by one from the west Ind 4/0 9p. In 1980' LoVeland and senior

Fellow assistant Jane NewellOrafted a set of procedures to govein

.board member selection and itinctiOns but it was not formally adopted.

When Loveland took leavp in 1978 she was replaed

by Tim Anderson, aprofessO in the administration department.'

who had-had considerable past association with the IOA and

was at one time in the 19s a Fellow himself. He took over

with an assistant, Adjuncp ssistant Profesgor Don Archer,-

who had to deal with most,/ f the operation.a4. detail's. On

Loveland's return in 1 Archer became her assistant with
jl

Newell, noura senior Fellow, serving in an assisting'

foie to Archer. Upon 14oveland's second departure, Archer

assumed leadership \whill Newell took operational 'responsibility

for the newly funded N grant on collaborative F&DI

Rhonda Robards, ellow iri the 1977-78'year, had organized

and developed a Writing,Consortium of seven member districts,

which continued throughlthis period and:became one of the

more vi ible sub-structtres of the IOA. In the 1980-81 year

she also) took over operational responsibility for revivig

the newsletter.
- -

Much of what went amecouldiprobably more accurately be
so

described in terms of the inforinal:structure. Informally,

Loveland continued to Lead, being involved in all major

decisions.and some minor o4es. Under her the same pyramidal

arrangement of two or threedbnior Fellows and a handful of

other Fellows managed operations. Archer's role was rather

complicated and difficult; nominally he was chief assistant.

4 first to Andergon, then Loveland,then charge

4
4
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when hoeland was away the second time, but his role was
b'

the senior Fellciws who worked wi4oh him generally \

had an insi.- track, to iooveland And were fore exterienced in
relating to the' cts. On the college side he was new

and )1adthe lowest faculty rank; as the old-hand superint.en-

dent put .it, Archer was ' w man%on the totem pole." He
.

Wnefbrthe;ess carried on i much of the necessary admini-

strative and logistical co tact works that. had to be done to

keep,conferences and work group schedules.on-track and was

la significant personpower.resource although he, too, also

had a 50 percent teaching load completely apart from the IOA.

3%3. OBJE,TIVES

There were really no major changes in objectives during

this period aliEhough there were different attempts to define
1,what the objectives were and there were also pressures for

- change from some quarters. The winter 19°79 issue of the

colle e.neWsletter contained an article on the IOA
.4"and its still giqing but weak sister organiza-

A \.1

tiof of affiliated school districts nationwide. The article,

entitled "School Networks Foster Communication and Innovation,"

ran four colwns and featured brief quotes from Anderson,

Archer and Innes as ARI director and thus technically head -lip-

of both.efiorts. Each of the three took a crack at defining

I0A'objectives. Anderson: "Rather than start from the

interests of people here at the college), we are attempting

to serve the interests and needs of the field. The college

is acting as a catalyst and research center, bringing its

total res ources to bear on school district problems."

Ar r: "We assume that. in these difficult financial times,

it ''is very diffidult for schools to have broad access to

Ceducaltionai resources. Networking offers a barter system,

a knovledge-based service exchange of programs and'ideaS that

can be implemented atreasonable cost." Innes:"(The IOA and

it$ affilites are)ne'tworksiforcreative communication with,

..And.among edubators in 4. field--teachers, principals,

superintendents, and school board members."



t.

. Al. j these definitions stress the inter-disict sh aring,

s.,

.. .

aspect of the IOA which we did not really find so salient in

c r analysis of actual activities over___the period`. The modal

.40 pattern .e.mained the didactic session at which a college

'faculty member or some other expert held forth before a,group
. <

of practitioners. Such activities may well have'acted as

"catalysts" for practice improvement but only -in the ase'cl'i

the Writing Consortium did one begin
.

to.see significant inter-
. , ,t

district sharisag and cooperation which.was not dependent on

college resources as the focal point.
>-

Likewise the need-driven aspect was there more in spiri4 than
. . r

ih' operational fact: Loveland and her Fellows were trulvdedicated

to a practice-helping mission but activities Were determined

by a combination of their ow interests, college resource '-"%

availability,, and their own sense of what was needed, gently

-f' tered through the board's suggestiond. Loveland herself

ma have put it best whdn she said she preferred to play id.
....

"kind of loose and go after various 67-3portunfticp.',
. ,

With the transfe., of leadership,of the
Ilp

Action ReSearch

Institute from Innes o Bern-in
c

the spring of 1980 the force

' field changed somewhat. WhOp interviewed at that time, Bern

' suggested thai there were three -types of objectives that '

could reasonably be pursued by something like-the IOA:

exchange, know e transfer, and knowledge production. He

made 4 clear hat he thought far too much attention, had been
. .

paid to the rst and far too dittle to the last over the- J

I-

0,,most nt period Of IOA history. He also indicated that

while he had qualMt about the old Indicators of Quality

effort'it was directionally on target in stressing the know-

ledge production aspebt and the involvement of schoblsotas

'(junior) partners in a joint reseachreffort which would

yield valid. knowledge which is worthy of transfer and is use-

ful to researcher and practitioner alike. Although ,he put

Although he put the riat
!
ter forcefully, Bern was not the first

0
to articulate a concern for increased knowledge production. In

fact there had been ewo separate research proposal efforts directed

toward NIE which reified this concern. The first was the
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-networking proposal that was abprted by Innes after Loveland
- became ill in 1978.* The second was the proposal for

collaborative-R&D project whioh.went to NIE in 197.9 and was
funded a year later. In addition there were continuing dis-

cussions among the Fellows, Archer, and Loveland about the
need to document, tconceptualize,'and derive' lasting wisdom

frOm.the experience of the revival. Thus the knowledge

buleding objective was always there evenjthough it was of
-

lower priority for many--perhaps one reason it was usually
"not- a5hieved. 1

411,

c3.4. KEY PERSONS, 1978-81r",

3;4.1. Alice Loveland
0.

As 41ready noted, Loveland remained the dominant figure
in. the IOA e,ven' when, she was not arduD.d.. The loyalty and

dedication that she inspired in the first 'generation of

Fellows in the fall of 1977 lasted and ,threeof those'Fellows

were continuing to play key support r oles through. 1981.'

LaWielghd's long absences were also felt with some pai.41-but

in a way they tested'the viability of the arrangement which
she had created. Her.None chief failing was her inability to

find a suitable suOttitute person Who,could. wield equivalpt
ftg.clout and command the same-degree of 'loyalty during her

Aiosences. Thus, at least during her first absence, she was

the recipient of .freqqent.telephone,calls from 14isttessed
a tollowers. In spite of her clout and good connections among,

the faculty and the appreciation wbibh "the president-"expressed

of her efforts, shewas not consulted and was rather dismayed

by the' choice of 'Bern to. succeed Innes and it seeped likely

that there would be some Continuing friction'between the. -two .

in years to come. Nevertheless she could move quickly tot

'defend her turf effectively -as was shown in the consolidation

dispute.

e
Vt.

4
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3.4.2. Don Archer

Archer was a Ph.D. gradua te of the college a faw years

earlier and had come back --as--a4--ad-junct to teach as a sab-'

tetical replacement for one of Alice Loveland's colleagues.

His assignment to -the I0Pwon a'50 percent basis seem's to have been

arranged by In.nes after Lovpland started her first leave./

It was not an assignment that Archdr sought out although

once assigned he.took to his new tasks with energy and- com-

petence. In thefirst very rocky fall .of 1978 Archer worked

effectively with,the new crop of Fellows but, like them,'

feit-a bit isolatedfrom.Loveland's.l07 followers. However,

with an unassuming and ingratiating manner,'good organizational

ability, and conscientious ded ication to the myriad IOA tasks,

he gradually built up their respect. Thus, by the of

the'second Loveland absence he would probably }have been the

choice of the Fellows among the available fac,plty to stand

in for her. .

.Archeet main'problems'were not-of his own makin4.

'First of all, as a'male in an almost exclusively female

enterprise he could not be fully accepted into_the inner

circle.' Secondly, as a junior faculty member of tenuous
,

staring without significant RublicatiOn credentials and few
.

.

.

.solith-fasculty contacts he had little clout; furthermore,

dedicated service to the college through his IOA efforts was

not likely to earn him any,-particularly as long as the IOA

gave research a low 'priority.
.

*

Archer expressed a desire to correct many of the short-

comings fthe IOA, increasing the focus of efforts, building

1.

on "'the conortium made). of sustained activity around a single
NA,

- topic, reviving the newsletter,,and getting more-documenta-
.

tion and research tied in. He was a enthusiastic supporter
-.%

of the oollaboratiV.R&D proposal,bu was not invited to
,

.
. patticipate,in writing it although he ga's %,weitten,ih for, .

c.

some small fraction of time.

I I.
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Archer's main achievemv-it was maintenance; he kept the

operations going atinearly the levels they had been before.

He was also well -liked by sup intendents and seen as

effective' in 'dealings"with.them.

3.4.3. Penny Ryder

The original strong Loveland 'backup. person and practi-,

tioner of.realpolitik, Ryder played a much reduced rolpafter

the fall of 1978, reabsorbing herself in her district and,

thefolloWing year, taking on an elementary principalship.

She was, helpful in,keepingper Own school district,I.Middle

J Crest, inyolved in- a number of IOA activities (it,was,- in

fact, the most involve4 district) and playing'supervisor-,

older sister to another Fellbw assigned.to.the district.,for

the 1978-79 school Year.

3.4.4. Emma Curran f

Third member of the original planing-organizing trium
1

virate and'custodian-of the Loveland creedCurran_was ex-

tremely vexed by the interim leadership of Anderson4n the

fall of 1978: he was thus spurred to organize a separate

"old Fellows" meeting at. her house in Noypmber. To Archer

and the new Fellows who were not invited it s seen 'as a

devisive act which required .Some\7oothiri over by Loveland

when she returned briefly in December. Cu ran does not

appear to have played
4

a.key role--after thi time.
t

,

3.4.5. Jane Newell
1. .

,

ane as one of the first gi-Oup'of Fellows in the fall .

f
. of 1977 at.,:was perceived as perhaps the most successful th"

carrying out the change agent role in her assigned district.

She*was extremely dedicated to Alice LOVeland and cane to be

by far the closest to her: She had an appealing, non-

abrasive personality a bit like Loveland ansshe glowed with

enthusiasm for wharthey were doing. Jane also took the

lead role in writing the collaborative R&D pro.posal and

moved comfortably into the logistical support role, nominally

8 7-



:. Under krCher Lb14t really parallel to him in the 1979-80,
school ,year. When the :

Collaborative R&D Project" was finally
eundedin the summer of 1980, Newell took charge.ofAts
manageThent. She had' excellent relAtio s.with oth%r Fel-
lows and seamed likely in- the fall of 1981, to move Lnto
thie role and functions'iarved by Archer.

3.4.6. RhondaRo6ards

Another member of. the Fellow groUp of 1977 Robards had
-exceptional talents as of ,organizer of activities-. '146t. an ,"
original Loveland student; she read avidly and diligently
inthe networking literature and deriviid procedural strategies
which were probably .the plost sophisticated of the group.
She had several admirable queities as faras the IOA was
concerned, being a-true. workaholic, a clear thinker who didn't
get ruffled; a very pragmatic non-ideOlogUe, and someone
.whO got along very well with ,others. . She worked a full

.time teaching load as a high school French teacher in a

Lnon-memdittrId-E---and managed to raise a family of small.
children along with an .understanding husband.

(7A~

After attempttin5 to follow the Ctirran-Loveland model
of change agent problem-solving-proce-ss helper to a small.

7 circle-of teachers, Robards found greater comfort, viability,

Andfulfillment in establishing a sub-netwQrk which.was(

content-focussed and quickly became known as the WritiAg,

Consortium. .The Writing Consortium (WC) insome Waygrepre-'
sented.tlie most'successItal'activitY of the rev.ved IOA amt.°

'served.as a model fox ariother effort in the area'of 6,
4

computers which would he developed thr6u h 1981-82.

'In the 1980-81 ear-, in addition to managing the WC,
.

Robards put together the revived IOA newsletter and saw it

through two issues from copy and composition through printing
and distribution. -
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.1:4.7. Tim Anderson
\

Anderson ,was a professor of administation in his mid-
.,

fifties. He was a rather. mild- mannered professorial type,
.

not ap ideologue ,but with-a good. memory. for what2the IOA

once wes.- When Loveland itft for the first time he tbo
. :

A..
over the role of- executive secretary and chaired.the,monthly

-.' .FellOws' meetingil, He described this -,as a Satisfactory
., .

".. ,

^. experkerice, one ofty-ying to bring a semblnce of order into f.__
.

.

te.Fellows-group,--Working with them to document andanalyz
. .their:e pperiences.in a mote syStem4fc way thaP,they had f

A
.

:- 'previou ly.:11hat happened essentially was _that he' did not ..,

.

have the confidence of the old "Fellows and thel(paid scant

. attention to hiT. One dpscribedhim.as,someone who thought .-4

.he was ''.a mother ihen and we should-all be behind hin Oluck--

1

-,.

.-- ing." The analogy seemed to the case writer to be a bit '%'

ironic since this descrigtion_might well fit the original
.-.

_ Loveland broad.. _erhaps 'it wasjiAtthe wrong hen. In' any

-case they felt_ he vas ,insensitive Znd.n9b-understanding-o
'1r 4

the changesithat Loveland hadlmade. They saw references to
.the old IOA network,a's

.

irrelevent. ...The new Fellows of,0,38
,,. .4,

inclined
,

.

and Archer were to,view Anderson's'affortvnote ..

. .-
,sympathetically. 'When.4ovVand returned he, bowed back out

- ,

graeefurly ana.remained on godd terms with her.
.

3.4.8.' Hety)eteks a

1, -..
.

- The senioY'member,of the curriculum and instruction.

,department, Peters, played a respected elder statesman role
..,

,
't0 Loy:el/and 'and oWlers..... He was verysympathet4 to what shp

e -

44as doing whife7gEtgreting that there was not more a

resear.ah thrust. He an an internship seminar for about half
n. .

-( a'dozen,stleents in the deparVinent and this course -became a
, i.'warticulate .

_
t

vehicle thrOughhich some. Fellows 1,19re able to
,'

I -
*

their experiences in a more, thorough way
:' .

. . .
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3.4:9. George Bern

Appointed to thel-directorship of ARI in the spring of

1980, Bern came on at ,a rather ominous figure' to the IOA
as

staff. Tough-minded, .young, vigorous, .and research-or iehted,
he promised to, be an activist and put his-stamp on the pro-

ceedings; Unlike his predecessor, he promised to open up the
.

books so,everyone would know where.they Stood financially..

He expected Or hoped that within three years all service-

oriented networking. activities would be self-supporting.

These expectations put a great strain,an Archer during the

19$0-81 year when he.was4the responsible age4 for the IOA,
7

'reporting directly to Bern. Bern ielt he had some sort of

mandate from the president to consolidate all field service

adtivities under the institute and he 41sO wanted to return
.

endowment monies to the research purposes for which he
0

'felt they were intended. Be also'expressedsome interest-in

the.old Indicators of Quality effort and organized a special

committee .td look into it office agai,n:' Be was skeptical of

the validity of the Indicators of duality but he was intrigued

by the process.

Between Bern and Loveland there appeared to be grounds

for many potential conflicts. They clearly had different

priorities yet they were tied together in the ARI. Bern was

uminally the boss but--Loveland probably had as much or greater

clout. As our data collection efforts ended in the spring of

1981 it was still undlear how all this might be'played out.

35. RESOURCE CHANGES

Throughout the revival period, the IOA was chronically

underfunded and this problem appeared to get worse as the years

rolled op. In the 1979-80 year there were .27 members, down

only two 'from 1978. Each paid in $750 for a total of $20,250.

Additionally there were no.4 only five districts'tking the

Fellow option at $5b0 each. Another seven were members of

the Writing Consortium at 200 each. Thus-the total income

from member districts was $24,150. Expendituresvabove and

beyond the logistics of meetingskaere $5,000 for Newell,

90
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$],250 each for five Fellows, 60 percent of LO.Veland's salary,

50 percent of Archer's salary and 25 percent of a secretary for

a total Of perhaps $50,000, not ?tinting the cont&buted'time of

other the administrative time of Innes, and

countless hours of dedicated overfime ommitment by Fellows

'such as Robards. .

,

At least three efforts were made between 1978 and 1980

to acquire additional funds through grant support for research

and development. 'the first was al?orted, the second unsuccessful/

and the third finally strCcessful in 1980. The resource

arrangement for 1980-81. shifted somewhat again'a8 the Fellow

option was eliminated as an indome source while dues remained

the same. ,However, additiona4 funds to help support an

arrangement of eight Fellows came from the new NIE grant and from

a special arrangement with a federAlly funded teacher center

'serving the urban area in which the college was situated.

This patdhworkarrandement allowed the college to.cti its

contribution that year but the cut may have been illusory since.

Loveland'ssalary'did not have to be included while she was

away on sabbatical. 'lle fundiig pattern would appeai to be

even, more precarious whenone considers the fact that school

district commitments were on a year-to-year basis, the external

funds were temporary by 'their very-nature, and the intent

of Bern was to reduce service support to zero within two years.

3.6. ACTIVITIES

Table 3-2 .gives a fairly good pictute of the'ran/e'and

intensity of activities, surrounding the IOA.during a typical

high activity period. The tabulations are based on self-
.

administered log forms-from Archer And Newell who were sharing

operational duties under Loveland fdtr the 1979-80 school year.

Archee.s log covered about two months of activity and Newell's

log recorded five consecutive days. With the spring conference

in-the offing, acts related to the conference were naturally

dominant.. Newell was more occupied with the planning and

deveMment of proposals for future funding while Archer worked

much more heavily on management and logistics, a burden which he

I Li
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Table 3-2 IOA-Related Activity Log Summary for IOA Coo nators

Spring conference

March
38 dad

4

May 1980
s(2 mths)

14

April 19801
5s-days (1 *k)

45 entries 30% entries 45%
Work groups . 27 18 5. 16
Writing Consortium 12 - 8 2 6

New project
. prbgosals/

c
. .

negotiating
Fellows'mgetings

7.
3

5 8 26

and' activities,
.....,

9 6 1 3

Management:
IOA planning (P4-- (6)

Relating to
upper manage-

a ,e ment/college
Role of various

IOA staff-

(9)

...

(6)

i

*

discussions (7) (5)

Executive board
meetings (6) (4) (11 (3) ,

Scheduling
conference center (10) (7)

Resource
explorations (2) . (1)

Miscellaneous
(clerical/ .

correspondence (4) (3)

Membership/super-
intendent. .

cwitacts (2) (1)
eOther (1) 4 (1)

Management Subtotal 50 33 - 1 3

TOTAL RECORDED ACTS
(log entries)

150 100% 31 100%

IOA Case Study
.(not including log

taking) 5

4.1 acts per day 6.2 acts per day

1J
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would have preferred to share more 'with other ILA staff to '

allow himelf more substantiveoinvolvement:

3.6.1. Conferences
ofr.

The IOA maintained a schedule of two conferences per year

'throUghot the years 1978-81. Usually these followed the

established fotmat described earlier o a one-day meeting of

about 100 persons with a prominent speaker followed by a

speaker from the collegs and discussion in the morning and

sessions on more specific topics, some loosely relatedto the

morning themes, in the afternoon. The\afternoon meetings were reall.

mini-workshops staffed by college faculty, graduate studelat Fellows

and people from School districts 'at various levels usually

porting on. the experience of their school with a particular

program which.they had developed in the area of gifted, writing,

etc. .
,1*

Conferences continued to.beka major aspect of the loAt

the most publicized and most visible events involving the'

most build-up and preparation. They were the eventsIt which

the opportunities of connecting across levels and among the

largest numeer of member districts was possible. It was

generally perceived that a big-name speaker was required for

a conference Who would be paid a fairly good fee but that other

speakers, introducers, and workshop leaders could be supplied

from the ranks of the IOA, member district staff and the college.

Conference Speakers from the college were given a -$100

honorarium. .Both the. "theme" concept and the format were treated
""..

rather loosely and varied from conference to conference.

Conference proceedings were sometimes recorded for limi.ted

circulation as part,of%the semi-annual summary of activities

but there was no formal emaluation and there were no'specific

structured f011ow-upg=On conference material.

Occasionally there would also be special conferences, st

related to the IOA but open to a wider audience. The most

,noLable such. effort of recent vintage was the writing conference

presented in the spring of 1981. Preident Carlson led off

1
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the two-day meeting and was followed by three nationally-
..

known speakers'and an expert on writing from the college.

With nearly 150 pea-Sons in attendance, this conference was

judgeda great succNand a capstone event for the three-
.

yearjold Wr'iting Consortium organized by Rhonda Robards.

The spring conference(schednled for some six weeks later

was cancelled at the last minute, due in part to difficulties

experienced by Archer and Newell ,in finding an appropriate

bi9i,name speaker. Conferring with Lovelanit on the problem

they-agreed to cancel and hold a taking stock session with a

,smaller-invited group to see where the IOA should be-going

the following year.-e^E51.eIand was'in'attendance at that meeting.

AlthoUgh the cancellatio represented a break in a 40-year

tradition, IOA staff retrospectively thought that the.review-
.

planning'meeting was very useful, allowing a frank exchange

of views with key superintendents and others on what their,

real needs were likely to be from thfstime fOrward.\ The

incident also illustrates the rather flexible posture Loveland

and her staff could take toward IOA operations.

3.6.2rk Groups.
As noted in Section 2, the work group was a Love4nd

innovation to bring about greater participation by teach rs

and intermediate level staff from participating districts.

Work groups were intended to be mini-serial events in' which a

series of three consecutive half-day workshops would be

scheduled around the same topic. The pattern was to beg

with an expert speaker, follow up with district ppople

offering practice models, and close with a session at which
4

action implicatibns, adaptations apd other practice-

-specific follow up could be considered and planned for. As it

turned out by the second year, these plans were not practical '

as long term modus operandi, probably for two reasons. First,

of all, with limited resources and a full plate of activities

the,I0A could not continue to hand complex logistics of

such a work group pattern. Seethdly,,--as oted by one informant,

most districts found it rapier difficult t release the
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same teacher for three'suCcessi-ve half-days: ,As a result,

by the 1978-79 school' year, there-were fewer oiork.groups

and' each tended to focus on one topic which was covered in

a single session. ,

In the spring of 1979, after a somewhat turbulent fall .
term and with oveland still absent, the Elk managed to put

on a series of eight work group sessions on eight different.

topics using eigct-different resource persons. Evaluation

data were collected on. each of'these-events!which suggest A

a rather robust operation. Average attencianc
Ne

per session

was 25, up from 18 in the fall. .The total number participating

was 146 of which nearly 50 attended more than one session:

By position, 44 percent were teachers in both fall and spring

while 16 percent were principals or assistant principals, 15

percent were supervisrs or staffidevelvers, 3 percent Were super-

intendents or assistant superintendents. Thub a rather good rarge was

represented with a_predominance of teachers.

Responses to a numbe of evaluation items were highly favor-
s

top rating given to-"ieader(s) appeared to be well in-

formed and adequately addressed the topic" and "the session was

inf9rmative.",The lowest-rated item was "permitted sufficient time

explore the topic"but.even this was rated slightly above "agree"

on a five-point rating scale. Nevertheless, the ratings echo

the comment from one Principal who was interviewed that

sessions 4h.i(Ch covered a topic in more depth over the course

of a. whole day would be more valuable.

The work groups ti t we observed during t e 1979-80 school

year nevertheless retained the half-day format, often with r 1

two different workroups scheduled for .the morning and

afternoon.of.the same day but usually without specific thematic-

connections between tham. Wort groups. continued to lollo a

pattern of centering on one expert .resource person, typica
a college faculty Member-, who pr'011ided information in rather

traditional didactic form followed by discussion, led by and

centred on the speOer. In spite of such tr4Pitional

\-----eformats, the woik groupS continued to be weIa received and

r
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. .

well-attended because dr-the clearly high quality, of the ,

resource persons. Also, contributing to the continued success
-''''..

,

\\
wefe t e relaxed beauty of the conference site and the

,

c.'°°wel oming attitudes of4te IOA staff.

3.6.3. Superintendents'Conferences/Seminars

Twice-per year, speial sessions very similar to the

half -day work groups were arranged exclusively for,super-

intendents. Some effort made to provide strong speakers-

for these meetings andchey were also essentially didactic

in nature. An effort was made to target topics to critical
...

district-wide concerns such as accountability legislation.

3.6.4. Principals' Meetings
. "...ki.

In past work on the west coast, Lovel tiad been known
tp .

for her involvement in tollaborative problem-sol g groups

with school principals. Thus, it was logical to develop a

continuing principals' group as part of the overall revival

scheme. Indeed
A

there were meetings especially designed .

for principals which were held about twice a-year but in'

general thezgathefings were not perceived to be as

k' successful as other efforts. At various times, Lovelanci

enlisted the help of former IOA direb for Sands and her 1978-79

stand-in, Anderson, to help her'wi the task of organizing

the principals.

Unfortunately, although some individtal sessions were,

deemed very successful, .the sense of a apntinuing,problem-

solving group never really gefled. An ;underground reason for

this may have been the lack of highly motivated tupportfrom

the Fellows, who tended to identify much mole readily

with teachers.and teacher concernst".Indeed, in tie entry
.

problems reportd by Fellows as they sought to establish their

roles within particular school dristFict settingsi,the principal

was typically the villain. OnLthe other hand, there
4

was some tendency for former Fellows to seek out principalships

form of upward career mobility.

.4
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3.65. The Fellows Program

FrOm,its'original loose' conceptualization by Loveland

in the gpr ing of 1977 to its status in the sprinilr 1981,

,the Fellows program went through several transformations.

'As described in Section 2, the notion vis.generally to develop

change agent expertise t ough a kind.of mutual adaptatiOn
within the particular s uation whi xi6ted in each district

or school setting. There was no one m 1 of how to do this;

-there were few commonalities among distric chool-expectations,

and there was a great diversity among the Fel s thelsehves"

in background, change skills, and interests. The pattern

persisted in the 1978-79 year with Anderson gently trying .to

force a conceptual-analytical covering to the process. He

was strongly resisted by old Fellows while new Fellows were

left largely in the middle to puzzle over what'it was all.,

about. But there was also only a flandful of new-Fellows in

any case.
,

A new pattern which emerged was for some F lows to move

up'into greater control of the operations of the IOA as a w

assuming the positions which were beings relinquished by

Ryder and Curran. Another pa ttern was'the evolution of more

elabOrated inter-district' activities out of the original' single

district forays. This is'essentially how the Writing

Consortium emerged It is also how another Fellow developed

her role in relatio td a gifted program which began as a

small effort within one'schtiol, moved to the district level,

and subsequently became a model which was disseminated regionally

and formed the basi4:of further work group and conference

presentations within the IOA.

. Another pattern which developed was for Fellows to work

on ,proposals for externalfunding of special projects. We can

see from the table on page 92 (Table 3-2) that Neu411

more and more into such a role, and was is fact the chief

writer on the ultimately s ccessful Collaboratiiie

Project. Thus the IOA became a kind of base or jumping off

point for a variety of initiatives which were not, strictly

speaking, IOA projects but rather ARI projects in\N
0
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which there. was loosely defined and partitta°1 I'OA involvements.

One of the more important of these developments, which' came

to fruition in the summer of 1980, was an arrangement with.a

federally supported teacher ,center ba$ed in the offices. of the

Urbania-Teachers' Union. 'For 4Ihe°1980-8.1 school year, two

Fellows were partially supported out of this teacher center

although Urbana was not-a member,Of theIOX and these

Fellows did, not work with 'LOA districts per se. The looseness

and dimbiguity of such arrangements did not 'appear to be in the

'least troubling to the IOA staff, especially Laieland; and they

"---< were tolerated by ,the. executive7board.

"Through various rather complicated arrangements there

thus" remained a core group of seven Fellows in the 1980-81

year of whom three were senior and four new, but none of the

Fellows was, any longer assigned to a particular school district

and'districts no longer contributed to a Fellow option.,

3.6.6. Documentation, Research, and Publication.

By far the weakest aspect s.of the revi;ial,was and

continued to be the level of seliolarly'contribution and
4i*

publishable documentation which emerged- How-to do research
;

on the pros ss was a continuing and nagging topic which never

received'de uate resOlutiOn. dAnder.son'S efforts in this regard

were probably undermined 1517 a feeling,among old Fellows that,

as one of them put it, "Alice will be back *soon.". TWo or)

three Fellowi did manage to get research projects and

dissertations out of their field experi,encestbutTlese were

rather marginal to the Fellows' .group and their activities were

'not greatly appreciated by the'others. FUrthermorethe very

specific topics of these research studies had little to do with

the revival effort as Such or networking 'the change procesi

involving inter-organithiorial arrangements. e elaborate

documentatidn effort initiated by Innes with the placing of an

ethnogral5hicAgraduate student as'n obsep7er of Fellow

activitiesir s'apparently' came to nothing. The -lack of much

research endeavor'probOly further isolated the IOA and the

Fellows from the mainstream of the college'and made the new

.
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(Arect,,,r,Bern1,0%more7fctbious about financial contributions

from what was seen, by Wim,and others as an endowthent t9 suppokt

educational researcli:

The one area where progress was made was in the reissuanc
1114 news etter in the winteiand spri.ng of 1981. The production

,

of the thre'e drew issues w' as- i kery largely dude to the efforts

.

i'of the Indefatjolgblie'andsourCeful Robards.
p

3.7. INTRORGANIZAT.16IAL ODYgAMiCa

3.7.1. Consensu's' , a LIN-

There wass.conside,rable:consenSus at all levels and between,

the college and'the member districts that 1-e new ini4latives
. -

begun under Loveltind.were positive and should be continued.

Primarily what was endorsed was the increased activity,level
0 44..

p,
which gave the college a sense that something good was being '

.

delivered Ond the SAhOols a sense that they were getting more

than their money's worth. This was,mOre thanojust keeping a

traditioh alive. Both ra's'endprspd the 'idea of greater

teacher involvement and,involvement of all levels of the

school system. There-was also a recognition that what was to.

be done would involve )etworklIZ the extensive use of the college

faculty, but would not Fitt a major strain on either college

or school district ekurces: In words, the new

'activities would L mUtually'rewarding.Sut'wpuld not represent

really significant shlfts0.1' priorities. or respurce allocations'

on either part.

- Within the college ,there iaS also a consensus Whichti
included, Loveland and lildst:Of her associates that the IOA u d

be a knowledge producer of some sort and ontributor to th

knowledge building and docUmentation,acti ity of the college-.

as 0 whole'. The differem here came in the areas of (a) the

',priority given to research
,

versus service, (b) the extent to .

.

which service and research^'goals were compatible within an

applied: and colfaborati\ieondentation, and (c) the nature ,of

the researchto be Obrformed particularly whether the IOA
a

itself could be a proper focus of study.:.Because of lese-
.

undercurrents and for a number of other reasons ther, we e

4
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-'krery ew tangible knowledge:products emerging_from,the

revival effOrt in the form 4f peblications, theses, handbooks

fir
r

whate spite of "a consensus that suchit'hings were

desirable. In fact, after a.year'sleave towork on another

project, Loveland felt it riecesgary to take another leave

of 4-.year as a sabbatical'to write a book, i.e., to create

a knowledge product so as" to secure,her promotion to full

pofessor. In
711,

part what she was saying was that deep

invollement in the IOA was incompatible with concentrated

scholarly effort.

'3.7.L\Conflict

Loveland could generallybe described as a harmonizer

and partly .for this .reason when she was around there were-feW
open conflicts and 'those that Arose'were resolved quickly

through her interventions. When, she was gone,-howeyer, there

were some whiCh came quickly to the surface. These are

summarized in Table'3-3. The most serious conflict oclaUrred

in the fall'of 1978 and involved the old Fellows and

Anderson;' the iriterim leader.

At the 4ptirt of this-conflict was an ownership .issue:

- after'a year of frantic effort the Fellows `from the pre4bus
i%

. year felt that the IQAtwas .theirs, or atleast theirs as-the
custodians of Loveland4s flag. Anderson, on the other -hand,

, .

had an identification with a prior version of the DOA about

which they knew little; his IOA Was clearly a different

animal, more research-oriented", more superintendent- oriented
,

and male. Actually, by.ohis own report, Anderson was merely.

trying to bring'a.semblance of order into the very diverse and.'

4.1

6
diffuse notions of °the change process in which tbo Fellows were
engaged. The Fellows themselves would are that clarification

ces desirable but-the majority rejected the notion that 114

7Ande_win should take the lead or eVn be involved 'ink such

An effort: ,

fellows

result was extrlme'ounhappiness on the part 'of the

61 tellows who.met in secret meetings and made long and fre-
.

q ent calls to Loveland fore support. Inadvertently through

Rio .11'1

-
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Tabat 3-3 Conflicts Related to the I0A.-
.44

0,

PARTIES INVOLVED 'SSD?. HOW RESOLVED' EFFECTS

Within the IOA
Staff

Old Fellows vs.
interim leader-
ship(fal1,1978)

Fellows

Acceptance of new
leadership during
Lovgiand's first
absence. .

Definition of the
role of Bellow

IOA "old hands" --7-----Admin-istrattve---
and Loveland and total system

,followers vs. teacher-
.classroom focus

Expectation that
Loveland would return;
continuing interim
contacts with Loveland;
return' of Loveland.

,

Remained unresolved
confused for icing
period. Each dis-
covered own mode.

'Increasing involve-
'..",Sment of teachers

and instruct staffs.
Attempts to cover
all levels to some
degree.

64

Weak Fellow ,
connections .po
rest Of.univ.
Excessive de-
pendence on Lim

Evolution of Dwindling of the
consortia modelw:kield placement

aspect by 1980.

Districts either IOA staff over-
pleased or un- extended.
perturbed. Principals'

group never gets
goihg well.
Fellows stumble'
over admin. in

.

field efforts.
Resources never
adequately
Mobilized for
vived IOA.

Between IOA
and College
IOA statt.vs. 0. Service y
other faculty research
and leadership of
Action Research
Institute

College Prdsident/
ARI director vs.
Loveland

n

Consolidatiqn'of
college field -
efforts under
revamped IOA

4 Service wins but
n conflict remains

latent.

IOA staff
morale,solid-
arity high.

Loveland uses her
clout and implied
member superinten-
dent clout to get
president to re-
verse position.
Conflict remains
latent.

ti

,Integrity of
existing 0A

a preserved.
f Possible loss

cf existing
members
averted.

/

Isolated from
college.
VUlnerableiko
a6ademic cri-
tique.
Low status of
IOA in college.
9

Opportunity for
expansion and
greater involve-
'ment lost or ".

put off.
Increased ten-
sion between
IOA leadership
and ARI leader-

. )ship.

Between IOA
aFd school
rq:11'stricts

te"

Reosuitment Failed togain more
new members in than two or three
southeast region members here.
and development of -

Writing Con-
sortium activity
in this region.

More capacity Wasted effcrts
to relate to ;Lost potential
other regions. resources.

Confused tun
. dispute with
teacher centgr
attached to

4 another private
university,

Among Member Districts

None apparent which related
to revived IOA.

$
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such behavioiie old Fellows made some of the new Fellows

. .

.,

. feel' like outcasts; the new Fellows dig not have the same
I.

identification with Loveland nor did t share the same .

disdain -of Anderson and his Clarifioat efforts. The

situation was ameliorated by Loveland. whorflew in for a meeting

in December (see again_ the event listing of Table 1-2) to

listen to all asides and; review khe issues" and to 'reassure And

bring people together. Ultimately the conflict was _resolved

through her return.

The second listed Y"conflict" in Table-3-3 was really More
0

a confusion than.a conflict but it was a preoccupying them .

of Fellows meetings ov r at least a. two -year period. It could

be summarized in the estion, "What isa Fellow supbsed to be
tA

and dor'. The conflic ful aspect arose because some Fellows had

rather definite-ideas about what a Fellow was and was not

supposedto do, while others dieiribt and still othersrtook

,1 a very open and pragmatic approach which could be expressed

as "do.whatever you can to be Useful in theisitUation you

1'

w

find yourself in. " For a few Fellows, the ellowship represented lr

oan opportunity do field-based research as part of their.

'progress towa the doctoral dissertation. This was clearly

froWned upon y several others whoelt that a Fellow should

Oe.dedicated to service And 'be serisiti'Ve.6) practitioner

needs in a way that precluded this type of research. Actually,

there was a kind o emergent self-definition for each Fellow role,
00

aseach Fellow was placed'in a different setting which had its

own special problems; challenges, and opportunities. Thus, the

experienoe could have been viewed as a kind of

experimental incubator for helping roles in school_ settings,

and the frustration at not beNing ab3.0s,to'document the experience
ii a sharable Way is understandable.

41! As

like be

to swim.

a learning expezielime for the Fellows.it,was a bit
. ,

ing :thrown into the water as a way of learning how

) For some that was a challenge which they,could
. .

. .

to by swimming, for Others there-wasa mad scramble
. N. 0

....-

respond

r
I
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option was all about and-took-it on as a kind of goodwill

to the nearest bank, i.e., falling 'tack on familiar role:
de?endency on- authority figures, reliance on already

established expertise; for still -other it probably felt

. a bit like drowning. From interviews with superintendent's,

it app ears that they never really understood what the.Fellow

gesture to Loveland. As a result field placements were
cf,

rather casually-made and forgotten, having little impact

the district level apd hence no institutional -gupport at a

late' time. The end result was atrophy.of the relltws program
4.

as originally conceived by.Loveland and the lOss c>fthe

ipo,tcntial incoA from :member districts to, suppOrtFellows

.activities.
.

A third muted'conflict concerned the focus of attention .

of the keyived IOA. Loyeland and all her female Fellows

were oriented toward the teacher 1 vel or staff development

within the district ,in ..tupport o. teachers. -Sands and .

Anderson and probably Innes as members of the administration

department andthe students whom they managed to place in the
, Fellows prograM'were more oriented to administrative roles--

. .,
. , the principal and Ulf superintendent. 'Ibis also reflected -.

1 .

the prime focus of the historic IOA. Loveland was able to resolve

this, conflict partially tfirough her ability to Yelate'td

different levels and her understanding of schools and districts
.1-

as social systems a nd shelendeavored'to maintain activities',/,'
.

,L4Phich served all levels. As a result the staff-was spread .;.

extremely thinly and'could not reallyattend Very well' to the
Q ;4, 4,'.,

,-
principals' level iri.particillar although,eefortsinthat

direCtil- per'sisted. :Probably tRe mostse;louS;negative
.. . , )

,,,t,',.$ r
consequence of this und&qrdUnd,,,,00n(frict was Ole 14mitatiOn li %-..

. ,
'-;:.'

of involvement' of _me0f:bre.,scit the a'dmin4.s trat ion departme"mt?
,:. ^ 3 ,, 4

a limitation w4ich'also.haZI'hioriC roots (seesagain.,he Sari"ia
,- ,-

period discVssionW, Bpth Sands.and Anderson remained-elk.iendly-,.

NI 1pystanders andoolieti.(ke helpeis of:the;revived'lIOA II4tthey ,

. - 1.1:-;._:;.-mere nevereffeet-ivel engagedas fuft partners ot,team. i
. ..

-.1.fiembers. o ."
":"` ^

r

1 .
..

?

4,...o

o o



Between the SOA and the Allege there 4.ias a somewhat

ambivalent relationship. Particulari?-when Loveland was
absent the second time in 1980-81; the IOA was rather
isolated from the college through the lack of a spokesperson
wit real clout in.the system. In Loveland's abs4nce higher
authorities began to plan different scenarios for the IOA
including a more restricted budget and plans for reconfiguring
the IOA as the ,umbrella for all field /perations including
miscellaneous-field research projects. The umbrella model was
anathema.to LOveland who intervened quickly with the president
on one of her return visits to block the move. Nevertheless
it seemed likely that the administration would co tinue to,

promote plans which-would reconfire the IOA, particularly
as, long as the IOA continued to be a drain on pile resources-

the Action Research Institute.

Between the IOA and the districts there yere'no major
visible conflicts after Loveland took ovet. However, there
was a continuing problem in building involvement in the southeast
'section, where at one time the historic IOA had been very popular.
One factor here may have been distance; members from this
area had to travel a bit farther on average than membeis toming
from the two other regions. As a result there was talk at
various times of holding regional meetings and of

4ho/ding_
meetings at places other than the university-owned' mansion
which was used up to 1980. Another factor may have been the
much earlier dispute over use of the Indicators of Quality.

4 which centered on this regiqn4,.superintendents in this.area

1.

were reputed to be more suspicious of research efforts than
in other areas. Finally, and perhaps most significantly,there
were other resources of a comparable nature in the southeast,
in particular a private universit with a Ole

which was developing its owp teacher center to 'serve the
area. During the 1979-80 school year,, Archer made several
attempts to enlist interest in a writi4 consortium in the
southeast by forming an alliance with this teacher center, whose'
new director hadleen an IOA Fellow the previous year, 'but
his efforts came to no reSult less from conflict than from

_4,04
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bafflement At the complexities of two overlapping networks
and a prop,qsed subnetwork involving two universities and tWo
centers. /In .rly case it was really a minor problem resulting
in a lost opportunity of minor concern to the IOA as a whole.

Among the districts there seemed to be few conflicts that
appeared on the surface The IOA was a low-threat, low-cost
enterprise which -may have ,been part of its appeal. 'Located in

similar, generally suburban, affluent communities, the districts
tended to be interested in. the same types of issues, but

conflict may arise as there is more involvement with (a) the
big city and the inner city and (b) the teachers' union of the
big city. These connections were new in the fall of 1980 and

were' nom" studied-616Selkth part of our fieldwork.
3.7.3. Bargaining and Exchange- Issues

0
One of the most puzzling aspects of this case.is the near

absence of bilateral or multilaterial exchanges*of resources
'and rewards. For the diStrictsthe cost was Peallv quite

minor, involving a fee of $750 Per year'2And small amounts
of release time, for a few teachers. Although all districts
visited were facing budget constraints and 'cutbacks during
the years of our fieldwork, for the largeSt districts or the

- - n

a

c ear y inconsequential. However,
for smaller districts -which also happenedto be more remote
from conference sites--the fee was reported as a factor in

'non-participation, in somecasts the determining factor. Since
) it waSsa flat fee at theme time .of our fieldwork (historiC77.77

it was based on a certainsmall amount per pupil), the cost
was relatively much more significant for the smallest districts.

The real bargain'as at a more subtle level which did not
'involve finances, credits, specific sqryices or goods. For
this arrange ent the basic currency was something more like
"involvement" pr "attention" or,"caring." The college needed
the schools pa tly as a m tter of credibility aneto maintain a

sense of releva ce., This s not an overpowering drive or a
'basic survival eed, but .it as there.

124
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For the schools the need was perhaps for reassurance that
they were indeed good school's with high intellectual standards

and)aRpntinuing striving for excellence which would' naturally

orient -Vigra to the very best collepes and 'universities in the

country as sources of new wisdomi \Loveland said, in effect,

"Look I can get you the yeL.ry best people; I'll get, you anybody

yoU want at my university and I'll get you world-class

scholars and reaearchers from other places as well." The

schoOl districts in return said, "O.K., we will come back and
_give you the field credibility you need ,and some access to

our schools for your graduate students if you-can show us

you really want to make this thing work and don't treat us
.in a perfunctory, manner."

Bargaining behavior which' reflected these assumptions

was only really visible in the interregnum period when Sands
nominally presided. Sam Taylor, the savvy young superintendent

from Shady Grove, got restless because the old bargain.was

clearly dead and the'institution was lingering on without anv
1-1,60 deal being made. (The finance study had been one of the

lastvestiges of the old bargain, a specific service provided

'to the districts in exchange for their fund and their provision

Loveland propOsed a new bargapi which was rather attractive

but vague. She would provide a lot of new activities; she

would get teachers involved;she would-give on-site service.

(of'an undefined sort) through her fellows. The superintendents

said that was fine and they -were williRog to leave, it that way

for two 'Or three years. Prom'1978:throdgh 1980 there were no

moves to re -got ate thi exchange-deal.

At th- spring reasS 'Alsment meeting of May 1981-,-- the

superintendentg were invited to rook at the arrangement again; :'

on the whole they were satisfied but they did express the

need for a morequantitative research--oriented thrust which would
provide more,systematic assessment of'needs and concerns.

.

The request seemed to be in line sith continuingconcerns'within
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thecollege articul fed by Bern, by some Fellows, and by.

Loveland, but in different ways. It appeared .possible that

these stirrings would lead in future years to a new kind of

bargain which may have some of the features of the founder's
original model.

. For-the Fellows who provided the working capacity =of the

revived arrangement the incentives. were mostly intangible. To

be apart of an important new enterprise where they Would learn,

a lot and which would enrich their professional lives in

multiple but indeterminate ways they were willing to work like

hell even on tasks (like typing and getting coffee and donuts)

which had few intrinsic rewards or merits., The indeterminacy

itself was probably an important factor because it allowe0

individual Fellows to read 'into the situation whater they
wanted to see in it and to make of it whatever their individual
capabilities an interests could make: Those who asked them-

selves and other "what do I get specifically, out of this and

what do Y have to do in exchange?" were probably the least

happy with the a rangement and with their own role.
.

For the OA as a whole. it seems that the term "bargain"

is an inddeguat term. It certainly does not describe the

way most actors .poke about their involvement. On the other

hand it could b argued that the near absence of explicit

bargainslor bllaterial arrengemerits for exchange of rewards

is a major' factor in the continuing instability of .the

arrangement, doubts about future funding, and confusion -about

priorities, roles, and functions.

3.7.4. Knowledge Transfer

The'most obvious fact about this IOA.in 'its revived form_

was that it was a,very active knowledge transfer mechanism.

The typical format for providing the knowledge was... work-

shop at Khich7an acknowledged expert held. 'forth before a

group of b$ween 10 and 25 persons from member.distilcis.

We have enough documentation of these events, supplemented

.with observations, to give a fairly complete knowledge transfer

_profile along alnumber of dimensions. These include: manifest
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content, knowledge types, origins, types of providers,, and

implied uses. Most of these analyses are based on.a sample of

25 presentations mide during the spring and fall of 1979;

this might be considered a "typical" period_ with Loveland gone

one semester and back the next.

(a) Manifest contents of pr ntations. Table n-4 indicates

the, major topic areas covered 71 presentations made over

seven semesters starting in,* a fall_ of 1977. For conferences

which typical included at least three separate'presentationS

each presentation was rated separately. Also included in this

lristing iE'an analysis of available issues o sthe newsletter

for the spring of 1977 and-the spring of 1981, there being no

issues between these dates. The table suggests that there

was a rich diversity of topics and that no one topic or

topic area . was 6Ominant. There was a fairly clear-targeting

of topics of concern to teachers including topics of general .

interest such as testing, performance evaluation' of teachers,

usually), career development (often involving teaching careers)

and women's issues (usually teachers), but there was also a

fairly rich menu of offerings for administrators and educators

an-genera-t7----

(b) Knowledge types. Turning now to Table 3-5, we see an

analysis, of the smaller set of 25 presentations on the dimension

of "knowledge type." .We note that about half of these presentati

could be described as providing technical expertise of one sort

or another and athird .provide some sort o research\kalewnige.

The analysis suggests the strongly didactic nature of most
.....

meetings; they were not organized as exchanges and for the ,

most part they did not focils op craft knowledge emanating from

_ , - practitioner experiences. Where craft knowledge was presented,

it was usually bolstered by other typesof expertise which

could be described as. "technical." i

4
.

(c) Origins and validation basis. Tables'3-6 and 3-7 suggest
. N

a similar pattern. ReSearch and development and academically

/established expertise predominated. Work by faculty members of

the college was featured about a third of'the time and.thus

12 /
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Table 3-4 Substantive Tonics Covered in TOk Offerings. Iplalysis of
71 Presentations and 9.NeWsletter Iterilo over 7 Semesters,
1977-81

TOPIC

Teachers/teaching
Evaluation/teting
.Psychology of student/

classroom
Math and comput educ.
Writing
Values/ethic
Leadership/org,dev./admin.
Gifted and talented
Teaching and le ming
process 4

CONFERENCE OR -
WORK, GROUP MTG

13
13

8

5

5

. 5
3

4

Secondary, schools
Sex equity/
women's issues

Career development
Research and problem-
solving process

-Teacher centers
Laws/legislation_
Cognition
Demographic trends;
aesthetic ed.;
community-parent
inVolvement;social
studies; reading;
science ed
vision; all the
institutions that
educate

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

4

1 4

4

4

NEWSLETTER 'TOTAL' `% OF TOTAL

1 14 15

i

,13 14

2 10 11
1 . 6 6

1 6 6

5 5.,.

2 5

4. 4 -

3 3

3 -3

3 3

2 2
2 2'

2

1 each 8 9

*14 topics were double coded.

85* 9 94 100,

TOPIC CLUSTERS (Based on the above)

General Interest:
(evaluation, values, gifted, women-
Careers, problem-solving, TV, etc.)

Teaching-teacher related:
(irtcuding psychology cognition)

-

Curriculum-specific:
\\

(writing; math, science,, etc.)

A
33 35%

32 . 34%

16 17%

Administration related:
-(leadership,secoridary schools,

laws, demographics, community - parent.) 13 14r

12-3
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Table 3-5 Khow1q4ege Types*

Craft *knowledge 5 .

Ideas 7 _.

Generi culture 5
Techn al expertise 12
.Geneial professional

exchange 0
Research knowledge 9

Inspiration 5
Other (law)', 1

20%
28%
20% C"-

48%

0%
36%
20%
4%

,A majoit4,bf topics were double coded. Most prominent double
codes were: "ideaSgeneral culture and inspiration" 3 topics

coded)_'(triple
"craft" and "technical" 3 topics
"technical" and "research" 3 topics

*based on 25 presentations, spring and fall 1979

Table 3 -6 Origins of Knowledge Provided*

R&D sources outside
the college 8 32%

_-Developed/tried out .

by college faculty ' 7 28%
Commercially developed '2 8%
School-based 2 8%
Based on presentees

experience 3 12%
'Legislation . 1 4%
Tdpas of a,greart man 1 .4%

Psychoanalytic theory 1 4%
Statistics 1 4%
Not clear '1

,
. 4%'

*based On 25 presentations?. springand fall 1979

Table 3 -7 Basid of Validation of the Knowledge Provided*

Expertise of.university-
based persons . .15 60%

'Expertise of non-
,university people '9. 36
Craft, consensual+ 3 12

In two cases craft basis was b-acked up.py other expertise.'
.

. ' .*basecd. on 25 preselatations, spring' and fall 1979



cannot be'said to have dominated the offerings even though the

great majority of presenters were_connected.to the college
(d) . Implied uses. From the arias of these 25 presentations
it is also IrSually possible to infer the type of knowledge use-

, that was expected or urged by the presenter. This analysis
?--is Presented'in Table 3-8. Implied use should not be confused .

with actual or ultimate use for which our evidence i$ much
more sparse. The la

which follows. It wou

be described as having clear practical applications, judging,
from the number of presentaplons coded IPXPIPlemtleolving"_ox_
"adoption of new practices." However,_ ince these two categories

were frequently double-Coded ofae should not assume that the .

discussed in the "outcomes" section,,

ear that at least 10 (40%) could

J

majority of presentations were so practical. Indeed a majority
focussed on improved intellectualfrtnderstanding of some aspect
of the .work situation or in prov ing knowledge of general

value to the receiven.
. ,

Table 3-8 Implied Uses of Knowledge Provided*

1. General knowledge 7 28%
2. General-pef§-ohal/Professional growth '11 44%
3: Improved understanding of work

situation 14 56% .....

4. Solving a particular prbblem or
class of problems

5. Reinforcing existing. practices
6.Adopfing new practices
7. Education reform in general
8. Assessing needs

8 32%
2 8%

10 40%
5 '25%

1 4%.

Again it is evident that much double and triple coding was Used
in these ratings. Most frequent:

Categories #3,4,6 triple coded 3 tips
Categories #1,2,3 triple coded 2 ti,mes
Categories #2',3,5 triple 2 times
Categories #4,6 double codd f times
Categories #2,3 double coded'7 times
Categories #3,4 double coded 4 times
Categories #1,2 .double coied 4 times

k*based-on 25 presentations, 'spring and fa1101979
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(e) Resource persons for p resentations. 'An analysis of 76 IOA.

presentations over seven.semesters indicates the types-of

O .. .

-people who were cal'ed upon as res rcie-providers o/ speakers.

As indicated in Table 3-9, f:aculty ihemberS from the7College

were the key resource for pall types of events. On\the ether

hand, the IOA called upon quite'a range of hers, predominantly

from the local area. Less than one fifth were-local school

people_and some of these were not from member districts.
.. w. . N

A .4"
'Table 3 -9' Resource Persons Used in 76%Formal-Presentations'

, . Over 7 Semesters, 1977=81 . . /
. : -

Faculty of the .college 33 43%
Staff from local school districts .12 16%
IOA staff . *

..,11° --- __12.4.%:__
----4-ivt6'coriSUIt-alhidc; area- _ .

9. 12%
PriVate consultants outside area 6-- . ,8%
Faculty.ct,other universities, local 3 4%
Faculty of other universities,A

.. nation-wide 2 ; 1.Z%
.

- ' -
,

.
a

Table 3-9 basically confirms the emerging!lpatterh of a

strongly university-.centered operation in which faculty,are.used'

6 extepsively to provide knowlerni a wide range' tbpics of
,

.

.ineiest'to Achool people.

3.7.5, ankage

T II -

40.

um

amopnt of contact of any sort between two.parties,whether

these "parties' be individuals, groups, or organizat3tinFl.

'. The concept odd alp() be extended tb signify intensity of
. interaetion,'imultiplexity, reciprocity, and degree.of mutual

engagement in joint problem- solving effort's. A1.1 ,levels of

linkacie are represented by the enpgement in the revived IOA

of different persons and member distiicts. ,At_the weakest
,

level would be membership without other involveMents except
passive receipt-of written outputs, which weret_cTf course,

7

very. sparse: Of- the 25 dittricts formally enrolled as members
in the spying of 1979, only 1.E3 participated -in any of the eight°

work group, sessions. Table 3-10 displays the, pattern of
v,

attendance for these sessions as.tabuiated by the IOA staff,

their semiannual acZtivity summary. Although conference

.
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t

PARTICIPATION elt4

SPRING 1979 IOA WORKSHOPS AND
MEMBERSHIP MULTIPLEXITY 9

(Conference attendance data not availahlo)

DistrictParticipation

NE-1

W-1

W-2

W-3

W-4

W -5

W-6,

(Middle Crest) ,

t...

.

t

(Whitman)

4Hawthorne) .

1..

..-
/4-41m4

-

,,,,

24

:22

20

19

18
.

17.
-4

17
,

NE -2. (Upper Crest) 0 A 16
W-7 .

',.. 10
. ,..

SE-1
. 10 '

N&-3
1 -

. .9

NE-4
.

,

. 4
MO .

'W-8
ill' I

. :S, 3
S,
SE-2 .(Green Cove) 3

W-9
'2

SE-3 2

NE-5 (Shac1y Grove)

NE-6 1

198 *
.Guests s

Unaccounted 2

, 203

B= Represented on Executive Boar, d
F= Fellow 1977=78-7§

..,

FF= Former Fellow/now back in district *1

WC=,Writing Consortium(numbers,folloWing=no. of active participants)
(WC)= Person in district active in 'WC although district not-a

° member of WC
, !

NIE= Named in NIE proposal
.

asa project collaborator with the,Oollege.
_i it ; .

4

%

M.

B,F,FF C-,NIE .1

B

B,F -

B,FF,(WC),

_W_C

F,WC-1,NLE

B,F

(WC)

WC

'A.

B,WC-3,NIE

41,

I113 3 2
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1

attendance data are not included the pattern is interesting,

.y)

particularly when we juxtapose data on such items as

.represpnE tion-on the,executive,board (B), whether the district

had tan he Fellow option that year or the previous year
(F,FF), ether the district had also opted to participate in
the Writing Consortium (WC), and, whether the district

was included as a potential collaboratpr in the collaborative
research proposal to NIB. Each of these indicates sore level
of 'involvement ox linkage. The table suggests that there are

.four patterns ,of- membership. The first .we could call "high-
multiplex" which includesMiddle Crest (clearly the most active
district and the most.diverse in types of involvement), Haythorrie,-

Upper Crest, and Whitman. The *articipation numbers in tase .

cases aralso important in that they signify teacher as well

_ .

as' administrator participation.' The next category mighbe

labelled Thighoor moderate-simplex'," represented by districts

,W-1, W-2, W-3, W-6, and NE-3; in these cases'reasoriAly:high

Workshop attendance was not coupled with other types of .

involvement to any extent. A tilirdtype would be "low-multiplex,"
1

)represented by Green Cove and Shady Grove both of which . 4

MulVple involvements 330(t sent few participants to workshops.
4

is-that-a-few-Gore people\from the

distrie*-, principallyadministratorwereinvolVed, bItt
(

involvement of teachers ad staff, 'cjenira,14.Y Was not 1.0.gh. The

fou'rth category could beimjabelled elther,"low-sirreleecr,

merely "low" and would. include' rematVer of this list

and the eight additional districts which may haveparficipated'

11

ferences but sent no representatives tb the workShops.

M mbership roles 1 such underrepresent the scope of the

IOA as network because there were additional districts tied'

in ,4:n in rmal ways. For example, two or three districts were

linked in infortally thApugh the fact that members of their

staffs were alb Fellows working with Loveland. Some

superintendents were sympathetic even when they could not spring

looT the $750 for formal membership; they may have,been former

studehts from the/gdManistration or some othck department

--114
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dr they may knave been personal acquaintances of college faculty

Loveland:'A stress should also be'placed on the

fact that the IOA continued to have rather Strong and multip]ex

ties to the Urbania district even though it did not appear to

tre politically feasible for Urbania-to become a dues paying

.member directly. Thus a number of Fellows were former Urbania

teachbrs and former Fellows had key-jobs in the very complex

Urbania district-infrastructure. fn'the 1980-81 school year

two IOA Fellows were supported through funds of a federal

grant-toan Urbania teacher center. The, Urbania relationship

suggests that - membership does aot adequately defihe the

_boundardes -of---t-his--IOA -3.te-ry well.- -Indeed-,--the fUziness was idartl

deliberate -- a reflectioon of Lovdand's loose, open, and

opportunistic leadership.

Another important aspect of the linkage concept is

reciprocity of participation.' Table 3-11 is an interpretive

I effort based on analysis of the data set as a whole rather
`. thah j1.4gmentsoby users at the site. .Even with this caveat,.we

think that tie table fairly reflects the rather lopsided

--- nature of the bulk of the 10A's activities. Both our obseivations

. .and the activity summaries suggest,, Nas noted before, that the great

majority of workshop and conference events were didactic qc.ssions

centered on the speaker of the day. Those in attendance were alm9st,

entirely fromthe district members although the'Fellows

themselves also- attended when their(schedules perp).tted and

at least twikoindicated how useful the workshop presentations were

to them as a stockpile of i4as and tools thih they could then

use in their own ,field 'work with ciastricts.

The IOA activities were useful to college faculty in two ways,

first. in efiving them some indication of current practitioner needs

and intei-e8ts and second ,in guardedly offering some access for
,

field research: 'enerally; faculty did not make much usedt'the

opportunities provided by the IOA.eIttier to enrich their course

offerings or to make their rekseareh more field-r50.evant. Some
-

expressed the view that the particular set of districts
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Table 3-11 Linkage Functions of4ad/undary Personnel:

9'
Eastern Private IOA1

'unctions UNIVERSITY.AS USER
e

P ,Investment b/b
linker

SucceSs

OLDISTRICT/TgACHERS
AS USERS . .

k ;SuccessInvestment.
by ,linker

1. Resource transforming for
. ,potential users (packaging, a

Nonesynthesizing,making easily
available and usable

0

2. Resource delivery: search-
ing, retrieving based on
user needs; passing on,
informing, explaining

, Minor

tr

Minor

Moderate 3 +

3. Solution giving:advising,
encouraging adoption of
idea, `product as a sol-
ution to user problem

. None 'Moderate

4. Implementation helping:
supporting user's - efforts
to build knowledge into
ongoing operations

, .

Minor

40

A

OA+ Moderate'
-3

5. Process helping: listen-
ing, encouraging, talk-
ing through problems

"`'None N.A.

.

'.Modearate
3

6. Direct training:" giving
rlasse

courses.
6

-
Heavy

0

Investment
Heavy.
Moderate
Minor
None

1 3 5

Perceived Success
++ very. successful

moderate success
0 negligible success

unsuccessful

1
gttimates for this table based: on ehalysie of T,OA dAta:

. rather than judgments from users, at- the site.
2
Primarily in' Writing ,ConsortibM::4

3
Primarily through Work Oi'Fellin`d*striots.

.10
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which weEemost active in the IOA were too affluent to be

truly representative of the cutting edge_concerns of

education today but they were not likely to take the trouble

to find out if this were really the case (in fact, many critical

issues are well represented inseveral if not all the member

districts, e.g., declining eprollments, reduced public support

. for eduCation, falling test score, minority education,

_compliance with PL 94 -142, etc.).

For Loveland and one or.two close associates on the

faculty this picture-was a lit.tle different, of course. The

collaborative research projectwhich was finally funded in the

fall of 1980 represented an opportunity to develop much

,stronger reciprocal relations with a small subset of districts,

some of whidh happened also to be members of the IOA; however,-

the extent to,which this. project was an 10A project was never

exactly clear. Ope of the prircIpal' investigators and the

prime source of many of the Original ideas for the proposal.did

not want to be interviewed for this case study because he felt he

had no connection with the IOA and could not.meaningfully comment,

on its operations-. Thus, generally the IOA was Been as

4.-\--LIVeland'sOling, and as such the rest of the faCulty held

back from serious involvement other than responding to her

requests for presentations.

On the side of the school districts as users the major

input and the most clearly successful'input came-from the

. many formal presentation's which constituted (a type of

direct training although it was unaccompanied by any sort

of gertificatiod or formal crediting. Other linkage functions- -

resource delivery, solution giving, help on implementation,

and'process helpingwere all generally 'a part of the reperto re

a the Fellows as field agents of the IOA but as noted elsewhere

j.n this text they played out in very different -ways, each Fe

shaping a unique role, and some being much more successful tha

others. -Thoe who had absorbed the Loveland course at the

'colgleg2 should have prepared, intellectUally at'least,

117
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for all-four functions and articularly the last, but few

were. able to carry out a p e process- _h g role, in part

ti

because the conditions of en ry into sites did not set them

.up with these expectatiOn.

.Linkage functions were also performed through the

Writing Consortium. The Consortium was a truly collaborative

enterprise in' which school people played a major contribu

role. . In addition, there was so e effort to sift through

and review a number of Models fors the improved teaching of

writing skills; some of these were adaptations from R&D *44

sources, commercial sources, interm diate agencies in the local

area, and home-gronn procedures from Ehe districts themselves.

Experts in writing from the college Went off in several, directions:

there was some interest in packaging a new curriculum,

particularly in one district; .others preferred a, rather eclectic w.

approach; a resource bank was created; two districts colla- 6

boratpd on a joint program. It was generally considered a

success although not all spin-offs were equally successf

3.8 BARRIERS: 1978-81

There were five types of barriers which
\ seemedI-anent'

,----" .

dur,ing this period and these five were also somewhat relafed

toone another. The largest was the reward structuresof both

the sbhools and the college but patticularly'of the latter.

The weakness of the rewards led to weakened'linkages between

key elements: It also led to.reduced 'energy bykey persons.

treak linkages were also partly the result of real and perceived

differences Theterophily) between key4persons "and groups in

ideology, backgrpund, and sex.- Finally, weakened liilkages and

reduced energy levels resulted in a lowered overall capacity

of the IOA to fulfill. its, promise and potential. We will'

discuss each of these in turn.

3.8.1. Rewards pp-

The IDA suffered in multiple ways from the persisting

University norm Bring 'reearch and scholarly activity over
4

r
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service to practiti er Loveland bucked this norm but only

with partial .success; pressure to pOlish was one factor

leading her to take a second leave during the 1980-81 °school'

year. Lack of a substantial-publicatiOn record also hurt

Archer as the junior staff person and prevented him from gainirig

the kind of.scredifpility and clout necessary to maintain full

faculty involvement and concern for the IOA during Loveland's
absences. The suspicions of many faculty regarding the

worthiness and relevance of the venture-were further reinforced

by the nearly total lack of publications or documented rps.,earch

findings coming out of the,IOA alter'the retirement of Vict6r.
Warren in 1972.

. .

For the school people and the superintendents in

particular, the activities of the IOA were harder-and harder. to

justify-within very stringent budgets becaUse they appeared to

be mostly intellectual.exerciseswith few clear and concrete

.-:school benefits either in terms of on=s4e"technical advice
, .

.

or materials, or credits for professional upgrading. The result
. . . .

.

was a level of support and commitment which was tentative and

rather dependent on the special power or charisma of this or

that particular presentation.'

3,8.2. Linkages
. '

.
f

I

ith Loveland absent linkages between the IOA secretariat

he college weakened considerably especially when,her
;

tand-ins were either lower status or clearly temporary: Thus

it Was' somewhat more.difficult to get top-notch speakers.

Furthermore, -since.the bulk of the work was more visibly

conducted by her graduate student Fellows in her absence, the

image among college faculty that it was something for her

°graduate students and not for the':coll e as a whole was also

reinforCed. However, perhaps the most17irdportant44.,inkage

problem raps° a collective weakness endemic to colleges and
.

universities, the failure of facuLwy ty members with complementary

stillS and common con efns to work together in a concerted
.

fashion: Love , Innes, Sands, Anderson, Loveland's young

turk colleague, Glen Gorman, and old hand Herb Peter 11 shared

-/

.
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a'Concern for educational changes process, for networkirig, and

for having strong field orientation, .yet they never came,,---A.

together to work as a tea in support of a reconfigured JOA,4

Gorman and Loveland did collaborate on the NIE proposal but

GorMan kept the IOA at arm's length and subsequently left

the-college for another academic position far away. Peters

and 0Anderson did serve as a kind of backup system for

Loveland during her first long leave, and Peters frequently

and quietly gave senior - colleague advice to Loveland. Sands

and Andersokat different times tried to take on the assignment

of developing'a principals' group within the IOA withbnly

mixed success.' All these, were bits and pieces of a.collaboration

which could 'have been and should have been much stronger and

better orchystrated.
3

For the'districts a, factor of major, importance was the

presence in -the 1970s of several rather strong networks and

service arrangements which competed for the time, attention,

and resources of each district.* Some of these networks were 4

local in character, involving counties and sub-regions; others

were national. It was.beiond the .scope of our study -to determine

. what sorts of effects these networks had on schools and

school personnel. It is even arguable that they had a

complementary and suppor ive effect on the revival of the IOA

because new efforts co ld piggyback on existing network

operations, and prac tioners at all levels:were now more

accustomed to netwo king activity as a means of practice
/improvement. Nev rtheless,'particularly.in interviews with

school superint dents, the existence of these other networks
'/ . .-

was mentionecLas a competitive rather than a complementary

influence and as a reason for not really needing many of
, .,

,the sexvices -

provided by the IOA.

3.8.3. Energy

For the most.part, energy or the lack of.itris probably a

derivative barrier factor; depend'nt on rewards and incentives,
l ,

linkaglio, capacities, etc. Nevertheless, it strikes us as an
1 -
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. Figure 6-1 Fellows
Program Serial--Analysis
,ofNauses and Effects ,

Spring 1977
recruitment
drive

Historical precedent
of Fellows as link to

univoqsity/district

Centrality of service
for Loveland

District requirement
that college show
commitment

Availability of
alternative consult-
ing services

Desire for multiple
Contacts, services
from IOA

High option IOA
membership commitment
of $750 each

t

.Teachdr support
potential (undeveloped)

14i I
.

,Phase 1: _Origination
of district-sited
Fellows program

Loveland's course
on educational
change processes

1
Diverse pool of
graduate student
talent, with diverse

interests

Loveland's eclectic
change agent
ideology

[Loveland's clout with
college and districts

Jiomophily of Fellows
high

/Career incentives for
Fellows high'

Fellows' loyalty to
Loveland high

Fellows' enterprise
,commitment very
high

co 'tment of

,000 to IOA revival

versify /diffuseness
of etlow objectives,

exper once, talent

District con-
fusion about
program

Diverse.district
needs,

expectations

Diverse place-
ments, weakly
supported

Phase 2:
Entry

problems

"Phase 3:

Very diverse.

role shake -

.4:town I



Mixed outcomes
of first-year

efforts

Phase 4:
Program

sustained
into sec-
ond year

/

.

District4ndiffernce
to Fellows program
as such

MIN

Significant, success-
ful spin-off prog'iamsf-
Gifted and Talented,
Writing Consortium

Reduced district
finanqial support via
FelloApption

Continuing
mixed efforts
to define

"Fellow role

Fellow discontent
disarray

Intermittent
Loveland.
presence

D
Substitute
leadership

Phase 5: Fellows
program fade-out, and
reconfigur4tion

College indif-
ference' to

Fell9ws program
as such

Reduced
psychological
.investment in
program by
IOA staff

ReducedA1
co tment to
finan al support

Fellbw option'

for membership.
dropped

External funds
available for
different Fellow
configurations
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outstanding feature of Ihveland and `,of the otheft-who *ere

infected by her zeal. When Love nd was absent some of that

energy dissipated or gOtN drained f into discontent with

replacement figUres. Another aspect was the inevitable falling

off of,enthusiasm as the venture .began to-lose its newness.

Thus, during the second and third years it was diff2CUIlt to

Completely recapture the exhilaration, of launching-a new

adventure. There was also an increasing-sense of exhaustion,

of being (4n-the edge of burn-out as a result of the frantic

activity of running field operations, conferences, and

work groups one after another on every imaginable educational

subject.

3.8.4. Heterophily: Real and Perceived Differences Among
Principal-Actors

The Fellows continued to be perceived-as a kind of in-

group which was feMaledominated and dedicated to the advancement

ef-teacher's-t-this gave it some of its internal strength and

momentum but it also weakened collaborative relations, parti-

cularly with members of the administration departmenl, who tended!

to be all-male and focussed in their concern either on principals

and superintendents or on the system as -a whole. Another
.0. -

dimension of difference which caused some trouble within the 4
college was the prioritization of research and the implied

denigration of service by many of the faculty and presumably

their students and the reverse attitudes exhibited by many of

the IOA group. 4,9uch differences tended tO._ keep peoples apart

who could have contributed to the joint ,effort.
.

3.8.5. Capacity ,

Another factor which worked against the IOA was the slight

but real reduction in 4nancial commitments bOth-from the

college.(especially after the departure of Innes and tile

installation of Bern as-head of ART) and from the districts

.through slightly slackened memberships and loss of interest

in the Fellow option. These losses.inevitably resulted'in a

somewhat reduced capadity to maintain activities at the original

1977-78 levels.
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3.9. FACILITATORS.

The above,litany of probleMs and sh. tcomings should 'be

tempered by an appreciation of the ( lid fact that the IOA

did persist in,spite4Of them and continued;to have a
i

robust and rather impressive record of achievements. To
., -

some degree these achievements were the results of

facilitating, factors which mirrored the barriers. TIllis we

find as, chief orsta .el ofaci'4' it thehMophily of" coee

sta f, the energy of }ley persons,, the linkages which con inued

and ometimes grew stronger, and thegroWing capacity and
5 .

sophistication of the'old Fellows whortuck with it.
.

3.9.t Homophlly ,

e c.---..., ,
The homophily of:the Loveland inner'circle may have weakened

.:--, , .

linkages to other fac lty**but °it preserved and strengthened

the sense of mission Which was an impdrtant energizer. This

sense Continued though perhaps a bit abated as the lustre

of newness faded from the endeavor.' IV is-probably this sense

of mission that sustained the activity level of the JOA

D'

_
,. -ovtr four yeas and even caused some expansion in a few
;.

,
-c .

,-reas,14g.1 the devel ment of the consortia and the rebirth
.

.
.

of tietlemewsletter. ',
.

f

..,
-,

i?-4t-',HEnergy,
w

_.,' 4 it,
ss..

n1136:9%fi' tAtwby as; 1976 and 1977, Lovkand was
4 '

° aided imijeOprak1. .loywo_trusty gradua e assistants, Ryder

and Carran." Fbm :Fell6ws "group -dur ng that time two more

tremeifopt/y' eneerg-e4taft.4.tilentedg_ uate students emerged
-, ,

-0, r. .. , .
wilt) became the ifistaYs af3, the IOA rough 1981.: They were

.4 Newell and.ROba ds.°11WOrkd wit Archer and handled a

. good dearofth Mgihtenance end coordination chore, moving

more and, more ibto managdMent role while Robards bunt and

maintained the succeNagrul. Wr.tilig Consortium arid-took over the.fose ,

6 A. ,,,. ,-,
task of, reviving the net's ter!. These two were very capable

.
..-

of carrying on without L eI ,Ad and they` worked together very
e, A

o.

smoothl, with.Aroher. us their efforts greaelY 1 s ened
.. (

the impact of Loveland "s ab

O

V
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3.9:3. Empathy., Understanding-and Appreciating District
Needs and_Concerns

Although the IOA core sta-44: inclUding Loveland,.Archer;'

Newell, and Robaris did not engage in much fofmal'assessment-

'of needs, they.were good at sensing what was wantea,-need4d,-

and desired blithe districts at different levels. Thus they

were able..to put on a'program that continued 41o. be attractive

to teachers 'and central office staff, and for thi§ reason a

program that maintained its ;credibility with the superintendents.

Linkages

'Several linkale fadtors contributed to the maintenance of
the IOA. One was'Ae.coptinued,connection that Loveland

maintained with her core staff even when she was physically
absent. There were frequent and long telephone calls which

moralewere always morale n-trrgers and there were many short trips

back at critical.tithes when trouble-shooting peace-making,

and situation-saving moves were made. -ThillsI112..j.mgdbt of the

long absences was .considerably lessened. Newell's increasingly

se ties t Love and gdded to the strength of th
A

lon -distanc lint
s lipks to the college remained firm and

alloWed.t ntinuing flow of top-notch avesenters into the

conferences and workshops. She also retained her clout with

the college hierarchy to bloqk a'rebrganiza4n move.
..

IOA linkage to the,gigantic.and continuously troubled

educational complex of Urbania was a,leo,Strengthened during

this pAriod,-in part thxough Loveland's informal connegtions

but in addition, through the continued energy-and loyalty of

a Fellow who moved into an important role in Urbania's

union-run teacher enter project.

3.9.5. Capacity

While the commitments of the member'districts remained

uncertain and the finanCial obligation of the ARI to support

the.I0A from its endowment appeared to be teMporary, IOA

---staff were successful in tapping.' m'o new- sources of funds,

the NIE graft for collaborative research and supporting funds,_
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.for two new .Fellows stemming from the connections to

---Urbania's teacher center. These-successeS could in turn
be traced back to the resourcefulness and tenacity of the
core Fellows.

3.9.6: Synergy: The Focussing of efforts

Another important facilitating factor in the 1978-81

period and.the_factor wi01perhaps the most importaIA,41ong-
,

term impact wag the focusSing of efforts, particularly in
the form of the.Writing Consortium and the growing perception

among the staff that the. consortium route was the way to go
in the future.

.

(

Much credit for the shift in this directio must go to
Robards who designed the process rather systematiLtAay, basing'
`her planning on a 6.refUfanalysis of Previous studies of

successful networking operations, notably thework of Sarason.

Important-featureeof the consortium model she developed .

were: (1) development of a plan which could lead to aformal
-agreement-amongparties'invplve'd; (2) enlistment of support.

from key superintendents focusse&on the plan; (3) topic-
-

)centering around a particular subjectlef ki?lown inte est to

at least a handful of districts; (41 development of variety of
activities related to the topic, including expert pre entations,

informal diScussion, sharing of craft knOwledge, sharing
. ,

-of- craft-developd,c6mmercial and acader,6ally develop- 1

materials;'
e

(5) i,wolvement of multiple levels in the in

cliange'process Including teachs*s, curriculumWdeVe?.opers

staff developers, and admihistrators; and ('6) sustained work
with the same group of, people over a number of sessions
spanning more than one:school year. The p'roces'cciiild-be

described as "synergistic" in that it involved the converge ce
' nd orchestration .of ideas and ,effort to produce effects

onger than the sum of h efforts "taken;separateIy.

c
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4. OUTCOMES,

This ,case study cannot bp construed as an pltaluation-
r.=

61 jargely a thronicle based on the

'impressions ofieey persons over,a three-yeak period. , Thus4

an assessment of "outcomes" cannot be made fairly except

in terms of these impressions which are fragmentary. 'The

'very nature of the arrangement makes am...assessment doubly
.

difficult since it was a lose confederation of a varying

number of schoolsdfgfricts, some far more involved than'

others but none so invested that one could really expect

dramatic influencesespecially at the"fevel of classroom

practice. AssesSment of the influence-of the prime IOA

inputs, the workshop and conference presentati ons, . would be

rather like ksesging the influence of undergraduate or

gradate course-w rk in a particular university

subsequent level f performa nce in this.or that profession':

one can speculate or,even be convinced that the influence

is there bit tklere is no real way to prove it.

With such a disclaimer as preamble we would like to

,suggest that this.IQ was quite successful in enrich*

the,professional lives of a Dumber of educators of diverSe

roles in one of the larger metropolitan areas of the c9InItry.

We would also suggest that this impac was very high in

proportilon to the financial resour es,which were invested

in it, but .was in'the recent period nowhere near as
high as it had-once be en. ,

In,terms of sheer. numbers, those directly affected.
)

by IOA programs over a'four year period totaledAperhaps.

many as'1,000 persons. Of these t'he great rajority were

',classroom teachers but there.weid also significant numbers

of persons from all levels pf the' educational infrastructure

from school superintendent on down. As a proportion of persdns

who could bE seen as potentia'l-target audiencpsifor IOA

activity, th e numbers-...are extremely small. We're talking,
0

about'a metropolitan area of several million persons of whim

4
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a.miil-ion-aredn-school, or Sucha "catchment area " a

--eel-lege-based .networking effort could only hope to have effects
thrOugh its influence an key.,persons and group and through

its capacity to _project ideas, knowledge, and images o-f good

Practice through the media:c,-The*founder of thd IOA 40
. 1.-years earlier:had set_about such a'task in,a deliberate way,."

He- had a theory not only of what ibonstituted educational
.

-p1ftctice.improvement but of hoW to. spread that theory through
,,

the metropoliVn area and, beyond to the state and the
nation. The revivaligts of the late 1970s had no such / ,--.

# tilt-
,

, . .

ambitions and thous should not be judged by the same standard':
,N .

It it also likely hat-the kinds>of strategies of eduaatioflal
.'.,.. ,,

knowledge development and diffilsion;which worked in the 1940s
4.

-

..and 1950s simply could not have worked in the 1974. Thus

I`think4tha signal achievement Of the Loveland period was the

revival of the IOA as a viable entity fdr exchange of'knowiedge,

:and the numbers of persons, even'the depth of penetration-

into practice, are'not 'at this. point the relevant dimensions

;.of judgment.

We'will discuss outcomes along a'number of dimensions:
. .

p9wer, linkage> capacity buildipg,, practice improveMent, the'

stockpiling of knowledge inputs, and .the institutionalization
4

of the arrangement as such,. One could argue that, a mong
. .

these, practice improvement.is the, only one whichimatt ers 4

ultimately, that all tAm'othsrs ar9,/"proCesses"-which may.

4

st

or may not ultimately Lead to that desired end. Unfortunatd1

for this case at least, our evidence is by far the wektst on

this dimension. Ye itcan'also Ae said'that it is not the
. .

purpose. of
.

this cas study 'to show that universitp,connected

scho 1 networks impr ve.Practice but to show '(a) how they-

.
come ..nto being, (b) how-they function as entities, and (c)

what effects they seem to'have,on individuals and institutions,
. # - ..

regardless of the practice-specific relevance of these

effects:- Thus we present tie Allowing analysi's without

prej,ydgement of the relative importance of the different

'dimensiorig.

I.
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et,

It.,..sfibirrta also e evident that the different -dimenSiOns

relate to each other causally, i.e., that status changes

lead to changes-in linkages and to changes in capacity;

changes in linkages lead to changes-in status,*eapacity,

specific improvements, and institutional viability, and so

forth. 'We will leave the analysis of thesE interconnections

to tha concluding section of the case.

4.1. STATUS AND POWER 'OUTCOMES

From its earliest Bays, "status" was a salient .aspect

. , of this IOA. It represented what could be described as the

elite of public4aucation in its region and even nationally _

and the university and its edUcation school were generally

considered as national-leaders. Thus association with both

. the university and the IOA was typically considered as

status enhancing ,and maintaining for all concerne. Indeed,

the logic, of theThunder was that these were to be "ligh -

hous" schools, the
-

avant-garde which could shotii the

for the other districts.across the country on wh was.

innovative, high-quality. educational practice. By the mid-

1970s some of this luster had tarnished but-not all, and

the university connection remained an important' drawing card

.

, for some. It was generally considered to be the best local
4

college of education and perhaps the best in the country.

This lDerception was critical to continued membership and q.t.

was an aspect, that Loveland eXploited 'to the fullest in'

`ol

It

drawing on the college faculty.

tell how much of this Was merely status-
,.

enhancement and how much was a genuine, perception of the

superiority of the college and its intellectual resources,-to

those of others. The superintendent of the most active

district.in the revival period tol' us that the district had

been 'heavily involved with a Smaller ,and more proxirdate

university in the preceding years but found that the college

shad far higher quality as a source of expertise and in-service

training.' Ano.ther superintendent noted with appreciatiqn

that Loveland brought in "people of worth."

0
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On the other hand, the revived IOA did not really
r

function very much ;s a club for. an elite group of super-:-

intendents who, were the supposed "lighthouses" of American

education. Most.superinteridents indicated to:us that the

clft function' had ong sfhce-been,taken.over.by other

membership network
e!s

_Within the college, the IOA continued to be perceived

as a rather low-status enterprise but for the giaduate

students'who became Pellbws.it was probably a status

enhancer; it was Certainly a way to get to meet all kinds

/of professors at he collegevto visit -and meet,with-,

people holding various roles in the schools,'in many cases

higher roles, and to meet various experts from around the
- ,

country. In short they were given an opportunity to rub

shoulders with the educational elite of 4e country, and for

nary of these graduate students--in contrast to the
/-.

professors and superintendents--this was a 4.j.que_opportunity

-to do so. 4
A

For Loveland 'herself it was also status-enhancing to:,

be seen as the persbn most .active and'effective atlinking

the college tbhe'practicecommunity, but somehow this-

status-enhancing effect was,not" passed on to Archer. "it

would also be misleading to say that the IOA revival was a

status-conscious enterprise for Loveland and her chief

associates. It was the mission they cared about, not the

status - enhancing effects of success in Tu4.fillimg the'

mission.

- 4.2. LINKAGE OUTCOMES

A major outcome of the IOA was increased and impro'Ved

linkage among a number of personsand institutions involved in

,education in the metropolitan area. Analysis Of the degree

to which linkage,was a-substantial outcome is ade difficult,

hOwever, because of the fact that many of thes same linkages

would have existed and-continued to exist regardless of the

.I0A.ThUS it can be argued that-to some degree the IOA,
...,

1
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itself reflected pre-existina,links, to some extent it4zas

:defined by its links, and to some extent its existence

16d to links which in turn led to sundry other gutcomes,

mostly positive.

4.2.1. Inter-individual linkages

At the individual level we can divide linkage outcomes

into intie-institutional and inter-institutionalCategories. First

of all, among the core staff of the IOA, strong ties developed"

especially among-the-Fellows and between the Fellows and

'Lotreland whip.h Would clearly be lasting and beneficial to

all concerned. it was really thetstrength of this inter-
\

connected core that Made everything work and ledto the

establishment of strong linkages with and among the districts.

Also within,the college we See Loveland 'and, to an extent,

her staff buLlding stronger-connectigns with various faculty

members., There were abo ut ten faculty members who could be

countel onto provide regular,or at least annual inputs into

IOA events. There is,no evidenbe that this group ever

really came together as a group or worked as an interconnected

network but their connections to Loveland and their concern

f&b the continuance of. the IOA certainly added to the IOA's

clout within the college.

For those school di tricts,which Were most intensely

involved irithe IOA, particularly-for Middle Crept and perhaps

two or three other's, the IO was also a stimulus for increased

internal linkage, among teac ers particqlarly in, the Writing

Consortiumand between teache s and central office staff, again

particularly'in the Writing Consortium but alsO'notably for .

three or four other intra-distri
\
ct"Projects stimulated

or catalyzed by Fellows. in-bne, instance a conference

presentation stimulated a superinten0,6ntc(again Middle Crest)
*

to develop a magnet school. for his district based on the

principles suggested. In this case obviously there followed

a considerable"degree'of'intra-district activity,among various

actors to get the school on its feet.
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Work groups and conferences obviously represented an
opportunity for sharing and multiple forms of linking by-

individuals between districts. However, the structuring

of most such sessions around one or two expert informants

tended to block such interaction. Again with the sustained

activities represented by the Writing Consortium there was
a mu greater opportunity for such connections. The strongest
inte -district sharing was clearly between Middle Crest
and U er Crest where there was frequent inter7jaistrict

visiting, joint work on projects and extensive sharing/of

experience and practice atall levels. The IOA undou tedly

facilitated this but there were ma y other influences 4so,

e.g..)t they were'adjoining districts, the two superin endents

were old.friends, and they belonged together to sev ral other

networking arrangements including a.very active co ty office.

The most impressive linkages were probably be ween

school persOns and college-connected'persons and again the

Fellows were the primary linkers. Teachers would keep coming

back to workshop sessions bedause they liked what they were

getting and central office staff felt the same. The availability

And approachability of the Fellows who were, after all,

transitional.role'holders-"-partly school people themselves

and partly junior academics-7-alloWed some of the connections

to become stronger and more bilateral. On the other hand,

direct strong bilaterial connections between senior faculty

of the college and school personnel, even superintendents,

were a rare outcome.

4.2.2. Inter-institutional linkages

For the.most part the revival effort revived inter,

institutional linkages between the college and the school

districts of four suburban and mostly affluent coubties.

I. .The membership which peaked 'at 29 after) the edrilitment drive

probably represented about 20 t)ercent of the d- istricts

in the area and'excluded the one very large urban district

of Urbania. The connections under the new. .arrangement were
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certainly substantially Obaker in many respects than they

had been duririg the first 30 years of the. historic IOA.

They were also less defined in terms of-the types of things

exchanged and the number -of substantive exchanges which were

essentially built into the process,' dim, annual or periodic

data collection efforts in each di rict), The smaller fees

also represented a lesier commitment to the coon enterprise

even though this was deliberately arran ed by Loveland to

induce new memberships.' The consortia ar angements represented

yet another form of interinstitutional kage but again

on anextremely limited low-budgeted leirel.

,Informally, inter-institutional linkage might be seen

as the sum of: individual linkages or the sum of IOA-sponsored

or originated activity involving two institutions'. A

review of°Tablp 3-10 on page 113 suggests the extent an9 -

magnitude of such linkage as well as,its multiplexity.

It implies that there were basically about.10 districts that

were seriously involved in the WA., enough to send someone to

each workshop given.' Yet such involvement could hardly be:

describ d as intense or'.deep'since even the most involved

district raged only about three P ersons. In terms of ,the

different types of involvements (multiplexity) there were

again about.five 'which were involved in threeor more ways

in addition to Work op or conference attendance.

Finally, it ould be noted that the large Urba

district, while never fortally having membership IOA

did become connected through the efforts a.f Loveland, her

friends in that district.and Fellow Sandra Ellsberg who set

up new Fellow arrangements with the union-run teacher center.

The formal arrangement here was new in the 1980-81 school(,

year and was not a focbs of our investiciation.

Stir
4.3. MAINTENANCE, GROWTH AND CAPACITY AS OUTCOMES

This IOA, in site of the outpouring of activity

generated in the revival, can not be viewed as having a very

great effect On either the maintenance or the growth of any of



its member districts. Most of the resources it provided were

also offered by other network-like arrangements and service

agencies which abounded in the region. Thus it was,generally

regarded by superintendents as 'pleasant, worthwhile,'but

rather inconsequential among the rather rich and varied

assortment of in-service and linking opportunities available

to them. There was no district for which it could be said to

have provided a service which was either essential or .one which

dould not be'provided from some other source.

Likewise; few university informants other than the IOA

staff itself were likely to rate the IOA in its present

Lmfiguration as an essentiaa,aspect of the university,

certainly not in'a survival sense. It was no seen as serving

an essential linking role'sinde most faculty had access to

;schools through diverse channels. No department relied to a

large degree on these districts, for recruitment,

pre-service training sites,',research sites, ,or graduate

placement sites, partly because the university-saw itself .

as connected to a national rather than a local constituency.

For the indiliidUal graduate students,who,were involved

as FelIows,'however, it was quite a different. story. Involve-.

ment in the IOA gave them diverse-opportunities to grow in a
number of different directions; to:understand other educational

settings; to learn the role of linker or change agent through
. 0

experiencing it; two compare experiences of.challenge, frustration,

and growth with each other. In many Cases, the initial Fellow

experience led o,other opportunities which included'creating

spin-off networks s'ech as thetW iting Consortium, taking on

linking roles in other settings estgBlishing very
V
solid ties

with oaeHAnother' as a peer netw re, anddeveloping.extended ties

to educators in the region at all levels as well as to

nationally-known expe'rts recruited for various workshops and

confevences.. .

When comparing the revived'IOA'with'its histbric version,

we see a clear shift in gbals toward an active service

orientation and an attempt to move down into the ranks of the

7'
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district to-get mote involveMent from teachers. The revived IOA

also "represented a muting of the research role. 'For the districts

and their involved staffs, however, this IOA was rarely

likely to have the kind of impact that would result in goal'

shifts, nor do we see goal changes refletrEed in the over-arl

stance of the university,

Once again, goal clignges as an outcome were most clearly

observed among the Fellows, many of whom came out of their

experience with a strong desire to continue zork as change

agents and network builders.

For the school districts which were most involved, this

IOA provided a varied and continuing input of high quality

expertise,available to_all staff levels through the many

conferences and workshops that were put on. The high

attendance levels and enthusiastic testimonials provided for

most of these events suggest that they represented a signi-

ficantly-increased -1.11.emitzidge acquisition capacity. Inter-
.

collegial contacts across districts and personal, contactsawith
11.1k,

university profess rs can greatly expand the potential

.resource networ that districts and individuals can draw upon.

, It is s.clear that 9144I0A built capacity from the

university's point of View. Academics outside the IOA group

tended to view-the actoivitiesas an unreciprocated gift of I

knbwledge'Or.'serViceand thus as something that depleted

resources7,, Even :the IOA.staff themselves sometimes-spoke of

,a kind tof depletion or exha'ust'ion from what seemed - like- -a

continuing whirlwind Of,meetings, arrangements, recruitments,

conferences, and visits.
*

;

The Fellows program may represent the clearest effort

to improve district problem- solving- capacity through providing

process expertise on=site. There is evidence that this was

the result at some sites. For the most part, however; Fellows

were not ablefbo'gain acOeptance as general capacity-builders;

often they had to subordinate or adapt their /process goargto
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the rather different ag ndas and expectations of their

clients. Sometimes thi-worked beautifully soh 'as the- case

in which examination\of 'a gifted program des red by a local

principal turned into a collaborative development and demon-

stration troject forthe whole district.

.\\
4.4. PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT

Thitt IOA generated few specific examples'of practice

iMproVements which had'either dramatic or long term impact.

This is not so much because such outcomes were

/

pot there

but becadse the salidncy of IOA impact was low compared to

the influences of other sources. Probably the

strongest impact was the establishment of a magnet school

in one district which attempted to follow Bloom's "Mastery

Learning" model. In this case the superintendent had attended

an IOA-sponsorecD-conference at which Bloom spoke and was

,4 duly impressed. The superintendent was already under pressure

to establish another magnet school, having previously started

one following a model and with_coAsultant help from a competing

college of education. However, in proceeding along this,,

tack he made minimal use of the IOA's resources. Thus,

tie IOA's contribution was a "catalytic'pinprick."

4.5. STOCKPILING

This IOA probably best represents the stockpiling type

of outcome. In other words, what we have desctibed here,

represgnted particularly in the many workshops and conferencei,

was a continuous outpouring of knowledge from sources

eternal to the school districts-and perhaps more expert

than what they could provide for themselves. In the scheduling

ofcontent for these inputs there was a looselys.4ructured

effort to first se'nse ':heeds" or concerns that were current
. ,

generally i member districts: But such need /resource matching

was rather general and ad -hoc: Hence, for any one'conference

attendee, the use opportunity was.not likdly to be immediate...
.
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4:6: INSTITUTIONALIZATION _

Major credit must be given to any interorganizational
itarrangement which has been able to survive intact with

continuing visible impact for over 40 yearsA Much of the..

credit goo the founder -and his immediate successor,

through whose efforts "routinization" took place. It began

with the promOtion of a. concept of educational practice
.

improvement through collaborative research, development, &rid ,

sharing, with the university playing critical coordinative,.

control, knowledge input, and synthesis roles. he IOA became.

reified thtough alstandard fee structure for member'ship,

biannual conferences and numerous task forces aria'data

collection, e-up, and feedback exercises which involved

the coordinated efforts of school district persOnnel;

graduate students and faculty of the university. Tne

historic growth, diffusion, and stabilization of thiS"I0A is

an important case study for the students of educational' 4

practice improvement. -However, it was not the focal interest

of thiS project. We began to study tills arrangemene fte

it had atrophied and then been reviVed in a somewhat different

form in response to contemporary educational needs and

environments.

Institutionalizati9n appeared to be somewhat tenuous

. for the IOA in its present form. Funding remained but was
.

continuously threatened by intermittent disinterest and

competing priorities both within thg districts and within the

university. For the current IOA, there appeared to be less

codification f procedures and less clarity regarding the

scope andlimi s of activity. Although within the university

there was a CQ itment to continuation of-field services in

something .like the present form, the level and consistency of ..,

that commitment were not clear. On-the school district

side, the commitment ti,ent on froM Year to year with, no

assurance that any particular district was-seriously x

committed in the long term. Table 4-1 Oresents these

-assessments'in more detail, building on Yin's (1978)
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Table'4-1 Degree of Ihstitutionaliza4ion: Eastern Priate University IOA

,

Supporting Conditions .

Considered .a core function
within local 'schools

within the college /univer-
sity department or
faculty

Used on a 'regular or ,daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:
school administrators

teachers-

university staff

IOA staff
4

Outperforms or eliminates com-(

peting practices

Receives support from:
district

school building.admin

college/university admins:
and deans

state-level administrators

Passage-Completion

Achieves stable funding source

Functions performed are
certified by:

school authorities

dolle.ge/university auths:

aid maintenance provided
for

Organizational-status is
formally established in
regulations

within school district

within university

Cycle Survival

Survives annual budget,cycles
0

-Survives departure or
introduction of new staff

'Achieves widespread use
in school district

in department, faculty
of university/college

in State,

d.k. = don't know

ci

Eastern PrivAe University IOA

Weak-

Party -Present

Present

Present

Present

Weak

Present

t'S

Partly Present

Present

d.k.

Weak O

N.A.

Partly Present

Absent(

Absent
A

Weak

Partly Present

Present

Weak

Weak

Weak
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analysts of the rotitinizatior proceSs.

Supporting conditions. We did not f'pd any high-
,

ranking school persons attesting to the ndispensibility of

the IOA. Th very small n ers of.attendeesrom any one
.4
schook(dist t tend to support this judgment kable 3716)/.

It was use by some members of some districts (robably nC.

more than ten) on a regular weekly Or mofe4gypicallY monxhly
. \.

basis, certainly not daily. Benefits prcS.videdowe mAStl,
4

in the form of stockpiled intellectual enl4htenmOt and

academically.'-certified concepts of goCid practice but such.;

inputs were highly valued by these who attended because they
\

were seen as of superi r quality to inputs amailable,from

competing sources even though competing sourc ni have provided
4

more in terms of materi ls, hand-on assistahcer' and formal'

credits and'certification

Support forthe arrangement was present and sometimes
a

strong from s.uperiRten6ents but few building principals Were

involved and the attitudes of otheis at, thebuilding evel

were not -mown.
. .

a . Regarding passage completion, stable funding had not

been fully achieved. Althou
r*

annual dues st' cture and

contributions from a college endowment were -good indications,

neither source was assured from year td year. Likewise,,

funding from -di..Fnal.grants had been achieved, suggesting

a more divers 011it.resotArce acquisition base, but these

funds were of a t - limited` nature. The functions and

'activities of the IOA were approved of by both the college'

and the districts but such approval h d never been formalized

into credits toward degrees of certifica oas constituting

the'fulfillment of in-service requirements or supervised,

field expeierfces for graduate studnets., In some cases,

however, graduate students had on their own initiative used

their experience in course work and built on their experience

to develop dodtoral dissertationq.
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4 survived turnover among key staff un r Loveland. Finally,

we cannot say that it had achieved widespread use in depth

in any school district. Among the faculty it was still seen

as a fringe enterprise which most treated with benign neglect.

Unlik 'ts historic predcessor it was as yet unlinked 'et the

AZStatus of-the IOA was .441W'recognized.in school-distficts'

on ayear-to-year basis and many-teachers still had,aifficulty

getting released.to attend sessiopns., Within the college

,there was continued sanction fora field service unit from

the president but commitment to the IOA in its'present

configuration and,under its predent title was unclear.

Cycle survival. The IOA had survived many mani, budget

'Cycles over a 40-year-period through a somewhat fluctuating

membership; It had-also survived at least fOur budget
. #-

as a substantial beneficiary of a coveted college endowment

fujid. It had not yet had to survive the departure of its

revival leader,-Loveland, although it had managed with some

ere." and groans 'throu4h two long Ittb.sen4s. It had definitely

state le i l

t,

r
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THE UTURE .

It should be e dent from the analysis in the prevOus

-section that the futu status of they IOA is rather cloudy in

the wedium and long range. :. rospects f 1981-82.

are quite britrht as this case study is ritten. Thus, it
. ,

might be clarifying to separater'anal sis into two seotions,
.

the ear future and the longer term.

5.1. _THE PROSPECTS -FOR 1981-82 '

. ,

There is every reason to believe that the coming scgOo.l.

year Will be a good one for the hIOA.. Loveland will haye
,

...

. * *
r Newelleturned again and-her key associates, ewell and Robards,

will still be
0
very much in the picture. Tlianks

,

t O the -

pontihuing NIE grant', the connection to :the Urbania teacher

center through Sandra Ellsberg, and some continued support.:

from the ARI endowment, themprogram.Will be able to continue

pretty much the scale or the previous year with-about

,

the samelr em ershilY and perhaps six

)

or seven Fellpws, again

identified als Senior Fellows Newell, Robards, and Elr'sberg

and peNAps &le other and a likenumber of nevrFellOws. '>
,

,Ansimportant stage-setting eirent,10 the 1981-82= . ,

sch661 year was the special IOA reassess ent meet6ng held in

Ma.L, 1981, That meeting served several functions. First-
. e

of 3.1,1:t was a crucial "save" for the cancelled spring=

conference, serving,to reaffirm the robustness of the IOA

,instead of sending mit a message of shakiness. -Second,
,.,

,,,

it' reasserted the leadership of Loveiand, a Third, it.qave an ' P ,
.e

i.

'opportunity for superintendents to air their concerns and o ,,

....reaffirm their confidence .1'h the revival effort. Finally,
...

,
- ,

it allowed,thecorgroup of persdns affiliated with.the

IOA on both the college 'and; the distridtsides to do some-

,,
cc

forward planning.- t,
,

. ,

. : ..; ,

,

. .

.,

One thing that emerged was the desirability of Bevel,
.

oping some so'rtof guant:itative'researCh focus around
Q ,

district needs.Jt. was not cleara '
t, this writiriq'what shape,

\

this. would take .but if seemed- to represent a cO

ofOnterns from the new ARI directorBero forr

,
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-and from the districts,for-"more need-focussed assis,rancP."

Another conference outcome was 'strong endorsement for

the consortium concept and for,tht.launChing of a new

consortium arnengement involving the ro',1e of computers in

education . Such a consortium also inv %lved building 'a

linkage between the IOA'ania 'some members of the mathematics

_education Aepartment of thecollege.--"In° fact, the fplpwtng
s.

.., c

month the third issue of the ,revived --,newgleto appeared
and included a.long,artiAle on computers in education written

_- ',:2_::___:..---;---7;-,5----,
---7-:---- -,

by the profesor'who would become-the key resource Person

for the new, 8bnsortium----- , , ir
. ,,,

The one'sour'note for the 19'81$2 year-wasthe forced .

7~

departure 61 Archer wriohad serve

theadministrative leader of the

-turbulent years.'' Evidently't4e

budget squeeze, decided to d?Op faculty who valeTe.':not-iri

°' tenure lines. At the smile time the-move has to bp seen as

asilent,statement by the collegewhere.it:puts the IOA

d steadthstly and well cas

IOA throughthree rather:

college,.eufferibglrom

its'Prio Lty list. It seems.cleae th4t with%-thqr.
of

dedication of NewelVand'ards supportiiikovelandhd,f0A

will continue for this-coMing.yeap wit most of itg,46tiviti44..
. - 0

intact,rbUt what willokappen'-thereafter seems more prPb1pMatiC.

.,, :F , er ..
,

,-,,,

4- i, : 5.2. :THE LOticER TERM : , i
, , - .. -

:',.

,.;,,- It would bepresumpt'uous to predict what will happen "- .

4 .s
f 9 the rOA tWo or.-threes

or. mc?rq,yeat down ,the track, and it wOuW

be eepeCially hazaidous asigell.-. 'For example, although
, .. T, ,, ;'..

'there are ,a" number of factorslitatirig?against its survival,

'thdreis also a great resilience based lar-gelion`the talents,
. .1
'Concerns, and' near-boundless energy of a.feW'dedicited

indiviqmals. ,

.

A,'
.2$ ' :,-

,\,a.

5.2.1: 6ture SOtio-educational Cohtext -
f

Witi the dramatic flScal y,po'Of the Reagan admi nistration'

in Washington, 'a,national:trend toward deemphasis ofqtbe
. .

2 . - ,
.

public sectoeijPherallY, and public .supports for pubic
, ,..,

educations near an a1l4tAme.low, the outlopkfor Vticational
, :'-:'"

.1)

. ,
;
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innovation effortsappears'rather.bleak., It is a fiscal

environment so Austere that even the modest fees charged

by the IOA may beCome mare ith.An a superintendent can easily

justify, especially when the kewards,of membership are 'so

intangible'. At the same time, with t'hecontinuing baby

bust we can; expect more'school .closings, more teachers

"RIFed," more non - essential functions dUrtailed:

1 ' For 'the college,curtailment 'of the fedetal student loan

prOgrAm,is likely:CD have negative resultg as,w111,the cut-

back in'the federal budget for educational R&D:

5.2.2. Institutional Patterns -.

It seems likely that the IOA contirAle as a ward

of the - endowed ARI bUt the question of serving as the

focus of a ,consolidated college-wide school, services bureau

remains essentially unresolved with Lovejiand resisting and

Carlson and Bern suppbrting. Such a mode might provide -more

integration with other faculty and departments but it might

also undermine the strong sense of mission (related'to Sense

-41f ownership) of the core staff of today.t.

If there were a change Within the college, itswouldoL,

'likely call for a modification of some sort` in relatioliptips

to the distlicts. ConceivAbly,,IBerns committee tajStudy

the Inditators of Oilality'inStrumentation And the press from

'the spring 1981 meeting for some sort ofresearch effort .

converge to bring about a new arrangent involv=ing

systematic datA'co],lection' efforts with some or all members
4.2.

with presumably a revised fee arrangement.
-

The 'nave toward consortia arrangements, if it continues,

might lead to a kind of, institutional reconfiguration with the

consortium memberships becoming the mainstay of district

participation. -Such a move would probably strengthen ,the IOA

by providing mechanisms for diverse types of in-depth

participAtion incfuding small-scale'researchi curriculum

developtent, xtended inter-district sharing of practice-
,'

generated k ledge and ideas.

I
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Two other institutional developments which have been

much discussed over the last.three years seem to have leSs

promise and less likelihood of future elaboration. One is

the principals' group, a special subset of activities shaped

for a special subSet of actors involved at the building level.

Each year the;ie have been attempts to organize this group

and usually at least two meetings shave been held.. Sometimes

they appear to be successful as one-shot affairs, sometimes

not (at a recent meeting only one principal'showed up).

In any case single Meetings have'not led_to stable and

enduring collaborative exercises on the order of the Writing

Consortium. , \,( .

The other much - discussed potential trend is toward .)J

regionalism, i.e., the development of'different sub-

networks with conferences and wdrkgroupd decentralized to

serve the east, northwest, and southweit.- A problem here is

the fact that res urces are already stretched thinly."'
.

Another is that ny members value theeinter-regional

connections.- ,A third problem is that regionafizationypidid

with
-..'

bring the/yA into even more direct competition with'existing
.----'

..

networks.. NeverthelesS, the number of potentiarmembers in i

the area is so great that if the IOA became very popular

and, at the same time, expanded.its resource base and its

. 4,:'
offeiing of seryices, some form of regionalization would be

not only desirable but essential. Such 4i scenar0 does not

thisseem probable at i time.:
.

.

5.2.3. Objectives and Needs .

The-May 1981 reassessment meeting suggestethat the
.

i.

districts are willing and desirous of some new types of
.

activity,within the IOA.which.might look more like research

to some members of-the-college faculty. The.presence of

George Bern as the head of ARI and the titular leader of
: 0

the 104 suggests that a move. toward more structured fprms
., 0

of disciplined inquiry is possible. The NIE grant for
. *

collaborative re earch may also generate some models of

)
40tdraction faith, ditricts' which can set the pattern of
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future memberships. If there is a move in this direction it
would be an add-on to existing objectives of networking and
'knowledge transfer. It mighttalso be a structured way of
moving toward, the process goal of developing more satisfactory
modes of school. problem- solving which has been.an espoused but
mostly unfulfilled goal of the *revived IOA since the beginning

o o'Lovelarid's stewardship.

Changes in the social context as briefly summarized

Section 5.2.1. also suggest possibly greater emphasis on
the problemsd1 an educational eStabliShment under siege,
e.g., how 'to improve practice.without increased spending, how
to make the best use of a small staff, how to gene'- public
support for educational innovation, etc. It is i onic that
the area of educational finance which seems so entral ix

climate is the one area where the IOA h s long since

ceased to provide any services. It would eem to.be salutary
for the IOA to attempt to rebuild some of its capacity in

this area where'it was once known to be outstanding.

The IOA may also be changing in some of its objectives as

it moves into closer alignment with the large and troubled'
schbol ivstem of Urbania. Over the years there have often

been connections between the IOA and Urbania but they have

been shaky and ambivalent partly because of the private and
elite nature of the college and because of the ,rather different

complex of problems and needs represented bys'elf-urban and

largely impoverished school environment. There is a strong

feeling'on both college and district sides (though not completely
shared by Loveland) that Urbania,is a very special animal

that must always be treated in a special way. and certainly

not as one of many supposed equals in a network. With her

high 'tolerance for ambiguity and her generally open stance

these perceptions are'not likely to bother Loveland, but

it is rather difficult to imagine how the relationship with .

Urbania can be developed very far within toe IOA context.

16 I/
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5.2.4. Staffing and Personnel Capacity

The present staffing model--Lovend plus graduate

assistants --is satisfactory under the present configuration

assuming (a) Loveland stays (b) finandial resources do

not dwindle further, and (c) the college does not force any
kconsolidations or redefinitions of functions and services.

Since none of these assumptions can be guaranteed, it is

fair to ask what might happen if any or all are invalidated.

First ,of all there is no clear evidence yet that the IOA

can survive without'Loveland. A"s we have noted previously,

although she has beep absent for long periods of time, she

has always stayed in close contact and has intervened from -

afar 7t critical junctures. Additionally, although she

has been very successful in selecting and developing assistants

she has failed ..tip groom a successor who would have status-

and clout within the college, an absolutely necessary

ingredient for successful leadership trangition. Archer

never made it;'he only achieved hiarginal faculty sta us, had

a tough time getting the full support and respect of the

Fellows, and never became a cammandirig presence to th

superintendents although he was liked and appreciated by

them for hiS efforts.

Robards -and Newell are both very'capable people

could' do'a fine job of running the IOA operationally bit

they are paid next to nothing for their monumental eff rts

and will surely gray tate to other positions they complete

their degree work just'as Ryder has done,.unless, someiow

one or both can gain the image of an up2and-pming

practitioner - oriented. academic the,likes ofItoveland. There

is a .chance that Newell, with I'er heavy invOlvement in the

klIE project may pull this off:but at this writing she herself

would not expect this to happen.

5.2.5. 'Resources'

It seems imperatives that the IOA, find ways to secure.

and enhance its resource base (see again Section 4.6) but

I
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social context and internal institutional pressures appear

,to militate-against this. It seems unlikely that districts

will contribute more or comAit funds.over a longer period 1

than in the past unless there is a substantial increase. in

the quid pi.o quo, never mind the fact that the servi e they
get now are already grossly underfunded.

When interviewed in the spring of 1980, Bern proposed

a schedule for progressively reduced funding or the I0A-

from endowment sources over a three7year period, making it

eventually entirely self-supporting. His calculations did

not include the necessary fraction of Loveland's salary,

of course, but such a scenario seems totally incompatible

with any expansion or even continuance of the current level
Of services. .

External funding from two different federal sources

(NIE and Teacher Centers) has helped a good deal in 1980-481

and will continue in 1981 -82. After that possibilities from

these sources seem very bleak.,

In sum, the resource picture for the middle future looks -1_

Very problematic. unless there is some major new initiative,

new configuration of services and fees, and/or reorientation

by the college.

5.2.6. The Activity Mix

Both the Fellows concept and the work groVp concept that
'Loveland started with in 1977 have been transformed considerably
over the last four years. One might also say that the key

feature of each was also gutted: for the Fellows, the

specific district, assignment with an on-site process

opjective, ane'for the work, groups, the idea of continuity1with

g a specific subgrolip ovitr a number of meetings. The latter

has been replaced by the content-focussed consortium which

seems to be an idea which is growing, For the Fellows the

picture'is much more diverse and confused. The future with

Loveland firmly back in the saddle could bring a revivapf
1

Q
both concepts in more-or-less their original forms, but

this was not discussed possibility in interviews.;
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Another large area for potential future.:development
.

is research and documentation/' . There is clearly some pressure

for this from Bern and it is something that Lolieland would
ilike to see happen if it can be done without undermining

relationships with districts and,especially with teapriers.
AY r.

Loveland has no identification with,theold Indicatorsof-'".
Quality approach; research efforts .tethus likely,to be far

more diverse, .practitioner-centered, and perhaps,cOnCerned

with analysis and understanding of the processes of networking,"
.

prOblem=solving, and innovating"..'

The newsletter also seems to have a Shaky future_if it

depends as much'as it does today on Robardsi singular efforts(

She is clearl oping that her work will be pump-priming,

that once it gets oing again others will see'the value and

pitch in with copy, legwork, and financial support. If

'a-they don't it 4is hard to see how it can go anothertyear.

5.2.7. Interorgamizational Dynamics

The May 1981 reassessment meeting may have set he tone

for the inteorganizatiorialkdynamics of the coming teats.

Therlpibl_consensus that the IOA should keep going and

that it should not curtail its current services,even though
4-

new ones are added. 'This consensus encompasses Loveland,

her IOA Si'aff)-thd-key.superintendents and, to some extent

t at least, Bern. There is also a new consensus on the ;red

for a research thrust which again encompasses all these

parties when it is expressed at a rather high level of .

abstraction. However, as it becomes more: concretized (if

it does) we would expect this consensus to fall apart.A

Loveland and her staff who really do all the work and have set

policy to date have neither the backgrOunds nor the

inclinations to develop a new research machine along the

lines of the GrowYng Edge or the Indicators of Quality.

Bern may haVe the inclination2butthe does not !eally have

the ground,troops.for such a venture. What is likely to result
./ 7.: -

minoris a serids of mnor and inconclusive jOustings,out of which

will emergeta compromise research posture largely designed
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d controlled by Loveland. The crucial question will

,be whethpr tile new research efforts will be seen as valuable

erio gh.by the districts that they will be w.11ing to.pay

the ulk 'og their cost.

Knowledge transfer using a variety of college and

outside experts will continue to be the stock-and-trade

of the IOA and the quality of these presentations the

chief drawing card for the districts.

There are, of course, many alternative scenarios and ,

the future of this IOA remains fluid. The resources of the

college in human if not financial terms te truly impressive.

Even apart from Loveland therp are many people on the faculty

with the experience, energy, clout, creativity, and even the

will to make,the IOA into the kind of thriving enterprise

it once was. ;This could happen if through the efforts of

Loveland and/or some other catalytic personality these:.

resources could be merged.

e'

40
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G. SERIALS

In tI)e foregoing pages we have tried to give a picturedf
.

the arrangement as a whole through describing the main events in

historical sequence, through listing the objectives and their

changes over time and through giving some sketches of the main

characters and their interrelationships. But we also recognize

that this kind of descriptive effort is- disjointed and abstract,

Rrobably,Much more so than it was experienced by the main

,actors themselves. For this reason, we hAwe tried to select

a few examples of event sequences that involved a smaller number

of actors over a shorter period of time.

We believe that in many respects these sequences or serials

represent the real life of the arrangement as it isexperienced

at the time by those most deepl involved. It can thus be

said that the arrange ent over me is the sum of its serials.

It can also be said tha the arra gement Is the institutional

mechanism which allows t serials, o happen. Serials can be

of any length and involve y number of persons. They are

defined by objectives or emes which emerge at reco iAble

points in time and have the power to mobilize energy 'and

resources..

In the historical IOA there Were\two dominant serials ov r

a 30-year period. The'Growing Edge was the. first although

it did not come to be known as that until a-few years after

the essential - concept was developed: That concept was t

devM.op an index of innpvativeness that could be applied to a

great number of schdols and then us d by each district as a'

tool for self-improvement. It-was a ajor preoccupying thrust

ofhe FDA from roughly 1941 to 1958 lthough. it was by no

means the sole thrust. It was re maj r topic of many

seminar sessions with superintdndents, many training sessions with

graduate students and school personnel; it formed the basic

content of many workshops and conferences; and it was the

basis of at least three majo4,data collection-and analysis.

I
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efforts withib the IOA and several others outside at the state

and national liyels. The Growing Edge was born in`the

thinking and experience of the founder during-his school survey

work of the,,,1930s° and reached'its fulrest development in the late

1940s: The instrument enjoyed widespread popularity and use

during the 1950s,decaying and falling into disuse4in the late

1950s and early 1960s. Thus, it had a kind of life cycle from

birth to ealky develc ment .to maturity and widespread use to

degline and eventual cessation of use. The details of this

history are mostly. lost to us now, but The can still see the

broad outlines of the serial pattern.

The.samecan be said of the Indicators of Quality. It

was ,essentially the brain' child of Victor Warren and let was

in many ways identified most closely with him thro gh its life

cycle.. It grew out of the decaying remains of the rowing Edge,

but it was also clearly different, a more rigorously qu nti-
e

hool quality in a muchtative measure which sought to measure

more comprehensive and sophisticated way than merely counting

up the number of innovations. During themid-1960s the ..

Indicators of Quality was the dominant preoccupation of Warren

and his associates who were almost all his-grad- uate students.

In its development phase it appeared first as a-conceptualizIltion,

then as(%pilot set of instruments; and finally-as a full set

of ins ruments which were extensively field tested and normed

among the member districts of the IOA: Then as Warren was

approaching retirementand after there had been -some controversy

O

with a former student over use rights, the instruments and the
4

entire set of observation procedur and protocols were neatly

packaged, copyrighted, and publishrd, but ironially at the ,

same time, with Warren's retirement, they fell into.disuse

because the connection with the institutional m- echanism of the-IOA
. . 9

hadbEien severed.

- Turning-to the more immediate past, revival of the !OA under "af

Alice Loveland is itself a kind of ma o eria.l. We have

described rather completely the origins 6f this renaissance

and we haVIe indicated hotir.,grew and was transformed over the



!"
first three years, but this is a serial still in the making,

-.a serial which will certainly not be out until Loveland

herself retires from the scene or until the college makes some

dramatic move to substantially alter the course of events.

Even sb,-

sequences

ithin this larger serial we' have sees many'sthaller

ay Out, sequeAces which we believe tell us a

great deal about the arrangement as a whole and its long-term

viability:

Among these. perhaps the most noteworthy is the Fellows

program which began as a cornerstone of the revival. Yet by

1980 it was 'so transformed that some of its key features

disappeared Thus we have selected'the Fellows program of the

revival period, or more strictly speaking the field service

component of the Fellows program as a candidate for a more

thorough serial analysis- Moreover, within the FellowS program,,.

each Fellow experienced a unique event sevence each year

which had its birth with the assignment to a district in the

field and terminated' with the end of the school year in the

spring. A second serial,which was an obvious, almost imperative

candidate'for analysis is, the Writing Consortium, a phenomenon

which emerged out of the Fellows prOgram'but.which took a
10

,course which was, neither planned nor predicted in the

first revival year. .The.16Diting Consortium by the end

of the third year had ecome the,big success story of the

revival and in many espects the model for how the IOA might

evolve in the future

'6.1. THE FELLOWS 'PR X RAM, 1976-80

6.1.1. Roots/Context

There had, been 'T lows" attached to the IOA from its

earliest days, graduate students who did much of the basic work

of training, observing, data collection, and analysis. When

funds had gradually diiappeared during the early 1970s, the

Fellow.' disanpp,ired also. 1n addition, it should be noted that

witi: the :_ransfer of,lt of the administration departmnt the

continulty .j": the Fellow model as a form of student development

)
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within an academic program was broken. Thus, while the form

was there,,the Loveland model was really a ,different conception

and the graduate students whom she selected had'no role

models to follow from prior years. Her conception of the role

was rooted in her own experience as a change agent morki g with 0(

teachers, and principals and as a consultant to. 'hoc)]. di ticts.
As noted earlier she taught a very popular Cou se which dea t
heaVily with approaches to school improvement cohsultation And '7,

she had previously been associated with one of the most well-

known Writers on tggubiect of change processes in the schools.

Although she generally supported a process approach which

derives from the human relations tradition of consultation, she

was not an advocate_ for a specific strategy and did not tiave

a fully articulated plan for how change agents should be

deployed and used in school settings. Rather she emphasized

certain broad principles such as listening to school concerns

and alloWing needs and solution ideas to:emerge out of teacher-
.

to-teacher interactions.

The conception of what the Fellow should be emerged out

of discussions among Loveland and h% first two graduate

assistants, Ryder and Curran, beginning,in the fall of 1976.

'Ryder. and Curran themselves represented role models far

important aspects of a Fellow's activity, namely the planning,

development, and execution Of cohferencdng and workshops and-
,

the 'maintrenance,of the IOA generally. As it turned out, the

mainte nce function--handled as a collective Fellows'

re's sibility--was the one'which survived intact through the

*fine of, study. III

6.1.2. Objectives

The notion of a Fellow as an individual assigned to asp

cific district as'a continuing consultant was formulated by

k

Loveland prior to the redru 'ment drive of the spring' of 1 77

and.was,offered as aa (0,'embership. It was presented'

rather loos= as . skilled person who would be made available

1111

on a site t1

11

,1 district for two half -days per month.

,
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Just how the Fellow would operate and where the FelloW°was
, ! ,

to e assigned were left unspecified, although the emphagisp,
. .

was 1 id on service.and the Fellow was not presented either as
.. . . . .

a rese rcher or a trainee. When Fellows were selected'in.the ,

spring of'19.77 theltere'given almost no indication of what.
. . .

they would be doing other than that they would be working with

Loveland on some new networking venture. By September, however,

Loveland and Curran had deVeioped a reisE..of objectives based.
t

loosely on the Concerns-Based Adoption Model"(CBAM) which
... .

.
s

had been developed by Gene Hallr.and-Susan Lou5ks at the

'University of Texas'R&1) Center on Teacher .Edpcation. ,It was,
neier quite ar, however, whether this was "the model" or
& e .

0

,simply a sAt of uggestions abouhow omeone mightwork in
. k

,a-school setting. ,Operationally, in fact, all Fellows developed
t.

their own models, some forcied by' their placement into-situations.
, .

-where the, CBAM.approachlwas completely . unfeasible. Roughly

speaking; the CBAM approach as forMulated byCurian called, for

bringing together a,gro p or .. teachers, from a particular school .

and meeting With them at frequent intervals to encourage them
efir

to articulate needp, shaie them, .and engage in ,collaborative

problem- solving around them with the Fellow acting prim'arily,as,

process facilitator:.

6.1.3. Resource, \
_ rra o` ,

The resources 'available to support the Fellows program as

suchipre miniMal. All financial: support for Fellows was'i,n

th(f9m of tuition rebates.' For some this had little meaning

k

sipcT,they were mostly through their coursework. Service to

one School site was rewarded with a ?rebate of $litsopaa
,.."

,

'Some Fellows, however, Chose to work simultaneously with. two

districts (representing, in effect, an average of on schoo)

site visit per week) and tedeived $2100 in rebates. "Senior"
7 , fS. ,. ,1,. t^. .

Fellows 4ght also receive direct finan8ial combensation for
/ the various maintenance add management taskt they performed

for the IOA.

415.2
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Income from the FelloWs program the first year, 1977-78,
-

must hate been about,$9,,000--050fioM' each district taking
.

t'i Fellow' oPtion-7but these-futids did.nbt go directly to the
.0

,
.\, ,)Fellows.

. t

The-,real resource of the Fellows program was the Fellows
-.. ,themselves, their'strongdedication to LoVeland and their, strong,

Z motivation to perform useful service to the,districti: They.

were also mostly mature individualg'wih extensive school

experience usually as clatsroom- teachers, aitihough their

experience as well as their understanding:of w at their roles

should be was extremely diverse.

6.1.4. ,Narrative Eveent Sequenc

,Table 6-1 lists a number of the eve that seemed 'to be

significant in the-evolution of the Fellows rogtam especially

over the 1977-78 and 1978-79 school years which appear to be

the most dynamic period. What is missing from this list, of

course,.are'the individual happenings within field placement

sites over this time periO., Each of these Fellow experiences

is itself a self-contained serial apart from'what was happening

the program as a whole. Additionally, as4,the keliows began
, .

o sh e their exneriences in monthly get-togethers they began

,to shap and model their individual efforts on one another to 2

some-cle4r as well.
...

=.
=

- ,
.,

The s oribegins 1-:iith,the collaboration of Rydei, Curran,
.

and Lovelan and the forsdltg,ionof a new set of offerings to

encourage diittict membershipTd involvement in the revived

IOA. The award' of $21,000 from ARDendowment funds-for'the

following year enabled Loveland to begin hiri9g Fellows even

prior'tO didtrict commitments. The successful recruitment drive

assured that there would.be alellows progra% with at'least 10

field placements. -.;'-" 5

. es,

The recruitment of Fellovis in the spring of 1977 was

conducted extremely inSormally with Loveland reaching-out far
.,

students who had appeared to be both effective and highly-' 1,
.. , .

.

motivated. She used a variety of channels to recruit, such
41,

"students: her classes, advising experience,COnsulting connections,

ICI
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Table 6-1 Iche:Ferilows.Programer141: Key Events
.

Date -

10/76

°

da
4.Event . ,,, Significance , ,

,

<

Ryder and Curran hireeby .Fellow concep/recruitment, strategy
.LoVeland. 4 ,.emerges otA of thei.rdiscusiidns.

.., ....

- 4% .1W ,10-11/76, Innes agrees to ARI support Financial capacity -to-Ilire
of-$21,94 tor-next,year ,of"FfIlows is 'established.
IOA program.

.

2-5/77 Fellow membership option'
nets 10 initial pike-
ments for 1,977-78.

Recruitment of Fellows.4-6/77

6./77

6/77

8-9/71

9/77

. 10/77-,
5/78

2=4/78:

First meeting of Fellows
with Loveland.

.

0 C3

Fellows introduced' at
conference-featuring' .

networking expert.

Fellows assigned-to
spepific districts:

4Second.FellowqmeetingN.

-Fgllows work thrpugh
their, first year*
assignments:-

Robaras formulates.
Writing ,Consortium
Olan5gets endorsementp",
of two key supei-
4ntendents.

,;::

4/78 Loveland illness/leave.

'4/78 Innes aborts proposal to
NIE on n4working be-
cause of Loveland's'
leave.

9/7/78 First, fall and, farewell,
meetiffig of Leveland
with Fellows..

f '

v.
, Pr 9

4.

'11 4

a ndmber:

Fellows:Will haiie speciq school
district assignments.,

<
. ,

Loveland popularity plus extensive
,contact netWrk'assures strong,
diverse core.Fel,low grpup as mbstly1
women.

Excitement of aftticiPationvague
;;

conception of%dUties, smaIl'finanCiaiX
support,_ only one non - taker.

F4rSt realization for some that they
J

are designatpd as "Fellows."

Most Fellows don't parti,pipate in
assignment process. '

. ° .

Objectives-list presented by Curran;
assignments 11Anded out.

Diversity of,assignments and roles;.
entry difficulties especially with
Principals.

Model of working interodistrict r tiler
than-intra-district emerges.

. Fellows must finish year without her
guidance/take over the'IOAe

Chance for developing a research
aspect to ;OA is postponed.

r.

Archer, Anderson introduced as new
IDA staff; 7 old Fellows, 2 new..

y
r

a
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Table.6-1 continued

. Date Everv4h-

2/14/78 Second fall meeting;
Anderson assumes leader-
ship role.

.

9/1.9179 Herb Peters begihs fall ,

seminar on internships

11/2/78 Loveland colleague Glenn
Gorman gives work group
on collaborative research

from west coast.

0 ,

,14/78 s'Old fellows meet pri-.
vately atCUrran's 110111.

0.v

12/11/78 Loveland appears for brief
visit.

114

Significance

Old Fellows resentful,,resistive4of
Anderson role and his efforts to
"bring clarity,' documentation to
Fellas4 role.. These themes persist
through year.

fi

Assists some Fellows in role
dOcumentation 'and clarification.

Several Fellows .:rn.on to-Gorthan's
model as way of ratiOnalizing what
they do and putting in researchable
frame. It later becomes basis of
proposal to NIg .

Hostility, rejection of Anderson
vocalized, in-group status of old
Fellows,reinforced.

Gathering at which Loveland re-
integrates old and new Fellows,
Archer; relieves tension.

,
. i . ,

.1-3/79 Collaborative research . 7.0p tunity
,
for new support and a

. .-' proposal developed over .,z e ormulated Fellow role emerges:
severafjneetings.-

'A.
z

512/79 -Loveland returns for
%sprihg\copferenceAmakes
presentation.%

.-

Continuing presence even on leave
is demonstrated.

,,,, . .

/.'':5/4/79 "Fellowsmeetipg*Vith Love- -At i1pt to articulate, summarize
land Posting ,ideas.. what Fellowrole is ail about.

. .

..:

. 9/79 1,oVaiandtreturns.

o ,
4$ .

ring( 4=elloW option for,
1981) -. membeFship qdietly

Al,
..,.
willdisappear.

.

dropped. --

e .
."

. , r .

8/80 * dollaborative research New source ofundifig
.

and re-
::. proposarfulldeSby NIS.

t
activity,'attivity assumed but

4 ' ' th,

Only-o*e neW.Fellow; five old vs.
, /10 the previous year. District

/
payments set at .$500 for option
instead Of $750.

go. Specific school district assignment

- .unclear tie to IOA.
e.

;

1.,1
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Table 6-1 continued

Date I Event

8/80- ' .Cooperatiee.arrangement
with Urbania Teacher
Center established.

.
Significance

New, source of' support for two
41r .Fellows butlirbania remains

Mutsite IOA.

. .9/80 Set -up of 3senior,FellowS
and 4 Junior'Fellows.

Fall/
,

1980
One new Fellow added to
work with Writing
Consortium.

.49

Spring/ Development of Computer
1981 Consortium.

6,1J

'156
tc

Junior Fellows are paid either from
Urbania Teacher Center funds or NIE
funds'. .

Specific school' district assignments
disappear entirely.. .

*

Consortium sub- hetwbrk is established
as the domihantmode of.direct
sustained contact with districts.

0

ai
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;,yi,tho rerommend'ations of Inr.es and Gorman. There were no

detailed explanations giv4en'about what the role was to be.

except tat it was a netwoking activity that I]ovelaii was

. taking ()Ver.. That was enough explanation for most. At an

initial meeting where thr rudimentary aspects of service to

schodi districts and arrangements for payment were described

,by 'Loveland ;only one of about 12 personsOttembled elected

not to participate. This person was expecting much more

financial support and,needed a fulltime.job. The others
. -

either had school district jobs or supporting husbands. (Most

informants recalled that there were n9 men present at this

first meeting of June, 1977) .

'In'the fall, the addition of two men Aleommended by

inner, brought the full complement to 12, with one, Ryde r,

serving in a kind of administrative-coordinative capacity.

Assignments to districts were made primarily by Loveland

through telephone consultation with the participating district,

superintendents. one informant this process was
o.

somewhat arbitrary with:ggo raphic p7roximit of the Fellowy

to the site a major consideration along with distrdct need

if this was specified and suggested 434 particular Set of skills.

The Fellows met bnce a month thrOugh each school term

with Loveland'assuming the primary role Of group discussion

leade.r, aItthough she also provided numerous intellectual

inputs deScribe6 by one as "the latest, hottest stuff on

.inking, eta."' There was some indication in early sessions that

thee CRAM model was an appropriate way, to gb and .Ehiepoint. was

pressed by Curran. ° It was also observed by several of the

newly elected Fellows that Ryder and Curran formed'an

inner circle with Loveland and there was a sense in the early

se4ges that these three had pre-planned everything together.

Nevertheless, this did not diminish their sense 5Jenthusiasm
. 0

and adventure.
4

At the meetinas, Fellows described theiik individual exper

ieng',s to the group in .some detail,revealinq the extent of.trouble

thetwer'e hav;ng with the entry process and receiving sym-

pathetic attention and .advice.from Loveland and the group.

One:described'it as "a*real group "/and "the,most'exciting
fr

4 w

'experience4of my life.". One participant , however, was

-
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critical :)f the continuing stream of "war'- stories." She

said: 1:I couldn't believe "what they were talking'abput. It
v ,

.

was irrelevant," This view was not reflected' in most other
..a

memories of these meetings. In general, it appears-that

',they were important in allowing Fellows to articulatte their
1concern and frustrations anted to begin to define conpultancy

roles that were compatible both with the situation they found

themselves in and their individual skills.

It appears that ,Loveland was content'to leave the role
\.._

definition of the Fellow as something that evolved different ly'
. 0

.

foryeactriperson but 'there was a continuing theme-of concern

to find out what it really wat or at least toldocument and/or

formulate the experience in asharable.way. Inner . had actually

assigned a graduate student.in anthroPology to 19ok at the .

process of the Fellows' meetings oer that first year but the

extensive.notes that were taken 1:ihre'never written up or made
,

available subsequently and they were not available for the

writing of this case ttudy although the anthropologist was

O

. ;A solicitation from the National Institute for

Education which was issued. in 1977. called for studies of various

kinds of networking activities in education. The IOA Fellows

'saw this as a,golden opportunity to put what they were trying to

do in a researchable mold and to provide some more backing for
(

the admittedly shoe-string operation. ,Discussioris around the

proposal took place in die spring, of 1978 but When'LOveland

was-hospitalized in April, Inries de-ided that there was not-

enough remaining capacity to put fotvard astrong proposal

even though Bobaras volunteered to ao the writing..,

The real crisis for the Fellows program came in th

following fall when Loveland departed for the west. coast to

be gone for the entire, academic year.. most partacipating

districts had made a two-year 6Dmitmentsto the program and

the majosity of the Fellows elected to'skay with the IOA.
.

Thus, co(tinuation and continuity ,were assured. LoVeland

met with the grbup once'inearly September, .intnodubing two

new Fellows; af adjunct'assi'stant professor,' Don Archer, who
.

,

V
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would act as a general IOA support person; and Tim Andefson,

Professor of Administration,. who was a frie and 'a one-time

Fellow himself in the early days of Victor Warren's tenure.

Andeiion was a mild-mannered somewhat professorial type
of person in his earls fifties. He hoped that under-his

interim leadership the Fellows would learn to structure and

dociment their experiences more systematically, a theme which

was already present the previous year. But, the returning

Fellows were notreceptive to Anderson in such a role.

Anderson with his backgroundlin the old IOA robably misunder7

stood the type of effort'that Loveland had ried to create;

at_least this was the perception of some observers. But

the reaction to effbrtswas negative in the, extreme.

There were long telephone-callS to Loveland and there were

private .rteetingsiopf the old Fellows at'Curran's,home dtrng

November: The effect was to create a division betWeen the

.old Fellows who felt they we/ie preserving their loyalty

to Loveland and the new Fellows and Archerwho had not been

a part of,the previous year's exciting begidiO.ngs.

Loveland reappeared for the fall conerence and a reunion-

meeting with all_the Fellows and Archer'in early,December.

At this meeting much of Ithe distress:of the did Fel.ows and

the sense of isolation of the new Fellows were,ventilated.

Loveland cast her warm spell over 311, and the year ended on
.

a note of harmony.

The spring meetings were again punctuated by efforts;

often.destribed,asfrusttating,. to define and document therole
.

,of Fellow 'and the 'field' experience in an adequate way. , For
t

a few Fellows, Herb. eters may have played a positive role

thrOugh hisinternS ip seminar
)

which,supported formal
. i.

articulation of field experiences inja teaching context removed

from the IOA itserf. . ,
.

.

At -the spring conference/in May, Loveland made a triumphant

:reentry, reporting on her experience An the west .and kgmg'

as.facil'itZtor-recorder at a special. Fellows' meeting where

;
:44
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different,Fellow role models were once again listed and
, .

compared. The spring also sal., the.development of a new proposal

,to NIE, this time unsolicited to form collaborative research

arrangements with_four types o chool district settings in the #

Urbania area.. The core of e ide came from Glen Gorman,
, -

,Loveland's close ally in the'deparithent of curriculum and,

instrUction. Gorman had..spent the previous year at a

regional edubatioAl laboratory on-the west coast and had

-become an advocate for-their approach to school problem-solving

through par ipative- jointly managed research oanNresearch

utilization. With Loveland pertiCipating along with lorman,

second year Fellow Jan6 Newell wrote up the proposal. Although

it was not'funde&for more than.a year the proposal ,

,

represented the research thrust'of the IOA and in ome_ways

was:derivative of the Fellows' experience.
'W

Technically, at least, tie FellOws aOgram in schoo).
if

districts continulfinto the school year of 1979-80 but plans

for continuation were not fully.executed in the spring O'f 19t79.

The number of, takers for the F 1 w membership option fell off'

despite a reduced price tag of $5 0 and when the fall term

began there was only one'new Fellow; most of the old 'Fellows

who remained were no longer centering their efforts on a

,particular distr.ict,' By the Springof1980 the Fellow 'option

was no°a 1onger being offered. Ip 'the slimmer of 198\ 0'with'new
s'

NIE funding for the collaborative projedt.and funding throtigh

the' new ak ngement vitn Vrbania Tea her Center' there wAs
.

-
\

support f r four nE\14 Fellows and continuing upport from

various sturce's for the Senior Fellows who 14 ednow reaIx,

running the day-today,operations'of the IOA.includ'ing the

revived newsletterland theWriting_Consort4uM. The new

configuratio'n of1980-81bore little resemblance to the school

district 'change'agent concept of 1977 'aid tile serial repre-

senting that `concept effectively dsOpeared in the spring of

4'
,

1980.
vs*

(5,1. .
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Outcomes of(the Fellows Seriai'

In spite of entry difficulties-all the Fellows interviewed

reported more-or-less positive results for the schools in

which they.....were assigned. Uslially, because superintendents

tended to assign th01 to work with principals, they left their

impact on individual schools.
. .

A case in point.was a Fellow who began field experience by

organizing a needs assessment brainstorming session for the

entire faculty of a school. The topic, "increasing childrs

sensitivity to their environment,"; emerged as the clear leader in

a- list of concerns, reflecting the shared*impressions

there had been'hn upsurge of serious disruptive problems in

. the school. in recent times. After some false starts a subgroup

of first grade teachers began problem- solving dis'cussions

on this topic with facilitation from the Fellow. These meetings

were alsd opportunities for her to share research findings with

the teachers. Ultimately it appeared to be areal growth-

experience fdr them'and they began to work. on 'a much wider range

of problems, suggesting that. the Fellow had .transferred

model of problev-solving rather than a speaifid..solution.
.

While the fir4Cgrade was. taken outof:this..school.the
.ollowing ear, removing the opportunity to spr 'ad the change

t the school as a., vhole, one of tlie'transferr ..teadhers
.

,set up a similar support grouplin her new school. Roughly four ,

of the 1977-78 Fellows, followed a similar process of inter-

vention with teachers in their assigned schools, ,generally'With
,the same mode% st successes. . It is to be

t
noted that the '''

approach does roughbly'reflect the CRAM model' as_translated by

LoVeland argiCur ran into the I0A-context, ( . .

.

, , .6
In two other cases, Fellows achieved results vill'i'ch had

impact extending over-a 14nger period of time and affecting
.

larger numbers' of persons. In one case"the
Cs

Fgllow was'.

initially assigned by the'school principal to develop a

i gifted and talented program with a specified group_of-teachers. :

1.

Although she Ac6gnizedher entry )1t.uatipn ,is.,far
, .

. i

.',...,

. -

V
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from ideal and very diverAnt from the.CBAM model she

nevertheless proceeded as best she could with a parti-

cipative approach to the dibtated problem. By the second

year, thanks partly to the imposition of a s
4
tate mandate

. .

regarding the development of gifted and talented,programa,

this particular.projectwa& further developed with cent;a1

staff personnel of°the district and subvquently became a

mOdel.protjram-diffused beyond the disp-ict and receiving special:"
. ,

development funding. '\_
1

.4 .° .

i The other specialcase of thl eXtended outcome was Robards'
activities in developing the Writing Consortiu ut of her
first year's Fellow experience. This is a st 5y we will

cove; in greater detai,1 in another serial analysis. Suffice
it to say here that as an outcome itiwrepresented an extended

interdistrict collaborative effort and sharing,of kAowledge

...mong curriculum developers and teachers.

With the exception Of the last two mentioned activities

utcomesewere neither system-wide nor dramatic enough to .

make much of a'riimptession ori,the superintendents which may

plain why the field :visitation aspect -of the program withered,
. ,.

When interviewed, superintendents would ba = ecail only
/,

that "someone" was in the district work ',gg on so ething.
.., _

x
_

Worksops iand Conferences'clearly loo..ed larger in their

thinking.

The anthropolOgy student who obServed the,Fellows the

first yq,ar thought that their major,impact was that they.
. . .

4 ,
i--brought the teacher& to the newly organized workshOto es

"in droves," thatfIheir stimulative effect,' at this le el wad
dramatico:Most IOA staff, speciallY. te-Fell*.T.s thought that

\
4,

,
'the/Fellows Program was espeCially-important becabse it showed

.

.
hat the,coliegec4*.ly bared about.the schools en4!..,19 to t'

. _

. ,

end people Out to titem and- ,provide hands-on help.e It is,a

'; bit difficult to mtke this impression; jibe %With the super-
i

.
Al

-- .

. e
intendents' apparent.indifferen'Odi .



Another possible impact, mentioned by #few Fellows '
.

1

and some pfofessors was,that these activist women change

agents helped takb the heat off the male.administrators.t h̀e

were peoply who were skillet in consultation who .could

really empathize with and work with militantly'ditatitfied

teaching staffs! We had no way to verify this as an important'

or valued outcome. It wold.appear on 1 gical grounds that

such an impact would be perceived'as much a a threat than

as a benefit by the average male administra rs. It lias

generally the case that female Fellows ad difficulty

developing goad relations with principal- but 'EheY.usutlly-':

-reported tha they eventually succ in doing to,

commenting ften that they h rearned to apprecia e the

point of v ew of the male princ pals more in_the pr cess.

The 'ott impressive gains from the Fellow6I-prograM.

itsfield service aspect were clearly enjoyed by_the Fellows

themsel es. Most viewed it as an often painfulsometimes

pleasi but always rich learning experiene. Mott had

been i school, settings for many years, .but what-was,new

was t e experience of the role of the change ageOlin all . ./
its mOlexities. It was also iMportant'for many to.

exp ience.school settings from-the perspective of different .

Is including the systemas a whole. The experience of

b ing a Fellow also-led to career shifts for many. -At least

Ma became fulltime networking change agen.V, in_other.
nstitutions; two others.became principals. Three

continued to play very active central roles in the IOA

1 itserf. ty

4,
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6.1.6. Baxiiers

,there were for barriers to the district-Sited Fellows

program worth noting, The most outstanding was the poor
. .

' articulation of the.rolcar.' Neither the Fellows nor the .

d o,districts began with a blear idea of what they were supposed
t.

,

to be doing, and while many. individual Fellows. developed
.

.

satisfactory ways of operating%there-WaS no formula developed 1F,,

which could with iprovide'the role wnsuona justificationinstitutional s

uand long-term support. ,

. ). .

Atilsecondbaf.rier was the inconsistency 'of institutional

suppbrtfcom the college. Loveland was away too often and
,

.
.too busy with many other', matters to give detailed consideration

a
to the Fellows prOciram and' to the process .of,exPlaininTand

, .

theN_appropriately 'placing the Fellow'S in,ischool district settings. 4

Neither Anderson nor` Archer had the ,Confidence of the
,

Fellows and Anderson's vision of the prog am may have been
_.$

inappropriately colored by his own past association with the ,---
-,,,-

4.. , very different EJA of the 1960s.

A thi a factor militating against the program was-the
- -.:minimal% turq, of the financial support provided. ,-FelloWs

were asked to provide expert oonsultin services to,school
districts for almost nothing. ThiS vas not an important
prOblem at thee beginning when the ,..1lowswere full .of enthu-

siasmfor thenew venture but they were bothered even early

on by the la\--* ck of real financial commitment froth.the college.

With the elimination of the nearly token district contributions
.

in the-third year and the more stringent fiscal policy of the

new,,ART'direceor, Beryl, the situation became untenable.

4 :The fourth barrier to tile' pr ram lay in the basic concept'
.

ittelf; that of a boundary perso ,,between two,systems, the
1.

college .on the one hand and then dibtrict on the other. Fellows
were maAginal to both systems,stuidents at the college and

0
intruders with614,pbrtfolio in the schools. Indeed their
status in the 'schools was made More difficult by the*donfused

164
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placemen7(and entry

-were trainees in the

Oa.

arrangements and by the fact ,that they ';

arts of change, agentry and at '.the same

time somehow experts.

6.1:7. 'Facilitatol-s

The program also had a few things going for'it. 'The-most

ilportant Was'the strong motivation of the Fellows themselves.1.,
They were dedicated to.the notion of serving teache and they

*
were iriSpired by Loveland and by ,one another to'keep.g4ng in

spite of the many -difficulties they encouqatered.eS0ecially

during entry. ,

ti Another' factor was hoffioph ly, that is similarity to their..
,

.Clientsin sex, background (nearly ill the Fellows were

teachers or former teachers), and concern In addition their

similaritytto one another in theSe respects-reinfOrted4.Felings
4

J '
of sanctity.

, ,
=.

i

.
A third-facilitating factor was the career relevance of the

1
....

,
1

activity: they were-getting a chance to engage'schbol. ,v

VP-
envitonments injfew roles and from new opers---e-ctives which were

)

likely to help them move to'- future, positions as administrators,
1., ..:specialists, ,and consultants of variouS-sorts with' careers --/

more varied, challenging'and/remuderative than their old

teaching. jobs.
7, ,4

6.1,8. Analy sds'of Fellow Program Dynamics

linkageIn its School-site i form the Fellows program had
. --.

-----a life-of roughly two_and_ahalf years -which we'- .,might look

at in tetms.of,five pha es1 (1) origination, (.2) -si,te entry, /,
.* .

, .
7,

)-. 43) role shake-down,(4 turbulint_continvation, and (5) lade-/
-

4
out. Pn a sense each of these phases is itself %serial with

,

its own cycle of dev opment leading to-the neat phase. _They

are lso,strung tog her as primary cauSes-an eIfects
. /

ses't epAr
, .

another'. indti4ureq.-,1 we try to show the
a

.with the more salient elements of the seri
.(A

hawe-ref6ance as.exiolanations-of What led to what and what'"

ultimately happe ed.' :

which seem to

A

a-
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Reading 'the figure frbm Pleft to riglit we begin with the
fact that there was an historical precedent for the prOgram in

4the old IOA. This made the term "Fellow" meaningful.to ome of
. the oidharids at, the college ,and. to the superintendents, but

it -was also a bit misleading since the new Fellow, were

quite adiffetent'conception from the old. A more important.'

antecedent con dition was ,propebly Loveland's strong commitment
to the notion that

4
the college should provide some sort of direct

hands-on assistance to school teachers within districts.

third 'antecedent was the strong sentiment among the andful

of remaining districts in the spring 'of'1976-that the college
Shois:some new Sort of commi6nenikand else.fold
the IOA altogether 2

Moving 'to the right we see at thetop of the diagram school 4

distript support factors that affected the grigination alld,early

history of the program. An importantLfact was_that_for these

distriots'there was.a.great variety of,available alternative

resources, many coming from manifestly. more expert'and

experienced f)ersonsAthan th Fellows: Thus it'often appeare d
I

ffom interviews with superinte dents that they accepted the

TelloWs, program more as away' o help Loveland get going than

a way of helping themselves;vd their districts with pressing
4

edudational needs. There wab, hOweirer, a desire for multiple

contacts with the college through the IOA and there was

certainly a potential for strong support among teachers whowOuld
. p

bengfit directly. This support-never re4ally, materialized
.

on behalf of the Fellatas'grOgram-as such but it did reveal

itself in teacher attendance at workshorkand cooperation

'With some of the projects Fellows, took ptialong,the way:0
In any ca'se, the election of the Fellb4 option by abodtPw.'

dozen superintendents for, he school'year 1577-78 und oubtedly

.helped give the progra go* start...fiscally although th
1
program was and remeine conically underfunded.

I

4
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At the bottoil of Figure 6-1 are
v isted some of the

factors on the college side which contributed to the origination

of the, program. Loveland'6 very popular course on the change

process was probably an important impetubia at least two

ways. Fi-st of all the content of the course focussed on .

various ways'in which consultation could take place to improve

school practice, and second, it brOught her ,intocon'tact ,V.th

a fairly large number of, graduate students, many of _whom

were eager work for ;her under any arrangementwhateverjy

The availability Of the student pool was also a constant'

factor at the college which allowed things to happen. There

was, in effect, a irly large person-power resource of very

bright, many-talente , a.nd sometimes very, ex erienced graduate
.

students, many of the in fact, mature pra,*es idnais who were
, -

engaged in career changes and advancement. ,A good number of

these (but not all}- were eager to. undertake 'field work

assignments which advaneedor complemented their school

experiences regardless of financial:supporL ,This; was more

likely, to be the case among married women.
e

Moving further to the right af-the figure we come into

Phase 2° of the serial, the Prod s=of Fellow placeinent and P' %
initial entry into field'sites. This was s-a rather stressful

.,
phase for many Fellows although all mang§ed,their way through,

O .

So

it,, thanks -to very high'enteiprise commitment, mutualcsuppOrt,
, . . ' , i ,) 4

and support frOmTflovelarid. ' Entry problems apf5eared to have .4. "a
.

S'q
:resiate& Cafrom five usep,red diStriet-relaf'ed. First 'of .

.
.,.,., .1 , i ,

all, the districts",,never had. a' clear idea of wh4t'theFelllows.
. .. ,

. . ,
. -. .

itswere suPposed to be`or-dd .Additidnalry,-,each district hail its-
, ,

'. ,

own needs all tbeseatwo7Eidtots:led (D.specifig,
,

,field .assignments of Felloliswhich&wereilot well'preRred'',
.,,; 4' 4 " . t ' ' .: . 4 it . 4 ._ilt... or tttiughtoU* in advance by anygne. :As°a'repult when Fellows; %

1%''...i.ar4yed at a sch(54 Wilding. site-to:which they had been.se;t 'i/
. .4.. e . . , . . . . ... ,,

i .

if- , , a ,,. , ' . op';-* tii.07.SuperInterndent the'Sqtertded'to-be-Yietlea with doubt,4'.'
7,4..;, d 6 ,,401.i ,,,

'ler' ', anti.VSFiCiC/n17"the prinCipai% Sometin1.9s tlige yasl.pliod.

. "1,QLfteli,nt.Aut de%-ipsling,Taporla.prin:cipe/7spught..
, . r . p :,,' 'to assert his'leaderphip and' e FC1.1.5w :povigh,t, edCeW to 'the. . .1 .

. 4i
h.: S t
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' teachers... Entry problems may -also, have resulted %from' Lovelandls
.

-rather eclectic change ideology. She did' not propose a specific
way cv doing IhingS 'and she did not build ,a ..vary clear

r
expecta,, ion of what 'would .happ,en either , for' the distrivt° people

"or,for the Fellows. A fifth fatty was the diyersity of:
expectatio0, skills, and needs on the part of the Fellows theni--

. selves. .They were not
.
matched 'to situations for the Most,.. .. Apart on any-other has]. than tonvenierice.and geography.

.
41

. ,.
Nevertheless the Wellosall survived the'entry protess .

,...-, eof the first few monthand,settIed into roles Which represented
. ..4

4 .-
some.'sort :of compromise between their needs arid concerns and:,

, ,, ..those of the particular school site and -:it§cadmirnistra\tive
f 11'

_ ,-d , i
G - ; leaiziership. Out of this -shake-down there t,aime, some so4d ,.

(S. achievements ,Of which the' most .notable were the :gifted and
, .. .,-,- , r . ,',, ,,

talented prografn ,which ultimatelx became a model for , a Aghoje.,. ..'
region of the state and the Writing ConsqrtiuM kilyi.ch.involved ,7.
teacha'is and central staff from a ,hanalfur of districts in an. -... 4 . -ongoing,c011aborative activity vtretching over three ,',"e, :! ...

The prigrAm was sustained° into the second yeat ;1, th tsi. `
, . . ,,,,,' the contintt.led funding, the fact that cOritintiiiig plac'ementl%:had

. . ,.., .
.been'" established in some ichbol sites, and 't..ty, S3.3.1iMply .brattere

.
. but continuing -strong enterprise contnitment "Of -th$ loins.

The two Rew,Feliows beginning;'&the F11 of 1011 cont7i:nUed the
l . 4 %.4

: PX":9 de'S'S . .but &id not add si4stanc,ially ;'tp.,:trie,-momentum,,,o£ Ahe :,\,
. .7,

piogr,afit, A critical "gactqr the 'secoipp. yeas was. thejdegiartue ,---or-, . ,,. ,, :, 1',:t, of Lavel:inch4ndthe ,in_tusion on. ,`:the.Felitowg' world 0f7trzo ..:,:. A
%

4 . .
' uzai. a ceptec.1 ;p11/:Vitaglte -reader.; The tensions which - resulted c..: - .: 4

't,.-:,:. daita!ged''.e..nterpr.ise"'f;comiltittijen# and cdi4,de;d the= '64.afte-11.? rt. d' ,,
..

, , ...4 .

. rere was ",', ' ` '.'f-- .54 i;

'

P

b..

A

"04, .
' ,14.,- 4

was alsowfairry..,4cleaeitat beyond Loveland hergePt Jr,
a; no /4.rong support for the program ei trier 'at th olle7e qr.

4 e' among,. the districts. _Reducerq,,' ort Orri the endowed ARI
fundS,and fa'Z'lu'k9's of districts, td renew their CAption-memberAips

r../cen.figitisil-tion and redeftnition hat a "Fellow''., f 40,,
-was The t'xtug.tion3,,,las non iDy the fact that no clear: image 0.

,

ft,
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of what. a Fellow was suppoied to b& ever eme:ged from meetings

Fellows and staf members.of the IOA i.i spite of many

discussions with and without Loveland presen-. Reconfiguration
4

was also abetted. by the fact ,that new funds from-an NIE grant

and from the Urbanfa teacher center could be used to suppbrt

:graduate students but not for the same activities.

It would, be wrong to conclude that_the pTogtam wa.,s

failure from-this analysis, however. Rather it might be lodked
'4

at as a first exploratory effort to involve graduate tudents

Wnd to build a core staff for the IOA
t

which had field experience

in.change agent roles. ''The experiences, even when 'they did

not lead.to impressive outcomes, at partigular s.ites,gave

the Fellows some degree of self-confidence,&nd appreciation

ofjhe complexities ofchange at the institutional. level:

6.2. THE WRITING CONSORTIUM, 1978-81

6.2.1. Roots/Context,

will be recalled that most of the member districts of

the IOA represented prosperous middle and upper-middle class

neighborhoods ith a high proportion of professionals who had

' high e#ectati s that their children would advance to
0

university and beyond. Such expectations undoubtedly colored

the approaches to educa'tional innovation taken by the'school

aistrictNin a number ,91,f ways and certainly focussed attention

'-on areas of Curriculum which are most relevant to the college-

bound student. Writing is certainly one of those areas; the-
..

districts which-became) involved in the Writing Consortium

had ilaa an,ongoing concern about this subject and would

have continued',..diveise improvement effOrts regardless of.the4

existence of the'IO.A., However, a more specific stimulus for

reform mentioned by a. few infOrmants was a coyer story in

Newsweek in 1976'entitled, "Why Johnny Can't Write." Evidently .

the article stirrqlup considerable interest and some pressure

from parents in these districts for improved writing programs.

It is not.surprising then that writing surfaced, very

early as a high priority topic within the revived IOA. At
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the very successful revival conference of May, 1977, writing

was one of the well-attended afternoon workshop session'.

In the fall of the'same year it was the subject of a three-

session work group. One of these sessions was remembered for

a surprisingly large attendance which re4uired, shifting to

larger conference room. The topic appeared to spark special

interest among principals, From these pidces of ,evidence one

could have surmisedlethat a focussed and sustained activity

having to do with writing would 'attract a, It of interest.

.2.2. Objectives .

The essential objective ,of the Writing Consortium fromits

inception was the sharng of knowledge and innovative practice

ideas concerning writing. However, in the early stages

there appeared to be some confusion and,a difference of ,

opinion regarding what the Writing Consortium was supposed to

accomplish. Much of the early activity focussed on the work

of one resource person, Dick Milazzo, aeicnt doctorate from

the college who had worked with Loveland and.who was acquainted

with a number of the Fellows.

Milazzo was employed as a central staff p5rson inia',
.1

very affluent distribt that had been a long-stding member

of the IOA through the 1960s but had not returned to the fold

wi4 the revival. There he h".ad developed an innovative and

rather coMprehensiv program to evaluate and improve writing
,

skills through all twelve grades. A key aspect of his program

was thCsystematic collection and rating of st9lent' writing

samples. It wasgenerally acknowledged that, thanks to M4azzo's

efforts, hit district was well ahead of others in thearda

n its writing program. In fact, following the May 1977

aft2rnoon session, the district was visited by a delegation

fr9 Middle Crest and Upper Crest; thus some of the early.'
o

activity suggested that the consortium's focal concern was
$

the diffusion of the MilazzOI approach to IOA member districts

through formal and informal means. 4

ti
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When the consortium was formally launched, however,

there were atleast two other strands of action. One tas

a general exchange.ofideas and good-practice among

members which started from 1.1e/premise that each district

might be involved in some exemplary activities, pe5haps

initiated in.ffiany cases by individual teacher's. The other

strand, promoted vigorously by a member superintendent who

"showed up .itvall the early Writing Consortium meetings, was

that it should be a kind of collective curriculard or materials

developthent project, perhaps taking off from 'the work that

Milazzo had alreadydone.

As tire went on the notidn of a collective development

effort .faded and the supprintendent who had advocated that

perspeo6.ve dropped out of the IOA, taking his entire ,

,
3

district with him..
a

By the third year an additional goal became dominant,

that of dissemination $f knowledge.onlwriting prOgrams and

prabtices generally to a much wider local and regional

audience. Throughout the period studied each of th6 districts

most centrally involved in the Writing Consortiuffi (primarily
t,

Upper Crest and Middle Crest)_ had their own very active program

development in writing, ehorts which drew on va;ious

resources but not primarily.media'ted by the IOA or the con-
,

sortium. The Writing Consortium was one'ofa number of

mechanisms through which they learned of one another's

activities and through which they shared resources.

6.2.3. Resources

'd The Writing Consortium was begun with minimal resources.

Essentially this consisted of time donated by Milazzo and

Contributed by Rhonda Robards as part"of her fellowship.

)3y the'fallif 1978 a fee schedule of $250 per district had.

been set up for those wishing'to participate in the Writing

Consortium -- clearly an inadequate sum for any sort of
4 (--

elaborate materials development or.other intensive sustained

activity. The other major resource, of course, was the
. .
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contributed time of the teachers and diStriCt staff members.

It was not all.Vhys eatsy to get release- time for work outside-

the 4s:trio-tend for somc membe2e,this was apparently an

insurmountablebarrier because they "participated" in the
Writing ConsortiUm without sending.any representatives to

,meetings.
6

,Intellectual resources were provided by several persons:

Robards provided group process and networking expertise

while Milazzo and later Al Norris supplied large quantities

of expertise on writing. Robards also invete
heavil'Irof her own time in making phone callS, preparing

agendas and writing up minutes. As time wen on other IDA

staff, in particular Don Archa..and Jane ewell, pitched in

A

as needed to support Robards, filling in when she was unable

to attendand performing some of the logistics of contacting

participants, ' marling, and arranging for conference space.

6.2.4. Narrative Event Sequence

Table 6-2 qists most of the key events of the Writing

Consortium's.evolution ov,er-a three-year period. In many

ways,it is the story'of the efforts of one person, Rhonda

Robards. As one.ofthe,first generation.FenoWs in the fall

of 1977,' Robards had many of the entry-problems that confronted

'other Fellows. She had been assigned toShady Grove and

Bayside School Districts, two of the most prosperous in the area.

At Shady Grove she received a.rather typical welcome for

a new Fellow: assignment without consultation to a rather

suspicious principal who had his own'agendaand who promptly,

shunted heroff to the side to work with a teacher who was
4

doing some planning work regarding an "alternative school."

However, the relationship fizzled and Robards admitted_that

she never really achieved entry to the Shady Grove 'District.

Meanwhile at the Baygidi,District'shedid start right

out working with he superintendent, who happened tp have a

special interest in writing, paticularly at the sebbridary,

level.' With the frustratiori Of her 8hady*'Grove,experience
.

I
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Table 6-2 The Writing Consortium Serial: ,Key Events

5/77 pre-sentation at'revival lead-Off
oonfeence.

1,5/77 Representatives from Middle Crest and UpperCrest
visit Milazzo's district to see writing prograd
in action t superintendents' instigation.

)
6/77 -Rhonda Robards-recruited as ;Fel.low.

6-8/77 Robards turned onto netwOrking,condept.

9/77. Robards assigned to Shady Q2ave and Bayside
District. Bayside superintendent proposes
writing project.

11/77 Milazzo work group on writing; very popular.

10 -12/77 Shady Grove entry process awkward, role
unsatisfactory.

Robards discusses general concept of a writing
consortium with Fellows; meets_resistance from
Curran, Ryder.

/78 Sam Taylor, Shady Gove superintendent, endorses
Robard's concept at "yellow pad" meeting.

?-4/78

- /78 Robards puts writing consortium mpdel in writing
as "agenda."

4/6/ 8 Writing consortium founding meeting at Upper'
'Crest: 4 districts (Upper Crest, Shady Grove,
-Bayside, Green Cove) represented, 3 superintendents
attend. Alice Loveland instrumental.

3/2/78 First coordinated meeting 6f Writing Consor iuM
at Shady Grove.

9/26/78 " riting Symposium" at at Upper Crest', Robard
or hestratin g;:6- districts involvOC

r

11)18 'Pb s on Substance" meeting; presentttions by
teac rs, frompach.district: "dynamite."

4 . .

12/78 Robard makes half-page summary of each presentation
, in hosp al"bed.

3/79 Middle Crest and Upper-Crest Districts get involved with
another out ide writing consultant kn their dWn.

ft

I

. .

Summer 79 Bayside distri t with involved superintendent drops
Writi,ng Consort um and-10A.'

_I*
.
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9/24/79 -Rc.1'rds reports on Wri rng Consortium to Fellows;
6- mother districts; ask for .a "proceSs observer,
bUt no such role develop

Fa11'79; Begin development of Writing Consortium "resource
' bank" of materials, peopleA.places.

,
.

Spring 80 Struggles with resource forms. "
4

/ 4 .

1/80 Betty Snyder holds meetiffg,of 3 districts.to set
.up a southeast writing consortium along

lines.,
t ,

Spring 80 In spite. of Snyder".s efforts, southeast writing
consortium idea fiz'zles in. confusion over -IOA
rolt and .involvement of another university.

. ..
3/6/80

4
All-d "writing conference"for IOA members first
appea ance by Al Norris as presenter; focu on
second- y teachers.

Ya

5/15/80 Observed' eeting led by Milazzo, 7 persons from,
3 district froz Upper Crest, .3 from Middle
Crest, 1 from Shady Grove.

9/8Q" Robards recruits Al NorVis to recharge Writing
Oonsaktium batteries.

.9/10/80 Robards proposes dpeCial spring conference as an
energy ,focussing &vice.,

12/80 ;.Norris brainstorms conference content and speakers
,a.t Shady Grave meeting.

2-3/81 Norris runs "regional"'(north and south) half-
day workshops which were very popular.

4
3/20- C11mactic. two-day Writing Conference off by

over21/81 Carlgon; ver 100 attend including many from
Urbania and.the metropolitan area generally.

5/81
.

V)A
)

reassessment meeting. establishes "consortium"
approach as a continuing IOA strategy.

3 -5/8J1 Computer Consortium arrangements developed.

I



'behind her Robards began to think through what it might take.

-to build a' networking activity, using a subject-matter.

focus as abase,-but following the priric.iples laid down ,l

in SevmourSarason's book, Human Services and Resource Networks.*

I Very early in 1978 she resolved to approach the super-

) intendent at Shady Grove, the very busy and dynamic Sam

Taylor, 'with the idea of a sub-networkonwritin.j.that l'ight,

involve both Shady Grove and Bayside {whiciewere adjoining'

districts) and a few others. To get on Taylor's calendar one ---

had to wait up to six Weeks but she xesoll7ed that.th'is time

it was the'w9rth the effort because (a) she had a viable and, rifir .

reasonably'well articulated concept and (b) Taylor was a
,

a whole,key influential among the'supe intendents as hole whose
.

approval could help make some king go. 4,--

Whi,le-planring her approaCh to Tay-10r, RobardS

Aer

and r calls that the cOncept was met with considerable
..-'

scepticism, particular by the two original Fellows, Curran

la,and Ryder. Alice Lovel nd was reported-to hAre played a'

neutral role. In spite of a terised lack of support or

perhaps because of it, Robards further elaborated her plan

and entered Taylor's office.fully'prepared.. The private

meeting with Taylor went very smodthly and he &greed to speak

up in sjppoft of the Concept at a subsecNent superintendents

Meeting. With the Bayside superintendent already supportivel
,-

RObards arranged a special meeting around Taylor's calendar
/1 ;

and formulated a written plan for the consortium.
. .

The official founding meeting wa's" held .fin April 6, 1978

at thellffice§ of the. -Upper Crest District (also physically

adjacent to both Shady Grove and Bayside).: Four distrAtsi

watc'were each=represented by.a.team of two or more people including'

an administrator (superintendents in,three cases), a senior
..

central. staff person'''ald a teacher. Loveland attended the
L..

meeting and played the key role of'sumff-arizer. Robards

iscussed -_

writing sub-network idea at the regular Fellos meeting,/

*San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1977
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reflected. subsequently that Loveland's presence at that

time, her group facilitation,-and implied support were

probably crucial to getting the thin-4 going.

As consortium activities.got underywr, resistance from curran
#

and Ryder'per'sisted and Robards had some cOncern that Ryder. in

her role as a go-between-to the Middle Crest District--which hadA

joined the consortium- -might be undermining,Suppott from the

sUperinendent and fromthe district staff which was the larqest

and ohe of the, mqst influential in the IOA. However, Middle Crest

subdequently became Ahe leading and 'most ac ive'-eensortium voice.
.N.Ata subsequent meetinorin May of 1978 the Working 2

procedures of, the consortium were ratified more or less as
111

Rqbards had originally conceived them. The working process

of the Writing Consortium henceforth tad at, least seven

procedural features\which were followed from meeting Ito ,

meeting with considerable fidelity.d4They included:

(1) Aft advance phone qatl to reptitsentative'i at each

participating district as a reminder and personal re-
.

'inforcement for attendance;

(2) A.sign-in Abet passed at each meeting to record

those present (but
OP
never to note ab'sepces)';

(3) An emphasis on the pvecess of-networking Including

repeated reminders of how thsproced's works (e.g:, using quotes

from.Sarason) with the implicit assumption that\netOorki0

represents a desired means to ultiple desired ends;

(4) Continuing grOup pro ess facilitation, usually by
1

Robards, sometimes by Newell, and by Loveland at some

critical junctures;

f5) Written summaries of each meeting,, rather carefully

crafted to translate conflidts and controversies into "issues"

a *d circulating to all-members as a rolling history;

(60.Insured-continuity by setting aside' a part: of each

meeting to disCuss the agenda, the time,.and the place of

the next meeting; and

11.

1
.of
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(.' Rotation of meeting places among! the'

participating member districts.

It iwespecially noteworthy that all theie,featureg:

were caretully thought through t;ly Robards in the early stages

of consortium, development.. To a great extent she made
)

explicit use of networking reseirch, Sarasonin particular,

in setting up theprocess.

In the fair of 1978, a_ time when the Fellows as a group

were in turmoil giver the absence of Loveland and her interim

replacement by Anderson, the Writing Consortium hit full

stride witha series of successful meetings,' first the

"writing symposium".at Upper Crest and most especially the

session in November entitled "Focus on Substance." A

latter event teachers from several districts made presentations

on innovative approaches they had taken in the classroom.

Robards was ',actually hospitalized when the meeting took
.-

plade but prepared summaries of each presentation from tapes

of the session while recuperating in her hospital bed. She

f describes the\ession as :'dynamite" and th'e innovativeness
A

df.the.teachers es truly outstanding. Of all the activities

involving,thp IOA which game to our attention this one event
\ k

Seerris to haye come closest to an ideal of sharing innovative
.. ,

' practices among teachers.'

The spring of\1979 seems to have been aPperiod of

struggle within the Writintg Consortium to clarify its

'functionsfunctions and objectives. At various meetings the Bayslde

superintendent showed up to press the group toward a more

;.structpred collective,surriculuM develop ant project on

'writing, preferably at the secondary level whiph was where

his primary iipterebt lay. ,Others appeared to be more.
comfortable to continue with an information sharing approach,

1,

each proceeding with their own more intensive.projects

internally. Indeed.Upper and'Middle7Crest both had very

active writing programs going on in which they employed a

Number of resources -, many developed Or acquired virtually

177 40j
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without reference t.6 their IOA and Writing Consortium

contacts.
_1(

Diving that sudmer Bayside withdrew both from the
Wfiting Consortium and the IOA.but another district tined
up leaving the nominal, district membership at six: With
the fall of 1979 Robards tried to focus the group on some more
strUCtured forms of sharing including the development of a

shared resource bank on programs and people within the
sub-network. A questionaire form was developed and discussed
at some length over several, sessions but difficulty -was

,

experienced in (jetting adequate responses from a large enqgh,
pool ot. participants to make the resource banfc, idea really

work very well. '

While the- concept of a consortium on writing seemed,

to work quite well it proved impossible to develop,active

memberships which spanned the wide distances represented in
the metropolitan, area. Thus in ,January of 19604ercher`

began to work with Betty'Snyder,,who had been a'first"year

Fellow the previous year,, to develop a seconeregionalized'

writing consortium in the southern area. Green Cove, a

leadihg district in that area, was a nominal member of the

existing consortiumibut had had persistent difficulties

"in .sending representatives to meetings.. The effort was made

*ore .Complex institutionally by thefact that Snyder was,

nsw working for' another private university in Vat area;

thus superintendents and their representatives who came to

founding meetings were rather confused about the strucrurie0"

of,the proposed 'arrangement. With Snyder's commitments and

*institutional ties very much divided and nsS other driving

force to put-it all together, the effol.t'fizzled.
.

We witnessed a Session of the Writig Consortium held

on the afternnon of May 15, 1980. The session' was' chiefly .

taken up by a presentation by .Milazzo .'of a framework for
' developing writing' Programs. 14he-t-eg*n was,introduced

IN

by Robards who then to her leave, passing the chair to

17R
4
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HarryA)raper, coordinator of language arts at Middle Crest

and an informal leader in the group. There were seven

persons io_tattendance: three regulars fro -Upper Crest
N.

'and :three from Middle Crest including Drape,. one

teacher from Shady Grove who was new to the group. This'

attendance patterh,wAs,apparently rather typical,at this

stageof the evolution Of-the' Writing consortium.

Participants were.attentiNie and clearly had great respect

fOr Mitazzo and interest in his work. Onitfie other nand

they were Mostly familiar with his work and,:the purpose of

the meeting other than a kind of 'reunite and mutual
.

reinforcemerit was not clear. .

Subseguerit'interviews suggested that this was aitime.

when the Writing'Consortium se to be winding down, losing

much of the animation, whic characterized the early meetings

of the previous year. There was considerable concern in

bdth Middle Crest and Uppe -Crest about tightening budgets

which-would-affect in-service activities in the summer rather'

severely but thete were no evident solutions. at also seemed

evident that .theconsortiumat this point had only two really

active members, Upper and Middle Crest, the Shady Groye

representation being token and lacking any continuity.

flards sensed the slackening of interest in the * ,

Writing Consortium and began searching for ways to bring it'.
"back to life. ,As the next school year began in the fall- of

1980 slit proceeded with two moves which would lead to Another

successful year and a rea.l. resurgence of interest. First of

-*all she 'sought out a ney lead resource: person. Mikazzo*had
4)

been very popular. and a 'key expert in the first yeak but,
he was beginning to be seen as a bit stale. After some arm

twisting she supceeded in involving Al Norris, another 7
,

graduate student at,the college who had developed.conLderable

'expertise in the writing field. Norris had been '\a fellow
.

teachoz....agea-th Robards before, they had returned to graduate:

school and had Since worked, in a prestigious private

179
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school while purSting his graduate *studies'. Re was

experienced and dynamic as a teacher and e taas authoritative'

creativecreative in tha field of writing. Further, Norris had

made a big hit with the W2iting C6hsortium with,an aft -day
.

"writing conference" in Werch of 1980 which focussed.on.the

sedondery teacher.

The second .Robards move was.to.prOpose.to the remaihing,

'Writing Consortium group that they plan together for a major

conference.on writng,in the spring which would introduce

"a pOtp uxri of writing resources And ideas to 'educators f

in the entire area:- Norris, with his considerable knowledge

of.the field, was very help ful to the group ircthis planning

effort. In addition, early in 1981 -klorris conducted two

"regional" (Worth and south) workshops on writing. for IOA

member districts. loth were well attended (aPproxim ately 11.

. 30'at each) and well received.

On March 20 and 21, 1981, the Writing Conferente was

finally held. at facilities at; the col/Tie. It had been ,well

publicizedin advanse through flyers and through the first

'* issue of, the revived I0A-newsletteE (also put together very

largely through Roards''effofts). ..t. was. ?pen to..all with '-

a sliding fee sctle,6f020.00 for Writing Conkortium Members,
4 , .

$4.0.00 f-or...I04 filembers,.and $70.00 for non -IOA membets.
,

,

More than
;U0

people registered. The donference featuredj .. .

_ Pr6ide4t_C rlson, aqain.as the introducer, .Plus dr major

. speakers, one an.exPert on writing ptograms at he college,

two:weifi n iknow eAperts_from other universities, and one
,

the
... ,

e AO e Od .
'executive of a' publishing company. There were also concurrent

works,hop sessions, panel discussion and'an informal wine _
/ h.

V f
a

,and cheese event. Thus it was well- balanced; varied program

.and Was generany regarded as a great success. It ;was 'ruly
1

the capstone event of.the Writing Consortium and it is also

the point at'which our.analysis concludes.
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It is not clear where the Writing Consortium. will be

going as we enter the 1981-82 school year. The Writing

Conference of the previous4spring will be a tough act to

follow. There is still no clear evidence that Robards can

pass on her.baton toanother orchestra leader although she

professed a desire to do so. Certainly interest in writing

will continue to be high onthe agendas of many of theie
4

districts but with the rich and varied risources available

from so many sources it seems somewhat doubtful hat the

Writing 'Consortium, if it survives, will play a salient role.

On the other hand, the signal success of-,the Writing

Consortium was 'in establishing-a sustained networking

activity among a circle of actors around a particular topic.

Thanks largely to ,Robards' advance inanning and shepherding,

the "consortium model" became the most obvious evidence of

thb success of.the IOA'reviva.1 effort. Thus by the spring,

Archer in particular was seeking ways to replicate the model

Afterother topic areas. After the enlistment of appropriate

in-house experts, the conduct of preliminary work group

sessions, and the issuance of a long article in the revived

newsletter, a new consortium dealing ih computers in

'education was Set up for a start in the 1981-82 school year.

6.2.5. buicomes of the Writing Consortium Serial

The Writing Consortium'undoubtedly allowed a number

of people kn the Upper Ciest arid Middle Crest School DistriTts

and scattered others to become much more informed 'on the

possibilities for writing programs. With the success of the

conference events in the spring of 1981 we can also assume

that awareness and some specific knowledge of writing

research curriculum development, frameworks for under-
.

standing and some specific innovative pfacticesspread

throughout the Urbania metropolitan area including Urbania,

thanks to some reAesentation from the big city at the March

conference.

4

.
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Whether or not writilig Cdnsortium activities led to
specific.practice Changes or even influenced them in a major
way is'much harder to judge. Clearly /Upper Crest and
Middle Crest were the.primary participants in the consortium
yet there is.clear and substantial evidegce that they were both

.

pursuing very active and elaborate writing programs
.

iwhch had
quite different roots both before and during the timeief,

the consortium's maximum influence.
= It seems most likely

that the Writing Consortium influence blended with othpr.
influencei to make these two districts and their-relevant

staffs somewhat more sophisticated about writing programs
than they otherwise would have been.

The same cannot be-said of Shady Grove. Even though
the superintendent's endorsement ,vas an important element

. lb

at the beginning, Bhady Grokre staff consistently felt
that they had not much to learn from the other districts,

having their own icing tradition of academic excellende

and-extensive internal support for- teacher self-developmept.
In any case the pattern of sending only one representative
to meetings, usuallyi'a different person every time, precluded

serious involvement or benefit to Shady Grove from the

Writing Consortiut. For Bayside there,also seemed to be

few gains, despite the. fact Aat the superintendent was

so involved from the beginning; th4 fact was that he= withdrew

after a year, dissappointed that the group could not move

into e "product" orientation which would yield what he

saw as concrete benefits for his district.
.f3

The major outcome of the Writing CO 5'rtium`as it related

to.the IOA as a whole is'that it was'a generally successful

approach to both networking and sustained and shared

.intellectual activity around a particular topic. It allowed

some focussing of energies in contrast to the scatter

wlitch characterized most other IOA efforts. It thus became

a favored pattern for future activates in contrast to the
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field placement of Fellows discussed'in the previous

s;axial analysis. 4

We still,have very little 1evidence on the instituion-

alization of either the Writing'Consortium or the "consortium

model." No district hasia continuing budgetary commitment

to the concept or the specific entity, It has not yet

survived the turnover of leadership. It has not yet becom

a part-lof the routine of either the college, the IOA, or

the districts.

6.2.6. 'Barriers

The'Writing Consortiula,succeeded in part because there

were very few barriers in its way. Robards did encounter

some resistance amorig the Fellows, perhaps because she

was suggesting a rather different modus operandi from the

original Fellow, model yet it was an approach which was.

,generally quite, compatible with -Loveland's goals for the

IOA,'which emphaized centering on teacher needs, sensitivity

to process, sharing among practitioners, and networking.

The chief barrier operationally was probably geographic. The

Writing, Consortium never succeeded in extending itself

across the. suburban landscape or to Urbania but remained

restricted principally to four, later two adjacent districts.
011

Part'of this problem Was endemic to IOA activities in general:

it is hard enough to\get teacherA released for travel

outside their districts, but especially-h'ard to induce them

to travel way.across town on a.regular basis.

Another barrier of a sort was to continued presence

of abundant alternative sources of knowledge and resources

of various kinds concerningwriting. The college could

provide very high quality inputs but it had no exclusives.

Furthermore, the somewhat intellectualized college offerings

may have been perceived as stimulating but somewhat less

immediately useful than more thoroughly packaged or

tailor-made reseurcdt internal to the districts.
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6.2.7. Facilitators

'There isnoAuestion that,the chief facilitating

factor in the success of the WritingT'Onsortiut was the tre-
mendous energy, thoughtful planning and structuring of the
enterpise by Rhonda Robards. In spite of a nearly complete

lack of knowledge or experience witlithe "substave (wriing)
she doggedly applied networking principles which she had
derived from a Careful reading of Sarason's. research and

she made the consortium work. She also made good use of her
own personal'network partiCularly in bringing in Norris.

She was also aided y.the fact that there were some good

exemplars available, particularly in Milzo, and she ,was not
afraid to draw on them.

;

Another'facilitating factor was the currency of'the topic
and the. need felt for improvement at all levels by all,levelsi
of school staff.

s.

Finally, we would also have to-say that the presence
of multiple alternative resources was probably a facilit4tor

as much as. it 'was a barrier because the wealth of resources
meant that there was always something to talk about. Indeed
the presence of all these resources' helped to shape the

direction of the Writing ConsortiUm toward sharing and resource

banking rather than toward the development or installation of
particular programs.

6.2,8. Analysis of the Dynamics of the Writing'Consortium
.eAlthough this serial may ,not have run its full-coilese,

we can yetdiscern-some clear stages of its eftlution. The
first was a kind of prehistory whentthe need and the readiness
for a sustained effort were being aroused. We might call
this "arousal." It includes the very first session by Milazzo,

the subsequent work group series in the fall of 1977, climaxed

by the overflow -session, and then the suggestion by the

Bayside superintendfit that Robards might help him somehow with
a vaguely envisaged writing project.\

0
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The second pllase,was'"planning and start-up" and this

'.was clearly all Robards' effort, starting with her pre-
.

meeting with SamwTaylor, the 'influential Shady

Grove superintendent, and leading up't the set-aside of

, member duesand the first fall("writing symposium" at

.Upper Crest. The third phase might be alled "the flowering,"

A' series of; sessions which had' good atte dance, high

involvement, a variety of rich'inputs, and some high

expectations of what might be accompli she

.
,The-f6urth phase, which might be call0 "the doldruts,"

began w'it'h the tlissaffection and withdrawalvof the Bayside

superintendent in the summer of 1979. It continued through a

somewhat "rambling,and aimless second year when the two most

active districts were building their own programs and reaching

outside the Writing Consortium for resources. The fiftp

Phase might be called "dissemination," the peribd when the.

successful two-day conference was planned'and executed, when

Norris came on, board to lead "regional" woFkshops, and

when Robard4i4ot out a. special issue of the revived IOA

newsletter devoted specifically -to writing.

As in the 104 as a whole and the Fellows serial we see

here the central role of an energetic prime mover with an

ideology and in this case a rather-clear process structure.

We also see the ambivalent role played by alternative

resources and by the general paubity of financial resources.

What is striking is the fact that Loveland played a rather

minor role in this enterprise overall and that, it flourished

at a time (fall of 1978), when the IOA as-a whole was rather

troubled. Like"other efforts of the revived IOA, the

Writing Consortium leaves no trail of memorable products

in terms of either research or development or substantial

documentation save the newsletter issue. Nor did it lead

to any,doctoral dissertations or to significant changes'in

coursework at the college% but none of these were intended

4:(
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objectives so they could ha'rdly be rated as failings.
'

The Writing Consortium really succeeded in doin4 ,what--
,Robards

w
hoped initially it would'do. it was a network

-- .

for sharing, and for stimulating practice .improvement.
t
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7. CAUSAL NETWORK*

7.1. GENERAL MODEL

In order to map and analyze the properties of the

interorganizationai1 arrangements being studied, we attempted

to isolate the factors that appeared to account for the outcomes

obtained in each'of the cases studied in detail. Two types of
factors were extracted: those which were common to all cases--

some 52 core variables--and those which were case-specific.

For the most part, the core variables were empirically driven,

i.e., they emerged as impottant determinants or mediators

across the three cases. We then grouped these factors into

empirical clusters and laid them out in the time-linked model

shown in Figure 7-1. -Variable definitions are given in the

discussion of the causal network (seotion 7.2.3).

To review the diagrarbriefly and in Cl highly simplified

way, we can view it as depicting the life cycle of the inter-

organizational arrangement, beginning with the relationships

between the college/university and the school district(s)

prior to the creation of the arrangement. We hypothesize

that the closeness and positive nature of antecedent coupling

determines to a great extent'the comditments mad to this

enterprise by the school district(s) and-by the participating

college- of education. The strength of these commitments then

reinforcer-or in the case of flow commitment, weakens--the
_

,efforts of staff members of the arrangement: Ih-some cases,

the characteristic'ofthe;lea'der or coordinator o the

arrangement can influence thd-levei of commitigat in the

participating colleges and scho- -thus the broken line

leading from staff characteris5j.c.p..back to the boxes for

school and University commj_tment.

.
/ -:.-,..

"6" -* The procedures and products outlined in this'' section were
developed by M.B. Miles and A.M. Huberman in a national study
of educational innovation, Crandall, D., et al, A Study-of

ft."T:

'Ala Dissemination ]fforts Supporting School Improvement. Andover,
/Mass., The Network, 1981. Any use of the procedures and tools

shou e credited appropriately.

(
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figure 7-1 General Model for the IOA
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Staff efforts lead tc.k thet;desiga and implementation of
the IOA program.. Successfill :rrangements are characterized by

f objectives,-varie%y of activities and responsiveness
to requests r needs clf parti ii5ating units by IOA staff. The

,t program can alsa. be'Strengthened by external inputs, in the
form of funds and/or-external informationand expertise.

TheSuccess 'aft program sefforts,can be judged by the
indi cators of 10A development, iriuding the degree of use
by members, thksnumber and:closeneSs of ties and the degree
to which the arrOg:ement,becomes durably institutionalized.
Differing degree of deveIopment,hould then result in

,

differing outcomes at the,school and. college` levels.
7.2. CAUSAL NETWORK FOR THE EASTERN PRIVATE IOA

Practically atl the core Variables applied to tH'e.

'Eastern Private IOA and are laid odt in Figuree 7 -2.' For ease
of underistandihg and 4glie'take peaders'through the same

introductory comments. nd instructions as were given to

individuals from, the three arrangments who were asked to give
feedback on the accu4.acyoand exhaustiveness of the causal
networks.

'-' 7.2.1. Introduction ,.
1 -

In tryibg t0 find an economical Fay of summarizing
our'understanding Of.'thb site, we,have collstructed a "causal
network" for each of tWt0As:,

.

The causal network tried to-put on one fold-out sheet
the main factors and the'wais 'en which they influenced One
anoOler.during the life'Pof:the IPA,.:up,tb the point at which
we stopped collecting data (for the Eastern private Case,May 1§,81)..
There are- two.ginds of factors in-the ,networki general factors,
ones which seemed important.atarl the_sites to explain the
pattern of events and outcries; and site-specific factors..
Form example, on the causal network or the' Eastern Private

vIOA, level of cosmopolitanism of school pehonnel and of ,

universiInel (#2,4) 'r'e unique to that site.

At, first gfance the figure with its 50-odd boxes and
thicket of 'arrows probably looks more like.a maze or
Rube Goldbvg machine than.4)Fohekent flow chart. Ps

.' turns out, we' think that yoU spould be able -to deciphek
` it without much trouble by thing the explanatory text gil.ch

accompanies the flow chart. At' this state of our work,
4

a
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do not think that a more simplified'ficu/e would do justice
to the real complexitiesin.these I04s; nor would it allow
us to compaie them and to assess whether, the ,current theories'
about knowledge utilization and interorganizational linkage
can account for what we found.

7.2.2. How the Network is.Organized

The Eastern Private IOA network flows as folloWs: the
beginnirig or antecedent variables are' atthe left, of the paae
,a-osuill-9). They give way to intermediate or inkervening

. varidgEes....whtch usually- come later 4n the history of the IOA
they co er variables nos. 10-32. The outcome variables arparraye the far -fight nos. 3.3 -40.

Each box has a rating, high or low. For instance, box'
#5, "history of collaboration'," is high, denoting a chool-
university collaboration-which was fairly active be4re the

' current IOA was revived. The arioia goes to box #7, "no.
school-university formal links," indicating that the history
of collaboration contributed to a moderate number of formal
ties between the twopartners pfior to the formal reconstitution
of the present IOA.

'kbme boxes have "low" ratings, such as #2a-," university
localism": low does not mean negative or inadequate.

One final detail: There are three global streams in the d
flow chart. ,'The ,tream along the top of the-ifigure ha', most
of the schgol district variables. The stream along the'bOttom
has.most-of the college/universitylVariables, The center
stream contains the variables for the IOA as a whole..

7.2.3. ReadingttAe Network for the Eastern Private i0A

We beiive that two antecedent conditions both at the

university and among the schooldistricts repreSgpted in the

Eastern Private IOA were significant determinants of what

happened, ivhat outcomes resulted, and what benefits did or

did not accrue to the involved.. These were the

relative influence/power (#1;3) and level of. cosfiopolitanism

(#2,4) diat.existed 'on both sides. The:mijority of school

'distriots which continued to be aCi.e within the.arrangement had
/

'long been recognized leaders in p blic education, and they

rep'resented cosmopolitan '\ anid establishelicommUnities high in
proportions of professions and old Wealth. This led to strong

support for...education and -to an expectation that the schools r
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would prepacce children t.o:enter the upper levels of society
and profegsional life Via strong academically oriented programs.
TIL resulting rschool" environment was thils highly "cosmopolite,"

i.e., habitually in contact wibI other educational resource
centers a

were neede
systems, seeking.whateVer practices and knowledge
o remain up with and ahead of the competition.

Indeed it was the perception of this cosmopOlite aspect
ofthis particular regiOn which led an enterprising professor
of educational finance and administration to found the IOA
some. 40 years ego. The school distriCts in the network were
seen by him as "lighthouses" for U.S. public education in
general, showing the way to reforms and practice improvements.
at all levels: instructional; administrative, and curricular.
His efforts e directed toward the articulation and codifi-
cation df thes leading-edge innovations so- hat they could
be shared not only wit, in the IOA itself, but among educational

.

practitioners across the nation-. .

The university, of which the college of edlication was a
unit, was widely recognized as one of the great American

universities, drawing professors and students from the highest

intellectual levels around the world. It followed that the
university did not see its target-clientele or public as

particularly local, even though it was situated in a large

metropolitan region,-an area with serious problems of social

inequity, inter-racial and cultural conflict, poverty, crime,
pollution, urban decay, etc. This contradiction Of situation
and, orientation boiled over into serious conflict and

disruption i the 1960s _as more 'radical students and faculty
pressed .fir greater university responsibility for coping

with the immediate social issues. Today, this concern.for

local relevance and responsibility seems -to be,considerably

muted and rarely emerged in interviews,withprofessors or
students.

The college of education itself partook of many of the

attributes of Cosmopolite intelfectual power of its parent

.1- 20
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unit, but had its own peculiar history. At its founding

it was seen.as a "teachers college," i.e., a place where

students would came to learn how to be teachers from master

teachers in the schools. It was from many of the school'

districts -which now formed the IOA that these original teachers

were drawn, for the same reason that the IOA's founder sought

out these schools as leaders of American education. Over

'the years, however, the college moved further and further

away from being an institution staffed by master teachers

as it increasingly aspired to and achieved status for

research and scholarship. Thus, the present orientation

of the :o.11ege was, national_ and international, not local,

and its main concerns were academics and research rather
44

than dissemination and service.

The power and gpsmopolitanism of both types, of

institutions involved in this IOA tended to pull in

directions which were contradictory for the arrangement.

On the positive side there was clearly a convergence of

interest in high quality education, in being national

leaders and the first with nela ideas and piactices. This

was the basis for the original collaboration and the continued

promise of learning from 'others who are-on the cutting edge

was still an impgrtant objective. On the negative side

was the fact that many alternative opportunities existed for
,

both the university and the school districts., In the-inter-

vening 40 years, a vastly more complex infrastructure of -

other resource institutions (#6) had sprung up, many with

-.much clearer service orientations and mandates and backed

by far more substantial and reliable financial resources.

For the university, the service orientation had becomemeaker

and increasingly channeled toward educational problems which

were of less relevance to this particular set of affluent

districts, e.g:, national educational policy, basic
A

education, urban education, etc.
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With such ambivalence on both sides, one might ask why

the arrangement had continued for so long. We,seetwo
overriding f.Ictors causing this longevity. The first was
the history of cnlaboration itself -(#5). In its heyday,
this arrangement was a particularly vibrant, powerful, and

enriching mechanism for education reform, and the memory.

still lingered. among the older school administrators and
some of the college faculty. Because of its onetime

4P
popularity and success, the'arrangement got firmly lodged,,

even as the power and pertinence of the original arrangement
faded and its leaders disappeared.

_

The other factor, somewhat related to th first, was the con-
stant flow of students piirsuing.advariceddegrees and advanced °.,

positions within their district hierarchies. These students con=:'
stituted formal links between the school and the university (#7).
Because these districts were reputed to he strong educationally,
they were able to attract graduates from the best universities.

The university, in turn was likely to draw its students from the
talent pools of ecucation 'practitioners in districts such as these!:

Added to this wasthe fact of proximitli,. Large
proportions of graduates frbm this particular college
of education filled powerful positions in this set
of school districts- According to some informants,

the arrangement thus became an "old boys'club" with informal

links between people Sharing graduate training and practical.
experiences (#8). The arrangement thus gave the opprit.ulity--

.for continued association with others in similar positions
within the region. ...However, the sharing did not seem to
extend to the faculty of the college of education, who were
still seen primarily a$ former professors rather thap as

.2
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colleagues.

Pre-existing formal linkages occurred at instructional
and curricular levelsawithin these districts as well as
among the top administrators. Teachers and Other school
district staff commonly sought career advancement through



further education 1#9). The college of education'involved'
in this arrangement was perceived as a valued and prestigious

optiOn for advanced training. Thus, the pre-existing linkages

were "multiiplex" in two' senses: .(l) first, they involved

more than# one level and one type.of Professional, and second,
they involved more than one type 'of function (e.g., profes-

4siOnal advancement, collegial association and friendship,

contact with newknowled0 and innovative practice, statu-S-

enhancement.).

The linkage multiplexity acted as a counterforce to,the

growing presenc Ofalternative resource opportunities for

member districts,'leading to a moderate degree of interinsti-

tutional coupling (#10),1g-; compared to the much stronger

coupling of a generation earlier. We also perceived this

multiplexity #7,8) as an important conditioning factor of

the visibility of the arrangement ( #29), administrator support

(#30), sense of cohesion between the arrangement staff and

school people (#11) and ultimately the extent of use (#40)

and the number of linkages (#37) which survived as "outcomes"

from the period under study.

Institutional support for the arrangement had been tepid,

klowever, on both the university and school sides since the

mid-1960s and remained so despite the rejuvenation efforts

to be described below. bn the university side, institutional

priorities remain focussed on a national stage and on conceins

for research and scholarship. The institutional priority

of the arrangement to the university (#12) was further

weakened by the perception among some of the faculty that

these were not needy schools and hence not appropriate targets

for the'limited service efforts that the university was

obliged,to make. Further, because of its capacity to recruit

studen'ts, retain outstanding faculty and maintain its

reputation without resort to 16eal service activities, the
.t

university saw only marginal benefits from the arrangement

(013). Lack of significant perceived benefits and low priority

tended to push the arrangement into the periphery of university
. . .

concern an4 attention (#14), which turn detracted from

the'status of-persons who were involved with it (#15).
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tack of-perceived benefits also limited leiversity

dependence on the arrangement (.#16), although the admini-

stration of the college .qf education and a bandful 'of factilty

(probably for different reasons) continuedo suppor linkage .

to the public schools of the rion through field service
arrangements. For these people the existing arrangement was

something of an enigma. It was a going concern which brought

kh some portionof the funds needed to support it; -it apiwared

to, do things deemed worthwhile by a number of people; it

maintained the_image of the college as a publicly virtuous

enterpise; and it doggedly retained its "potential" to be

what it,once was; an activity which catalyzed and synergized

research, training,. and innovation in ways that benefited

the university, the participating districts; --and the

educational community as a whole.

The same enigmatic appeal worked on the handful of

district superintendents who carried't e arrangement through

its feeblest hours. Because of the ich 'array of alternatives

now available, it had been aeleast 15 years since the

arrangement enjoyed a high institutional priority (#17)

InS-c11strIcts-r-including the

most loyal. Likewise, and for the same reason, none of the

partitipating districts felt dependent on the arrangement

(#18) for significant resources.

These preconditions led in 1976 to a near-decision on

the part of the executive board (composed then of the seven

superintendents representing the only dues-paying.districts)

to terminate the arrangement after 35 years. Indecision on

both sides led to a"one more try" solution in the form of

a new director. The subsequent history of'the arrangement

unfolded largely in terms of the interplay of this new

leader's role and the pre-existing historical and support

factors described above on the district and university sides.

2 2, 4
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Four attributes of the leader were important to

the story, Probably tbe,Most notable was the leader's
. .

energy (#19); the new assign nt was taken on with giisto

and dedication which infected other actors, particularly

the staff cif graauate students which she quickly built.

.up &63Andherself: As an associate professormna tenure

line and as one of the most popular teachers in the college,
.

the new leader also had considerable clout (#2()) and was

able to lay down conditions, including the temporary commitment

of some endowment monies, in dedication to the new task (#23).

Such clout was probably dimplished by the relatively low status

-oftheenterpei1 #15) in the eyes-of- -anyfac lty. Never-__
theless, a cotbination of clput and ene gy enabl d her to

enlist senior faculty (#24) to''provide inputs an make

presentations at the yarious, conferences and workshops which

ensued. Such contributions, were made without remuneration

and constituted a substantial addition to the university's

resource commitment (#25) beyond endowment monies.

A third important attribute ofthe leader was her

dedication to a particular approach to change (#21). lidavy

emphasis was put - on client participatAion--especially by

teachers--sharing of experiences, 'networking, ana the

use of changeagents, not as experts in particular content

areas, but asprocess helpers And linkers to others with

resources to share. Not coincidentally, shoe, also taught a

very popular course on the change. process, whe* she recruited

some of the dedicated and talented graduate students who

formed her core staff (#26). Ideology and commitment combined ,

to make the rejuvenated arrangement responsive to a variety

of district needs and concerns (#27) and also led to a,

bewildering array ofiactivities (#28), inciuding frequent

AW workshops on a gfeat variety of topics, conferences; separate

sub-group meetings of principals and superintendents, assistance

to particular sehocls and district on staff development,

curriculum development, resource linking, evaluation, etc.
0-
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Ideology and energ algO combined%to.greatly.increase

the visibility of the a angement aMong-ochool. districts in

F3 the` The new read.< and her -first two .graduate'
. t

..N
assistant launched a vigorous recruiting drive,\displayin' ..

the array of planned activities an4 optional arrai'lgeffients

which would be made available at miniffdd cost. Increased

visibility and' recruitment effort led in turn to-increased

suppprt by district superintendents, (x30),Adrith membership
°

quadrupling over a six-month period. Support also meant

limited (one ;year or year-by-yeal) oL'xiamitment to .financial

s port for the arrangement on a fe'e'Sthedule-which was

-ac ally-reduted-from -what it had been previously.- For th

larger and more affluent districts_the_amouxt,ct funding (#31)

was small,enbugh ($750.00) to be handled by a superintendent

as- apart of his discretionary budget or easily explakned to
0

his board. Other resource commitments (W)g in terms 'of staff

release and travel were also peserkt, as reflected'in the

'b 14gh attendance levels at 1.111A-t-o the reconstituted workshop

. and confers activities. On the other hand,: the actual

level-Z,f teacher support (#33) Was handl-to gauge; 'high

attendance.at workshops did not' rlpreSent widespread use or

O 40
even awareness of the arrangement and its offerings by the

majority of thousands ofteachers in participating, districts.

The fourth _leadership factor was- instability (#27).

For.adomiiinatIon of reasons, including illness, ,a sabbatical

leave, and profesional needs which competed with her

invq14ement with the arrangement, the leader was required to

be absent for long'Stretches of time including the second

e and fourth years of the revival. Ber stand -ids during these

absences were not able to command the same clout from the

U

liniveisity or* the same 4evotkon frem-the.graduate students..

Thus,, while activity continued on at a-faSt pace, there

was possibly an underlying diminution'of confidence and an

'increased sense of fragility to,the whole enterprise. Some

kpy staff. Aeparted while others were recruited who were less

0,

0 0
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clearly identified with the ideglogy and sense of mission of
Vthe inspirational leader (#34). The lack of staff contiguity

also tended,to diminish the perception by-school rson

C

1

`that they would derive significant beneflts,from the
&-trangement. The fact that most outreach efforts werennot-=
tied to degree or course credit at the university alsci,i 0

decreased the perception 61)..y school personndl.that benefits
accrued to them from participation. .

Perception of benefits, either potential or accrued,

was also indirectly.conditioned by the diversity of obj tives
(#36) of the arrangement as a whole, The historic
arrangementrePregerited'a complex but.oVlear bargain-struck
betweln the original founding leader and the district

0
superintendents, ,Tny were:t get -et-agreat deal of quali ative

-and quanitatiVe information on innbvationswpresented.in.
comparative form as collective feedback onwhat they,'as '-

i..a group of inhoytting districts,were'doing: :The,founder in
'"

turn got,a massive 'field data collection apparatbs which
w, used fpr over 100 doctoral dissertatioz.ls over a 25-
ey1 period as well as for numerous monographs and articles.

,--The school districts also provided a steady income to the.

university for the support of core administrative-staff and oh

'..

graduate students.
-1

The revived-arrangement of -the late 1970s was based
on no such rIciprogal bargain. Therglwas no data collection
or research component. Thus, what%the university got out

:
of-the arrangement was not,.,well articulated but appeared

. .

teinvolve a combination of goodwill, practice experience

. 11(
opportunities, for 'a few graduate studerits, and a general

outlet for the di 'verse expertise of its faculty. What the
,

schools got out xpf it was also somewhat ill-defined:-a
6

gfeat variety of inputs from university-based experts; some
with national and'world-wide reputations; the pibmise ofe

small amounts of consultation from a po.ol'of diversely
4 lir . 0

talented graduate students; and the c65Ortunity.to develop
0

.--

,
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practice and resource sharing networks of either a general
,(e.g., meetings Of principals) or a topic - specific (e.g.,

) riting Consortium) nature.

Up to this poihtin the narrative cif causal connections,

we have been focussing on what could be called "antecedent"
or "intervening" variables - and their interrelationships. All

--ethese could be crudely lumped together under the heading

"causes" btsfuse they largely explain what happened and what
was continuing to happen in this setting as Oe concluded the
investigation. We now turn to the "eTfects," i.e., the

outcomes that appear to have resulted from this array of
j

causes.--Here-we-wouad-alsvlike-to:make-sonWfurthei4,.

distinctions between "intermediate" and "ultimate" outcomes.
_ 'Intermediate outcomeeirefers to the sets of activities

and linkages which were the most visible result of the

efforts of the leadership and staff over the last fpur years.

Considering the size of the core staff, 411 of whom were'part
time, the actual` umber of University-school contacts
generated by the revived arrangement was impiessive (#37).

2

This is particularAy so if we- count as a "link" each time that a

sbliool-based: person had direct exposure to,auniversity-
based person or vice versa,'whether group

-
.

or a large gathe,iing-...Thus, there.were-50
..

workshops and 10 conferences during the firsethree years ;

of the revival in ac7ition to about 10 meetingS of: '

executi e bo'ard, expanded to include two princip.als;

sporadic eetings of a principals' group; and bi-mOr thly
visits 1y bout 1Q graduate students designated as "Fellows"

to those districts which' had paid an extra fee fob' their.

services.art:,

While the old ,,arrangement had long, been known as an
"old boys' twork" among suburban suPerinfendedts, the

revived netw rk, following the new iiqology, succeeded in

establishing linkages at.the teacher and principal levels,

,

J
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as well as among the central office staff who were most'

tO the graduate student staff of the arrangement,

and from whom many of those graduate students were recruited.

To such personal linkages could be added print, materials,
in the form of brochures, announcements, and newsletters',:

At, the beginning of the.revival a quarterly newsletter was
L

dropped fK.Qm the activities 14*, but was republished

during the fourth revival year. Apart from these it

tr

print outputfrodthe arrangement during this period was

_

small, confined to semiannual reports with minimal cir-
culation. ,

It is-very itportant-to note that the lInkages, while

many
l
and individually usually of high quality (i.e.,-

individuals repor,ted them to be useful; enjoyable', etc.),

were scattered across a wide range of people-4M. topics

and did not focus on any one target group or target'purpose.

For example,DO specific on-going arrangements were esta-

'bliAAed for school-to-school Charing of ideas and knowledge

resources (438) with the exception of the Writing Consortium

which primarily involved the intermittent collaboration of

three or four districts and about a dozen staff from various

schoolsystem levels. This was in spiteof the ideology

of "networking" as an important road to school improvement.

It appears that although at least moderate teacher support

(#33) had beengenerated througtil workshop actry,ities, It

was not Wobilized in

One significant

for was the presence

the direction of sustained exchanges.

typof crcome,.whrich we .were looking

of sustained collaborative linkage

activities, focusged on'particular problems or content areas

so as to have substantial impact. We did find a few of

these"-(#39),-bUt..their..number was diminished by the scattering

of effortsfioted earlier. !QnI'aspect of the revival was 'the

institution 'of what were called "work groups,"-- t

a string\qf up,to three small workshops on thowsame topic
-

which were intended to build,on one another with the same

2
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participant group.... Participants were first stimulated by some

sort of expert resource person,followed by sharing of existing;

praCtices and discussiops of the implications of what the

resource person had'offered,and then perhaps moving on to

more "hands-on" types of activity such as materials

development, adaptation, and,review, 'try-out with pupils

and report-back, etc. Ark gpups were welf-attplded

and wel/-appreciated but few turned into sustained 4

collaborative efforts, the Writing Consortium being an

exception.

Another potential source of such sustained activity was

the field work of the Fellows. In this case, the university-

based resource person appeared on site in the school district

as many as two dozen times in a school year. Usually %.

these visits centered on a particular problem or project

in a particular school, but the majority turned out to be

rather marginal and low-impact activities, -reflecting the

caution of the school administrators regarding the "Fellow"

idea as well as some lack, of clarity about the underlying

change agent concept which theyembodied.

From the available evidence, it is difficult to make a

clear -cut assessment of the "extent of use" (#40)oof

the arrangement. There were pockets of fairly extensive use

of some of the arrangement's resources byindividuals,

but system-wide use', Could only be cited in one area (writing)

for two school districts. Even in these cases, it seemed

likely that changes would have taken place in any 'case and

that the changes observed Were equally influencedby other

resource agencies in the area.

What has been said of extent'of use applies doubly

when we try to assess the numbers of specific practice

improvements (#41) observed within the school d!tricts.

We note here the phenomono4 called "stock- piling,:' whereby

school personnel absorb high quality workshop and conference

nputs, usually from acknowledged scholar's and researchers,i

but find no immediate use. As they continue about their

work back -home, they may find ways to interweave the

new ideas or understandings into existing practices. In
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many cases, this may be merely-a change -in attitude or 4

a heightenedAwareness of a particular prOblem, e.g., the

Special needs of youngsters from broken hones. There is

no easy way ,to docdment these kinds of changes, let alone

quantity them. It was our imi5res'sion that teachers and

administrators who attended many workshops did indeed improve

'their pradtide irit sundry and sETle ways:. this was
.4

particularly the case where superiors ,(e.g., principals

vis-a-vis teachers) gave encouragement for attendance and

indicated approval of improvement efforts.

Even more difficult is the assessment of wh f -we call

-Iscapadityl'-for-practi'deim ement-.:(442);aiXonsr term
ability and tendency to seek and secure positive changes in -

the schooling enyironment. Historically and by reason of

their social, economic, and intellectual ecology, most
.0-

of these school districts already possessed 'a high capacity'

for self-generated practice 'improvement. Further contact

with this prestigious university" and its various offerings

undoubtedly added something to th, capacity, but how much?

Again,..the,growth over three decades of a rich-array of

alternative resource centers of high quality and typically--
,

moderate cost.made it-unftkely that this particufar arrangement
4 4

in its revived foirm would egresent a' very gignifidant

additional component. 'When school superintendents wer.e

asked if they could get along without the,arrangement, all

indicated that they could.' Whatelier was added was not

deemed essential.

On-the university side the ultimate impacts appeated-__.

to be even more tenuous. The revived arrangement did not

provide a welcome harbor for research projects, although

two, or three students derived dissertations-from their field

experients. Enrichtent of the college curriluldm also

appeared to be slight, limited to no more than 10 students

per year Who could'O'fil e'xperience'through short-term field

placement not provided otherwise. Many of the faculty were

a.
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called upon for presentations And workshops; susually*these-

activaies did not seem to affect their teaching, research

or other service activities but there were notable

exceptions, e.g., the case where faculty members became

involved in the. development of an ongoing consortium on

computers as an outgrowth of workshops on ,that topic.

Contacts with School districts developed through the

arrangement may have led to subsequent consultations, place-
_

ment or research opportunities; but because these people

were who they,are, similar contacts might have resulted

without the arrangement in aany cases. Overall, improvement

in university practice appeared to have been minimal as a

, result of the arrangement (443), as was improvement in the

university's general capacity (#44), apart from the potential

through the arrangement of a closer meshing of university

and school activities at some time in the future.

Finally,-we come to the question of the long-term

survival of the arrangement itself (#45). This may seem

an odd question for a collaborative arrangement which had

Survived for 40 years, but, in its present configuration, the

future of this arrangement appeared to be precarious.. Even

though resource commitments on both the university and

school sides were internal' ("hard'money") sources, commitment

of these resources was only on a yearly basis; there were
4141416

pressures on both sides to reinvest these, Lunds in other

activities. Even if the present support leVels could be

guaranteed into the future, they were clearly inadequate to

mount a continuing effort, relying as they did on extraordinary
,

amounts of volunteered effort and full-time commitment for

part;-time remuneration.
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